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ABSlRACl

This research expÌores the irnpact of gender stereotypes,
specificalty those of aggression and sexuality on the sentencing
of offenders convicted of physical and sexual abuse of children.
lwo hypotheses were explored in this research. Hypothesis f was
that offenders wourd be punished more harshly for the physical
abuse of girrs than for the physical abuse of boys. Hypothesis
IÏ $tas that offenders would be punished more harshly for the

sexual abuse of boys than for the sexuar abuse of girls.
The research found that sentences for offenders in cases of
physical abuse did not differ by the sex of the vict.im. This

finding provided no support for hypothesis r. rn cases of chird
sexual abuse, while not statisticarly significant, slight trends
is the direction predicted by hypothesis rr s/ere evident.
offenders received slightly rnore serious sentences for the abuse
of boys than for the abuse of girls. This trend v¡as especially
apparent when a parent was the offender.
rt was concruded in this analysis that gender stereotypes
did not appear to influence the señtencing of offenders in either
physicaJ- or sexuar abuse cases. rt, is cautioned, however, that
in the sexuar abuse data, due to the smarr number of boys in the
sample the findings !,¡ere not conclusive.
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CHÀPTER

ONE

INTRoDUCTIoN

Distinctions between the biotogical and social categories
of female and male have characterized much of the history of
human interaction.
Explicit divisions between the sexes have
formed the foundation of many of societyrs norms, taboos and
institutional arrangements. Based on physÍorogy alone, males
and females are different,. The social construction of gender
behaviour, however, has been much more highly debated.
Gender is a cultural invention (Lee, ]-976). It is a
socially defined status attached to the biological dívisions of
mare and female (Rubin, L97s; Greenglass, tgï2; Hansot & Tyack,
1988; crapo, 1991). Gender represents a powerful normative
system that evaluates and controls the behaviour of females and
males (Schur, L984) .
Representations of gender exist, as stereotypes.
Stereotypes are useful in their simplification of the social
world and make inforrnation processing more efficient (Howard,

1984).

stereotypes are incorporated within society in ravrs,
myths, norms, attitudes and values.
Gender stereotypes are the widely held, curturally shared
belÍefs about, the categories of male and female (skitka &
Masl-ach, 1990) .

Knowing only the sex of an individual,

inferences based on stereotypes can predict gender related
characteristics (Deaux & Lewis, t9B4).

This research explores one aspect of gender; its impact on
the sentencing of child abuse cases in the criminal justice
system. The sentence of an offender is perhaps the most visible
result of the criurinal justice process. À criminal sentence
carries with it enormous synbolic significance (Gibson, ],g77).
Several studies have examined the characterístics of chitd abuse
cases. Few studies have examined the factors that affect the

legar disposition of these cases (Bradshaw & Marks, 1990). on
the other hand, sentencing literature greatly ernphasizes the
importance of examining the factors that infruence the
sentencing process. Farrell & Ho1mes (1991) concludes that it
is not possible to understand legal decision rnaking without
considering the social stereotypes that influence that decisionmaking. This research aims to examine gender stereotypes as a
salient factor in the sentencing of offenders.
To evaluate the impact of gender within the criminal
justice system, it is first necessary to investigate prevailing
sociar stereotypes. The routine application of stereotypes in
criminal courts influences decision rnaking. Stereotypes reflect
general social beliefs and often go unquestioned. stereotypes
become taken-for-granted assumptions that are significant in
their influence in the context in which they occur. Any
understanding of crininal processing requires consideration of
the socially structured stereotypes that help shape decisionmaking (Emerson, 1993).

This research inspects the predominant gender stereotypes
of aggression and sexuality.
r am hypothesizing that
stereotypes regarding aggression infLuence the sentencing of
cases of child physicar abuse in the crirninar justice system.
similarry, r am hypothesizing that stereotypes of sexuarity
infruence judges while inposing sentences for sexual abuse.
chapter Two presents several theories of gender
construction and includes a discussion of the theoretical
prernise of gender development incorporated in this research.
chapter Three examines prevailing stereotypes of aggression and
sexuality. Chapter Four details the criminalization of child
abuse and discusses the faniliar characteristics of physical and
sexual abuse. Chapter Five discusses the sentencing process and
explores the factors most widely decrared as influencing the
offender's sentence. fn Chapter Six a detailed description of
the initial anarysis of the child abuse data is provided. The
findings from the data analysis are presented in chapter seven.
Finally, in chapter Eight the conclusions from this study are
discussed.

CHÀPTER

TI{o - THEoRIES oF

GENDER DEVELoPMENT

In any examination of gender stereotypês, it is necessary
to clearly define the relationship between sex and gender. sex
refers to the biologically based categories of male and female
(six & Eckes, 1991). Physical characteristics like chromosomes
and genitaria define the sex of an individual (stoller, 1968).
Gender is more difficult to depict. Gender is a curtural
construction based in the biological categories of sex (Mackie,
1987). Gender is prescriptive in nature (Eagly, tgBT) and
influences perceptions of males and females (smith et ê1.,
1989). I,Iithin gender, there are degrees of mal-eness and
masculinity and degrees of femaleness and fenininity (stoller,
1968). Gender rol-es indicate socially accepted masculine and
feminine behaviour (Solomon, L992).
I.

Theories of Gender Acquisition
The process of gender acquisition has been the centre of
much debate. several- distinct theories expraining gender
deveropment have gained popularity.

Biological theories view
gender as natural and the characteristics that typify males and
females as prescribed to each. According to psychoanarytic
theories, gender development occurs in a series of phases. The
development hinges on a childts subconscious identífication v¡ith
his or her parents. Cognit,ive and social theories concentrate

on socialization as the key to gender development. Feninist
theories examine how gender differences have deveÌoped to serve
the current patriarchal structure of western society.
i.

Biological theories
Proponents of the berief that biology decides gender argue
that boys behave the way they do because of theír male hormones.
Socialization flows from a social acknowledgement of biologícal
rearity (Goldberg, L973). Distinct genetic differences provide
the evidence that supports the inportance of biological factors
on gender development.

Biological theorists explain differences in masculine and
feminine behaviour as a result of different levels of
testosterone. Evidence of genetic sex differences most often
cited by bÍoIogical theorists is the correlation of high levels
of testosterone and aggressive behaviour. Biological theorists
often stress that the basis of male aggression is a combination
of their size and their higher levels of testosterone (Gray,
teTt)

.

The specific reproductive roles of males and femaLes are

further examples of biological dj-fferences frequently cited as
influencing gender behaviour. A popular claim is that v/omen are
naturally passive and nurturing due to their particular
reproductive role (Àrcher, t978).

ii.

Psycboanalytic trheories

Freud r.¡as the first

theorist to develop a rnajor theory
regarding personality, sexuality and gender-role development.
Freud believed that gender developrnent occurred throughout a
sequence of stages in a child's life.
AII children progress
through al-I stages. As children begin to identify with their
same-sex parent, they develop gender characteristics.
The process of gender identification differs for boys and
girls.
Freud theorized that a boyrs identification with his
mal-eness began with a hidden desire for hís mother. He called
this desire the rrOedipus Complexrr. Freud suggested that normal
gender development for a boy incl-uded the realization that he
could never have sexual relations with his mother.
rdentification with his father figure vras a direct result of
thís reaLization (Lips, 1988).
Gender identification for girls was also suggested to begin
with a discovery of the penis. Freud suggested that while the
penis was a great source of pride for boys, the opposite
occurred for girls.
Upon discovering their lack of a penis,
girls developed a condition Freud termed as rrPenis Envyrr. Freud
postulated that lingering penis envy caused vanity and jealousy
in girls. He reasoned that to compensate for their 1ack of a
penis, girls turned their bodies into erotic vessels
(Greenglass, 1982).
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Freud proposed that a girlrs

realizatíon that she lacks
a penis and will always lack a penis resulted in the development
of a sense of inferiority.
With this sense of inferiority comes
a contempt for her olrn sex (Lips, 1988). Freud wrote:
By facing this frustration she accepts the link
between pain and pleasure that is inherent in the
female role and becomes masochistic. Grudgingly, she
reestablishes her feminine identification with her
mother. Following the behaviour displayed by her
mother, she concentrates on becoming an attractive
love object.
Sexual attractiveness becomes her
primary iource of self-esteem and identity (as quoted
in Lips, 1988).
Psychoanalytic theory is no longer a popular theory of
gender development today. However, the legacy of Freudrs work
can be identified in many of the myths and stereotypes of
sexuality. These prirnarily include the depiction of males as
instinctively needing sex and of fernales as seducers of all men.

iii.
cognitive Theories
The cognitive theoretical approach provides a different
focus for the gender acquisition in chj-ldren from that of
biological or psychoanalytic theorists. The popular view in
cognitive theory is that children participate actively in the
world around them. This basis of cognitive theory is the
perception of the child as the primary agent of his or her or¡¡n
socialization. A child's development begins at the inception of
life. As a childrs cognitive capacities develop, so to does an

understanding of others and of him or herself (Lewis & $Ieinraub,
1979, Lewis & Brooks-Gunn, L979).

Cognitive theorists believe that gender development in
children begins with gender label identification.
As a child
becomes aware of his or her gender label, he or she also becomes
conscious of the behaviour and attitudes conmon to that gender.
From this awareness, the child actively processes the observed
gender behavíour and initates the Iike-sexed behaviour
(Kohlberg, 1966).
Two of the most popular recent cognitíve theoretical
explanations of gender development are ,social learning theory'
and tgender schema theoryr. Social learning theory proposes
that reinforcement is the key to gender development (Bandura,
!973).
Positive reinforcement of like-sexed behaviour
encourages the child to continue to develop appropriate gender
behaviour in hopes of further praise (Mischel, L966).
Parents are the key socialization agencies in the gender
development of their children. Parents reward conforming gender
behaviour and punish nonconforming behaviour. The process of
reward and punishnent enables a child to learn appropriate
gender behaviour.
The focus of gender schema theory (Bem, t-981, L9B3) rests

in the nethod that a child uses to actively acquire knowledge.
As a child becomes a$¡are of gender infornation, he or she sorts
that information into categories (schema) of male and female.

The sorting of gender behaviour into categories
differentiates gender schema theory from other theories of
cognitive development. similar to sociar learning theory,
gender schema theory acknor,vledges the irnpact of the socÍal world
on the child's perception of gender behaviour. Bem (1983)
acknowl-edges that the categories of gender behaviour are
socially created and gender schema merely reflects these social
categories.

iv. Eocial Tbeories
The third approach to understanding gender development
examines gender as ever-changing in the accommodation of
influential social factors. Social theories approach gender as
a sociar creation. The process of developing gender to adapt
to the social world is the basis of social theories.
There are some conmon assumptions in cognítive and social
theories. First, both acknowledge the childts aT¡/areness of
societyts divisions of people, behaviour and attitudes into two
categories based on sex. second, both acknowledge that the
child becomes avtare of rewards for like-gender behaviour and
punishment for cross-gender behaviour. The inportance placed on
understanding the influence of the social- world on gender is the
difference between social theories and cognitive theories. The
enphasis of social theories is how sex is the basis of
differential socialization in society.

v. Feninist Theories
The generalíty of social theories form the basis of its
appeal to feminist theorists (Bem, l-9g3). The prernise of much
of feminist theory is that gender is not fixed and static but is
socialry nediated. More importantly, gender differentiation
has been buÍlt into the rules and procedures of all institutions
within society.
Gender is viewed as playing a key role in structuring all
social arrangements. The distinction between male and females
and the subordination of !,romen under patriarchy has been werl
documented in feninist theory.
rn particular, sociarist
feminist theory suggests that the defined roles for males and
females as they have evolved have been based upon a division of
labour, between production and reproduction. Whi1e reproduction
is a biologicar function of which vromen are only capabre, the
gender divisions in society are not 'natural' as a resul_t of
this difference.
Às an extension of gender roles, femini_st theory claims
that heterosexuality is a social construct as well. Marriage
laws were devised to enforce heterosexuality and to maintain the

fanily unit both for the short and the long term continuation of
the social systern. À critical component of reproduction is the
act itself (urset, 19Bg). Norms of heterosexuarity have been
more rigorously enforced than norms of physical preservation.
Reinforcing protection of the family unit, laws supporting
10

heterosexuality have appeared historically both in crininal and
in civil law.
The heterosexual farnily unit is the established
institutional base for the physical and ideological reproduction
of the sex-gender system (ursel, 19gg). Gender roles have been
developed to serve the needs of the fanily unit.
Men are
responsible for production while women for reproduction. The
aduLt male is the producer and hís role is to provide material-

support for his faniry. The rore of the adurt femare is one
which expects her to reproduce, to nurture, and to protect the
fanily structure (Bradbury, L9B2). The fanily unit is the
prirnary institution for teaching gender behaviour and attitudes
(Glenn,

1-987).

In the heterosexual family unit, childhood socialization
prepares young girls for their future maternal-domestic roIe.
rn contrast, the enphasis of socialization of young boys centres
in the attiÈudes and behaviours necessary to prepare him for his
future occupational role (Greeng1ass, 1982).
The theoretical approach to understanding gender in this
study is one that takes a ferninist perspective. The presumption
in this research is that expectations of appropriate gender
behaviour have developed to accommodate the prevailing
patriarchar structure of western society.
under patriarchy,
society maintains different gender expectations for males and
females.
The ensuing gender rores are best suited to
t-1

the productive-reproductive structure.
Gender expectations are coded in the form of stereotypes.
These stereotypes are not only a means of categorízing behaviour
but as well, provide a framework for interpreting behaviours and
events. The following section provides exampres of widery
shared gender stereotypes as portrayed through the medium of
television and in sport.
acconmodate

fI. Gender Stereotypes
Perhaps the most influential
medium in the mass
communicatíon of gender stereotypes today is teLevisj-on. The
average American child watches twenty-four hours of tel-evision
a week (Miedzian, L991). Television is unique in part due to
the sheer number individual members of society it, reaches. As
a prominent source of shared, conmon informat.ion about the world
(Morgan & Rothschild, 1983), television is a crucial source in
presenting gender stereotypes (Morgan, tgBZ).
i. Gender on llelevision
the traditional, sex-typed portrayal of mal-es and f emal-es
on television is supportive of the status quo (signorielli,
1989). Similar actions by males and females on television are
subject to differing conseguences (McArthur & Eisen, tg76).
Behaviour that is acceptable for men is often not acceptable for
$¡omen. Television portrays men as aggressive and ambit,ious
.
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(Morgan, 1992). In comparison, television most often portrays

as sexual objectsr âs weak and as acting in a supportive
role to the doninating rnale hero.
Àggressíon on television is a means to an end. Males who
employ aggression are heroes. This occurs not onÌy in fantasy
but in real life as well.
News reports show men using
aggression to some end on a daily basis. The portrayal of
aggression by women is completely different.
Fernale characters are most often portrayed as soft, mildmannered, and dependent. Emphasis is placed on their physical
attractiveness (Durkin & Akhtar, l-983 ) . Femal-e characters
taking an aggressive role are an oddity rather than the norm.
Canpbell (1993) found that:
Female characters (if they appear at all) alrnost never
engage in aggression. Even ttomboyt characters do not
initiate or take part in violence, though they may be
present to encourage and applaud the heroic actions of
male figures. More often, s¡omen are helpless victims.
women

While

v¡omen

most often represent the helpless victim, there

is one exception. ltlomen who have been sexually assaulted are
often portrayed: as wanting and encouraging the sexual
interaction, as provoking the assault, or as lying about the
actual occurrence of the sexual assault (Brinson I L9g2).
The presentation of men as aggressive and women as sexual
on television is perhaps most apparent in Èelevised sports.
There is a strong connection between sporting activities and the
L3

social staging of gender. sport is associated with male
characteristics and frequently presents men as rnaturally'
superior to women (Klein, 1990).
ii. Gender in sports
The frarning of athretes on terevision reinforces
conventional gender stereotypes. Male athletes are presented as
larger than life and as the essence of masculinity (Miedzian,
1991). rn contrast, female athletes are more often portrayed as
devíating from appropriate gender behaviour.
The characterization of the mal_e athrete is one that
highlights his povter and aggression. Female athletes are more
commonry: marginalízed,

trivialized,

infantized, sexuarized and,
stig'natized (Duncan & sayaovong, 1990; Blinde & Taub I Lg92; Lee,
1992; Messner et â1., t99z). Athreticisrn in hromen is often
presented as a violation of gender norms.
when vromen do participate in sports requiring aggression
and strength they are often considered to be inferior to their
male counterparts (K1ein, 1990). Female tennis prayers play
only 'best out of three' set matches in Grand sÌam tennis
tournaments r,¡hile men play rbest out of fiver.
rn track whire
the decathlon has been the crowning event deterrnining strength
and ability since the first modern Olympics in j-996, h¡omen have
only been allowed to participate in a siníIar event since L96g.
The addition of the heptathlon for e/omen caused a great deaÌ of
L4

controversy. the popular belief was that hromen did not have the
strengthr or naturar athretic abirities, i.e. aggression,
required to complete aIl seven events.
The best exampre of gender stereotypes in sport and in the
presentation of sport is the separation between sports that
emphasize grace and form, and sports that stress strength and
povrer (Theberge, 1993). whÍIe much of the emphasis for females
is in style, for mares the dominating ernphasis is strength. The
most conmon representation of the female athrete is one of
beauty (Lee, 1992), self-expression and gracefurness (Klein,
1990). Males more cornmonly participate Ín sports emphasizing
strength, endurance, and risk (Lee, tgg}).
While stereotypes presented on television and specifically
in sports encompass prescriptions for many facets of behaviour,
a cornmon theme is found. strongry linked to gender are the
distinctions between the expressions of aggression and
sexuality. Mares and females possess aspects of both but the
stereotypes most commonly herd, equate mal_es with aggressi_ve
behaviour and females with sexual behaviour. Chapter Three will
first examine aggression and then, sexuality.
From the
stereotypes uncovered, the roles aggression and sexual_ity play
in perceptions of child abuse wilt be presented.
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CHÀPTER

ÎHREE - GENDER

STEREoTYPES

The irnpact of gender stereotypes begins in infancy (Mackie,

.

As key component,s in defining gender, the irnpact of
aggressíon and sexuality can be demonstrated from the first
interactions with the child. Àggression is a defining feature
of mares and sexuality of femares. The vray adults treat
children reflects the stereotypes associated with the two
L987',)

behaviours.

Girl babies are most often described as soft, fine
featured, sweet, fragile, innocent, and beautiful (ÀberIe &
Naegele, 1952; Minton et aI., t97t; Rubin et aI., L974; Vogel et
al., 1991). rn comparison, boy babies are most often described
as not cuddly, âs large featured and as hardy (Rubin et â1.,
Le74).

Gender stereotypes affect how parents interact with
chíldren as wetl (Berndt & HeIIer, 1996). The form this
interaction takes is not necessarily a result of behaviour cues,
but stems from preconceived notions of gender (CuIp et, aI.,
1983). Mothers smile more often when interacting with baby
girls (wÍlr et â1., L976). Boys are more likety to receive
verbal reprimands and criticisn than are girls (Minton et ar.,
L97L; serbin et al., 1973; Fagot | 7974). Physicar punishment is
more likely to happen to boys (Minton et ê1., LTTL; Maccoby &
Jacklin t 1974).
l-6

Parents join boys, play more often than they join gírls'

play (Fagot, L974). Active play is encouraged for boys and
nurturing pray is encouraged for girls (Frisch, tg77). parents
are more likery to respond negativery to girls who engage in
aggressive, large motor activities"
rn opposition, parents
respond positively to girrs engaged in quiet, dependent
activities (Fagot, L97B) .
The toys adults choose for chirdren arso vary wíth the
gender of the child (Seavey et â1., t97S; WilI et â1., L976¡
sidorowicz & Lunney, 19go). parents provide boys with more
categories of toys than girrs (Rheingold & cook I LgTs). Boys
receive sports equiprnent and tools while girls receive dolls and
furniture (Ponerleau et â1., 1990). perhaps frorn the nature of
the toys provided to children, girrs are found to pray more with
soft toys and dolls. Boys are more active and manipulative with
their toys. Boys play much more with cars, trucks and blocks
(Fagot, 1974, Srnith & Dag1ish, L977).
The distinction between boys as aggressive and girls as
meek is perhaps that which is most influentíal in determining

the nature of interaction with . children. Gender st.ereotypes
dictate very different roles of aggression both in defining what
is acceptable behaviour from children and what is acceptable
behaviour towards children. Às wirr be ilrustrated in this
chapter, sirniÌar to aggression, stereotypes are key in dictating
differences in sexuality as werr. preceding this however, the
L7

uncovering of the proninent gender stereotypes surrounding
aggression continues.

I.

Àggression

Maccoby & Jacklin (L974) suggest that aggression is the

only significant empirical difference between males and females.
They suggest that men are naturally more aggressíve than women.
Recent literature in the study of gender, hohrever, more commonly
suggests that aggression is a learned behaviour andr âs with all
other behaviours, is socially constructed.
i. Aggression in Boys
In our society there is a strong equation between
masculinity and aggression. Boys are encouraged to be tough,
strong, and physically aggressive (Feshbach, I97O; Eron et al.
l97U Martin et af, 1990). Boys Learn to accept physical
punishrnent as a part of being rnale (Herzberger & Tennen, L985).
Boys are encouraged to protect themselves from others,
aggression, whatever their size (Nasjleti, 1980; pleck et â1.,
Lee4)

.

Wíth an emphasis on being both assertive and aggressive,
boys learn to be competent and serf-sufficient (wellnan I tgg3).
Boys are not commonly encouraged to seek help (Nasjleti, 1980),

or to show emotion or sensitivity to others (Rushton, 1993).
Society expects boys to be strong and to conceaL all tsoft,
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emotions (cornwall & Lindisfarne, t9g4). There is a negative
stigrma attached to any behaviour viewed to be vaguely feminine
(David & Brannon, 1976¡ Box, 1993).

ii.

Àggression

in Girls

While social expectations encourage aggressive behaviour
from boys, the same is not true for girls. social expectations
strongry discourage girls from behaving in an aggressive manner
(orweus, 1984).

Girls are encouraged to be nurturinq,

caring (I{ellman,

warm and

Girls are taught to be passive,
submissive and dependent (Box, 1983). Little girls are rto be'
as compared to lÍttre boys who are rto do' (Brooks-Gunn &
1993 ) .

Matthews, t979).

Displays of emotion are expected behaviour in females
(Martin et aI., 1990). The one exception is the expression of
anger. As a component of aggressiveness, anger is an expected
mare response (shields, r9g7). This contrasts the view that the
expression of anger in females is inappropriate (smith et âr.,
Le8e).

iii. Àggression i¡ play
children's pray is often indicative of the divisive
gender stereotypes that guide behaviour. Boys much more than
girls take part in pray that is aggressive, athletic, and rough.
Typical 'boy pray' invorves vigorous body contact. Aggressive
L9

behaviour such as fighting or wrestling is often encouraged for

boys. Girls however, are discouraged frorn rough play (Lefkowitz
et a1., L977). Girls more often than boys take part in quiet
play including arts and crafts and fantasy play (Finegan et aI.,
1ee1)

.

Parents frequently disapprove of a boy choosing to dress up
and play house. There is a fear that boys who participate in

play' will become 'sissies, (Anthi11, L987).
Literature has documented that one of the prevailing fears
of many parents is that boys who display feminine-typed
behaviour are more like1y to develop a homosexual orientation
(David & Brannon, t976; Gorham, L982; Anthill, 1987). In
examining the extreme negative evaluations of ,sissies, Martin
(1990) writes:
Cross-sex characteristícs are less tolerated in boys
than they are in girls. Boys who play with feminine
toys or who display feminine characteristics are more
negatively evaluated than girls who adopt cross-sex
characteristics.
'girl

Further, Martin (1990) documents that boys are more frequently
punished for cross gender behaviour than are girls.
iv. Aggression Totrards Cbildren
In deciding standards for children's behaviour, v¡e live in
a society that gives a great deal of reinforcement, to the use of
force v¡hen disciplining children (Cole, 1995). In a recent
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study of discipline upwards of 88å of parents surveyed agreed
with the use of physical punishment when correcting the
behaviour of children (Buntain-Ricklefs et êI., L9g4).
Wíthin our society, discipline ranges from the socíal1y
accepted form of physical discipline to abuse. whire not all
child abuse occurs within the context of discipline, literature
suggests than an understanding of disciprine techniques is
important in any examination of child abuse (Lenton, 1990).
Giovannoni (L971-) describes the Iine dístinguishíng
parental discipline and abuse:
Àbuse constitutes an exploitation of the rights of
parents to control, discipline and punish their
children (649).
Strict discipline of children has roots in religious
ideology. The tenet; ,spare the rod, spoil the child, is one
cited in support of physical discipline (carey, rgg4) . physical
punishment of children occurs in most American families (Straus,
L983). straus & Gell-es (1988) found that upwards of 9oz of
parents reported to having physically disciprined chirdren aged
three years and younger. srightly more than 332 of parents
reported to having physically disciplined children between the
ages of fifteen to seventeen.
This belief in spanking as a form of punishment is an
example of a cultural social norm that physical force in needed
to contror a chi1d. There is a great dear- of cultural
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acceptance for the physical disciprine of children by parents
(cil, L97o). Zellman (L992:s7) notes:

Physical injuries inflicted by an enraged parent may
provoke different reactions than would the same
injuries inflicted by a parent in the name of
díscipline.
The normat,ive aspect of what defines physical abuse often
provokes dísagreement whether the action taken was disciplinary

or abusive.
While the law may clearly define actions
considered abusive, accepted practice in our society all-ows for
physical punishrnent of children in the name of disciprine.
Disciprine is frequentry used to exprain the physical abuse of
children (lilarner & Hansen , t9g4) . Disobedience is often cited
a precipitator of physical actions on the part of parents (Morse
et aI., 1970).
Parents' intentions and a child,s behavíour are often key
issues in deciding guilt (Ehrrich, r-990). often, a child's
mísbehaviour is characterized as the trigger for physical abuse
(Krugrman, 1984; Dukes & Kean, 1989).

Children labelled to be provocative by their parents are at
a greater risk of being punished than children who do not

receive that label (waterrnan & Foss-Goodman, LgB4, Muller,
caldwell & Hunter, 1993). children perceived to be difficult to
handle are also more likely candidates for physical puníshment
(Engfer & Schneewind, L9B2).
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Male children are more commonly labell-ed as provocative and

are more often physically punished (Maden & wrench I 1977).
Punishment and abuse are considered l-ess appropriate when
derivered to a femare child as opposed to a male child
(Herzberger & Tennen, 1985). MaLe children are more often held
responsible for their punishment than are femare children
(Herzberger & Tennen, 19Bs). The prevailing curturar rnyth of
girls as 'sweet and innocent' may underlie this reluctance to
hord girls responsible for their punishrnent (Mu1ler et â1.,
1ee3).

The above examination clearly highlights the cultural
definitions of aggression.
Changes in the conÈext of
aggression result in changes in the definition of the behaviour.
Boys are treated in a more aggressive fashion than are girls and
are encouraged to display aggressive behaviour. Aggressive
behaviour frorn boys is encouraged as a positive expression of
their masculinity. rn comparison, aggressive behaviour from
gÍrls is discouraged as it negates their femininity.
From the findings in the literature, boys are more often
physically punished than are girls. More importantfy, boys are
more often blamed for their punishment than are girls.
rt is
suggested in this research that this differing social acceptance
of physical punishment for boys and girrs wirr influence the
perception of physical abuse in court. rn finding an offender
at fault for physicalry abusing a boy, there are socially
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accepted reasons for the abuse. on the other hand, when the
court is examining the physicar abuse of a girr, the abuse is
considered a more serious violation.

If. Eexuality
Sexuality in the western world has in many ways, been
shrouded in a cloak of mystery. while sexuarity, especiarry
female sexuality has encountered a measure of freedom in recent
years, many nyths and stereotypes presenting conflicting images
continue to exist.
simirar to the influence of aggression
stereotypes on physical abuse, stereotypes of sexuarity
influence the perception of sexual abuse.
conflicting gender expectations of appropriate sexual
behaviour have been deepry ingrained into social attitudes
(Russe1l, L975; Finkelhor, 1981). Mares and females are not
equally free to enter or to reject sexual relationships. Males
are socialized to be the initiators in sexual interactions. fn
contrast, femares are socialized to be the gatekeepers in sexual
interactions (Strucknan-Johnson et af ., 1991) .
i.

ltale Sexuality
Men are taught from childhood that they are expected to be
sexually knowledgeable. Male sexual scripÈs dictate that boys
experiment sexually from a young age (Canpbell, 1991). The
sexual socialization of boys includes a requirement to be
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confident and aggressive in sexual encounters (Zilberge1d, L979¡
Burt, t-980; Finkerhor, 1986; Torntin, tggl-; wellman, 1993). Boys
are taught to be aggressive and doninating in sexual encounters
(Abbey,

L9B2)

. They learn to identify their sexuality with this

dominance and aggression.

As the sexual initiator, boys are expected to not reveal
doubts, weaknessesr oE fears about their sexuality (Faller,
1989).
À man who fails to pursue sexual activiÈies risks
having his masculinity questioned (Kowalski, 1993).
The socialization of young males in hlestern culture, as in
most cultures, includes an ernphasis on being emotionally strong
and stoic.

Boys learn to be aggressive rather than vul-nerable.

Boys learn to be physicar from an early age to protect
themselves from harm. Boys learn to associate sexual behaviour
with masculinity (Gi1gun, 1991).
ii.

Fenale Sexuality

sexuality is perhaps best described in terms of the
tMadonna/ whore' duality. Madonnas are innocent, good,
lacking
in sexuar knowledge and perceived as sexress; whores are
typified as sexually responsive and bad (Reiss, L}TL). This
dichotorny results in the notion of femares as kind, passive,
dependant and nurturing (Burt, 19go; Griffen, 19g1; Margolin,
Miller & Moran, 1989; Brinson, Lggz).
Girrs are socialized to be compliant (welrnan I lgg3).
Female
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rnnocence, virginity

and chastity are both prized and precarious

for girls (MuJ-ler et al., L993; Lindisfarne, L994). Even when
sexuarly attracted to a male, the expectation for females is to
stop any to sexual advances made towards her (Abbey, IgB2).
Females do not learn to be comfortable in using physical
aggression to defend themselves (Hokanson et al., 1968). yet,
whire not equipped with the same aggressive tools as mares,
v¡omen have the responsibÍlity to stop sexual advances (Burt,
1980; Àllgeier & McCorrnick, l-993 i Grauerholz & Serpe , lgBS ¡
Bridges, 1991). Vlhen v/omen are not able to prevent sexualadvances, they are often blamed for that fairure (Bridges &
McGrail, 1989).
iii.

t'tyths of Sexual Behaviour

The conflicting sexual expectations for males and females
have given rise to many nyths and stereotypes surrounding sexual

behaviour. Àny understanding of sexual abuse requires an
understanding of social perceptions of appropriate sexuar
behaviour. Às one of the first to have his theories of
sexuarity widely read, Freudts work v¡as a major infruence on
current social attitudes of both sexuality and sexual- abuse.

â. Tbe InflueDce of Freud
T{hile his theories are no ronger as popular among research
psychologists today, several themes from Freud's work continue
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to pervade present social attitudes of sexuality and sexual
behaviour. Influential thenes include the suggestion that males
naturally possess strong sexual desires; that females are
active seductresses; and, that incest is a result of unconscious
sexual fantasies.
Freud developed the idea that claims of sexualimproprieties within the family unit v/ere products of female
fantasies.
Freud berieved that the rnemories of sexual
encounters etere a form of hysteria. He suggested that accounts
of incest were due to the fertiLe imagination of chil_dren
(deYoung, L99Zl.

Freud's work has greatly influenced social perceptions of
sexuarity. Freudts theory of hysteria was key in perpetuating
many rnyths and stereotypes surrounding sexual- abuse in evidence
today (Hunter, 1990).

b. T¡rentieth Century üyths
Gender roLe st,ereotypes and attitudes regarding proper
sexual behavj-our are closely interconnected with the rnyths
surrounding sexual abuse (Burt, 19go). Research irrustrates
that gender stereotypes influence reactions to sexual assault
(check & MaÌamuth, 1983). Alr individuals apply gender
st,ereotypes when evaluating situations of sexuar assaul_t
(Krulewitz & Nash, L97g'). rt has been demonstrated that
individuals who hold traditional gender stereotypes more often
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believe a victim to be culpable in cases of sexual assault than
do individuals who hol-d less traditional gender stereotypes
(lvaterman & Foss-Goodman, tgg4r. I{illis,
rggz; snell & Gordon,
1ee3).

Rape mythsl abound in society today.
Examples are
plentiful and wide ranging. There is the belief that women ask
to be raped (Burt, 1980); want to be raped (Brownmiller, r97s) ¡
cause their ov¡n rape (Feild, l97g) i oE, could have resisted the

rape (Burt, 1980). There is a pervasive belief that only bad
women are raped (Griffin, 1981); that ,leading men on, justifies
a womants rape (Muehlenhard & MacNaughton, 19gB); and, that rape
is not harmful (Feild, LgTg).
Many rape stereotypes reflect the conflicting sexual
stereotypes for women that have developed through the twentieth
century. For exampre, a victin of sexuaL abuse is held more
responsible for the abuse v¡hen the perpetrator is an
acquaintance as compared to stranger (LrArmand & pepitone, ].9g2¡
Tetreaurt & Barnett, t9B7; Bridges & McGrail, 19g9). There is
a farse perception that when the sexuar attacker is an
acquaintance of the victim she experiences some rever of
enjolrment during the act (Bridges , LggL) .

I

rn sexual abuse literature, the term rrape, is often used
interchangeably with sexual assault. Earlier fit.eraiure
to
refer to rape while most recent literature nov¡ uses thetends
broader
term of sexual assault. In Canada in 1983, the legal term rape v,,as
redefined and changed to sexual assault.
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Female victirns of sexual assaurt are more often held
responsible for their attack than are male victims. Identical
behaviour by male and fenale victims of sexual abuse results in

a differing assignment of blame. while female victims are
accused of initiating the assault, mare victims are not seen as
having instigated or contributed to their assault (schneider et
â1., L994) .
Myths are extensions of traditional stereotyping of male_
female sexuaÌ interaction (Bridges & McGrail, L9g9). General

beliefs about sexual assault provide a frame of reference for an
individual to evaluate specific incidents. social definitions
of appropriate conduct for females are critical components of
rape rnyths (Krahe, 1988). Rape myths shift the blame to the
victirn. with this shift, the perception of the negative impact
of the crime is ressened. Further, the sexuar behaviour is
normalized (Margo1in et â1., 1989).
iv.

Sexuality in children
one can apply the results of sexual assault studies to the
situation of chird abuse. The dynamics of sexual assaurt are
most sirnilar to those of child abuse in that it is a crime
against a person. Due to their powerress position, chirdren are
vurnerable to victinization.
Also, simi-rar to adur_t sexual
assault is the dynarnic of blame. common stereotypes of the
sexual abuse of children have long irnplicated the chird as a
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willing participant (Stermac et aI., j_989).
The stereotype of children as willing participants in their
sexual abuse is perhaps that which most clouds the issue today.
Freud was one of the first to fornulate the image of the
seducÈive female child. The nyth of the willing participant is
deeply implanted in the common percept.ion of child sexual abuse.
Evidence of this portrayal has been found imbedded in research
from the early 19OOs until present tine.
Female children are accused of praying the rore of the
seductress (Bender & B1au, tg37 ) and of fully participating in
their sexual abuse (weiss et âr., 1955). young girls are
described as active in the sexual encounter (Lukianowicz, lgiz)
and as perpetuating the abuse with their responsiveness to the
activities (Harbert et al., ]g74). Children have been described
as initiating sexual acts (Mohr et aI., 1964; virkkunen, LgTs) ,
as encouraging sexual advances (Henderson, 7972), as sexually
provocative and curious (Blurnberg, LgTB) | as seductive (Krieger
et ê1., 1980) and as finding pleasure from adult sexual
attention (Rosenfeld, L97g).
The stereotype of the seductive child abounds in
literature.
schultz (L973) describes a continuum of sexual
abuse from accidental to seductive. The author suggests that
victim invitation and seduction presents a problem for the
courts in assessing guirt and punishment for the offender. rn
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of victim seduction, schurtz notes that the offender is
usually relieved of his responsibirity for the offence.
cases

v. Tbe Sexual Àbuse of Cbildreu
Literature examining child sexuar abuse most frequently
classifies the behaviour into several categories.
These
incrude; incest, sexual invorvement with non-family members but
known to the victim, and sexual assaurt by strangers (Burgess,
L987l . While all three categories involve child victirnization,
much of the differentiat,ion between the categories has occurred
due to the stereotypes defining the rerationships they portray.
ê. fncest
Differing definitions of incestuous relationships have made
it a difficurt crime to uncover. The definition of incest
varies from an act of sexual intercourse with a blood relative,
to any act of sexual- contact between faniry members. This
incrudes family members not related by brood, i.e. step parents
or adoptive parents. This third definition includes sexualcontact between a child and a step-parent, or a foster parent
(de Young, L992).

The faniliaL rerationship between the
accused is the basis for the taboo of incest.
is perhaps the only taboo that exists
(schresinger, LgBz). The universality of the

victin and the
The incest taboo
cross-cuJ-turalry

incest taboo has
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made it

a behaviour that has interested researchers and
practitioners ín psychology, psychiatry, sociol ogy t anthropology
and biology for decades (Rist, tgTg).
Several explanations have been put forward to explain the
reluctance to report incest. An added component of the incest
taboo is the taboo against talking about the behaviour (Justice
& irustice, L979). stereotypes have developed which have
attached a great deal of shame to incest victimizatíon. There
is a belief that incest onry occurs in dysfunctional fanily
units (Henderson, I97S) .
Traditionar incest riterature has tried to highlight the
type of fanily unit in which incest j_s most rikely to occur.
These have included depictions of a daughter who takes over her
motherts role and becomes the central female figure in the
household, impaired sexual relations between the husband and
wife, a father who is not satisfied sexuarry, and finally, a
non-participating mother who consciousry or unconsciously
sanctions the incest (Lustig, 1966).
The conditions for incest as described clearly illustrate
key stereotypes of incestuous behaviour in society today. The
first is that which portrays the father as the victim. The
inplication is that the incest is a result of unfulfilled sexual
needs. The second stereotype portrays the daughter as a sexual
aggressor. rn blaming the victim, the rnyth of the seductive
female child persists (Bograd, 1986).
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rncest is a difficult crime to uncover in part due to the
many stereotypes that define the behaviour. The nature of the
rerationship only adds to that difficulty.
A child incest
victim is generarly in a trusting and dependent relationship
with the offender who is perpetuating the acts. chirdren rarely
understand the sexual behaviour.
The cornbination of
misunderstanding and fear makes it difficult, for the child to
report the crime" There is a fear perhaps because of the shame
attached to the act, that reportÍng the crime wilr destroy the
fanily unit. For those in a dependent relationship with the
abuser a fear of abandonment rnay override a fear of the abuse
(Hechler, 1988).
Misconceptions of incest continue.
rn sexual_ abuse
literature, incest has onty been recentry recognized as the most
prevalent form of abuse (courtois, 19go). The recorded
prevalence of incest in child abuse literature is ín direct
contrast to the predorninant social- stereotype of sexual abuse as
rare.
b. The Sexual Àbuse of Boys
Father-daughter incest has been the primary focus of much
of child abuse research (Herman & Hirschman, LgrT; courtois,
L979; Rist, L979; Rush, 19Bo; Russerr, tg}4; Gordon & o'Keefe,
L984; Parker & Parker, L9g6¡ Faller, 1989). The sexuar abuse of
boys was tdiscoveredr only recently. rt has been suggested that
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the stereotype of boys as sexual initiators caused the abuse of
boys to remain a hidden crime (Hunter, 1990). since the early
nineteen eighties research has begun to uncover the incidence of
sexual abuse of boys.
Literature documents fewer rnale victims than femaLe victims
(Brant & Tisza, L977; Finkelhor, LgTg; Badgley Report, L9B4¡
Gray 1993). what has become more clear in recent years is why
there are fewer reported cases of male victimization. Evidence
suggests that' male victims of sexual abuse receive little
synpathy and support, especialry from other males (Garcia et
ê1., 1989). Male victims of sexual abuse who remain passive or
who fLee in the name of self-defense are viewed as cowardry
(sanders, 1980). À boy experiencing sexuar abuse is ress likely
to report the abuse for fear of exposing his vulnerability
(Finkelhor, 1994).
The strongest deterrent in the reporting of sexual abuse of
boys is perhaps the stigrma of homosexuarity (Hunter, 1990). The

sexuar victinization of young boys is an affront to severalsocially constructed taboos. First, is the taboo that regards
the sexual abuse of children as $rrong. secondly is the taboo
that brands the behaviour as hornosexual (Geiser , lg7gr. sanford,
1980; Courtois, 1990).

A detaired examination of the history of western society
shows that intolerance of homosexuality is deeply irnbedded into
the morar values of our sociar structure (Greenberg & Bystryn,
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L982). À well-developed fear of honosexual behaviour stems from
the fact that these forms of behaviour are perceived as a threat
to crucial social boundaries (Davies, 1982).
ê. The Eomosexuality Taboo
In Western society, prevailing norms of sexuality hold
that heterosexuality is natural while homosexuality is deviant
(Herek, 1990). The taboo of prohibiting sexual acts between
mal-es is one with enough significance to have been codified both
in religious tenets and by I,¡estern crininal law2.
In the Christian Bibler any sexual act that did not produce
children vras condemned. In English Common Law upon which the
Canada Criminal Code was based, homosexual was deemed illega1 as
it was an cited as an ,Act against Nature, (Brinkley, l-97O). In
the Canada Criminal Code established in the late eighteen
hundreds, the act of buggery was termed to be illegaI under the
category of rrof f enses Against Moralitytt. The of f enses , rndecent
Àctst and 'Gross Indecency, were written to ínclude all other
sexual acts between males (Coh1, 1978).
2
Most sources of Iegal history make tittle mention of
lesbians.
In the historical literature that does refer to
Iesbians, the point generally made is that lesbianism has been
irrelevant in legal history.
Robson (t992) has documented,
however, that while it is widely believed lesbian acts have been
immune to punishment by law, this is assurnption is not based in
fact.
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decriminalization of homosexual acts between consenting
males v¡as addressed in the canada crirninal code in tg6g. At
that tirne the code was amended to decriminalize homosexual- acÈs
occurring between consenting adults in private. At that time,
'buggeryt between married couples or between two consenting
adurts over the age of twenty-one v¡as made legal (cohI, rgTB).
Further amendments to the cri¡ninal code lowered the age for
consenting adults to eighteen in 1983, and changed the term
tbuggery, to anal intercourse in 1999.
Despite these changes, the act of anal intercourse
continues to be irlegal for any person under the age of
eighteen, and more significantry, if there are more than two
people present. These stipulations appty even in arl parties
The

consent3. The stipulation that no more than two people may
participate in anal intercourse signifies that while homosexual
acts which occur between consenting adurts in private are no
longer criminal offenses, there is a continued effort to
regulate homosexual behaviour.
Despite the de-criminalization of anal intercourse between
consenting adults, the t,aboo and stigrma of homosexual behaviour
remains. This negative stigrma is exemplified by the continued
perception that individuals with a hornosexual orientation are

3 It is interesting to note that this is the only section in

the crirninal
adults.

code which proscribes sexual acts between consenting
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dangerous (Plummer I L975). This danger is most expressed in the

fear that children are vuLnerable to being corrupted by adult
male homosexuals (Allgeier & Allgeier, 1988; I,Ihitehead & Nokes,
leeo).
The fear of the danger an individual with a homosexual
orientation presents to children is perhaps best exemplified in
public concern as to the sexuality of teachers. A nationwide
survey in the United States documented an overwhelrning fear that
male homosexual t,eachers are dangerous because they try to
become involved with children (Àllgeier & ÀI1geier, 19BB). In
L992 the majority of Americans surveyed felt that. gay men should
not be elementary school teachers. Only 4L percent fel-t that
gay men should be allowed to teach at any level (Hugick, 1992).
The taboo prohibiting homosexuality has had a profound
impact on creating a great deal of nisunderstanding of sexuaL
abuse and further, of the irnpact of same-sex abuse on a childrs
later sexual development. The result has been an overwhelrning
fear in society that homosexual adult mal-es prey on children.
Homosexuality has become prominently linked with child
rnolestation (Plurnmer , L975; Newton I L978) . The link between
homosexuality and sexual deviance is strong and the end result
has been the typification of chil-d molesters as gay males
I L987).
I,Ihile in literature there is a definite understanding that
the typical chird sexual- abuser is not homosexual (Groth, L979¡
(Kinsman
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1982), the legacy remains. The sexual abuse of boys by adult
mares is stigrmatized both by the taboo prohibiting the sexual
abuse of a mínor, and the taboo of homosexuality (Geiser, 1979¡
Sanford, 1980).
Evidence from the crirninal justice system of this double
stigmatization is that offenders who have sexualllr abused young
boys receive harsher treatment than offenders who have sexually
abused young girls (Carter, 1991). Offenders who have committed
acts against young boys are more likery to go to prison and are
more likely to be judged emotionally ill than the same who have
cornmitted sexuar acts against young girls (pierce & pierce,

1985). carter (1991) suggests that this finding is perhaps
indicative of continued prevalence of homophobia in our society.
vi.

to child Sexual Abuse
Gender is clearly instrumental in structuring reactions to
victims of sexual crimes (Howard, tgg4-). Female chastity is
highly valued. However, sexual abuse has often been perceived
to be more danaging to boys than to girls (DeMott, 1980; Kempe
& Kempe, 1984). stereotypes of victinization imply that sexual
assault is more tnatural, for girls and therefore less
destructive to their identity (Gray, tgg3). This contrasts to
the perception that the sexual abuse of boys is 'unnatural' and
a threat t,o their manhood (Kincaid , 1gg2) .
RespoDEe
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Gender stereotypes assume that females are more likely to

be sexually victimized than are mares (Howard I ]-g94). Female
victins of abuse are also perceived more negativery than are
mal-e victirns (Howard & Leber, 19gg). crimes of a sexual nature
are most commonly linked with the victinization of females.
crimes of sexual viorence involving male victims are not as
prevalent and are viewed in a completely different fashion from
crimes of sexual viorence involving female victirns.
In the understanding of criminal behaviour such as sexual
abuse, it has been documented that society refers to commonly
held stereotypes in order to understand the act with has
occurred. when characteristics of a specific act approximate
the conmon depiction of the behaviour, a process of
normalization occurs (sudnow, 1965). Referring specificalry to
criminal behaviour, Howard (1984 :27O) writes:
I,ihen eromen are victimized in a manner consistent to
rrnormalrr crimes, they may be more like1y to íncur
blame and to be derogated in accord with gender
stereotypes.

Howard concludes that studies of commonly held crininal

stereotypes have found significant differences when the gender

of the victim is taken in to account. Not only are femares
perceived as more likely to be sexually victimized than are
males, female victims receive greater attributions of blame than
do male victirns.
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clearly gender stereotypes are strongly rinked to social
perceptions of both sexuality and aggression.
Gender
stereotypes have a great deal of influence both on how an
individual perceives society and in a dichotomous relationship,
how society perceives an individual. Stereotypes of nasculinity
and femininity are both relevant and applicable in defining and
understanding appropriate gender behaviour (Box, l_983) .
rn this research it is hypothesized that stereotypes of
sexuality and aggression will guide how an individual evaLuates
the physical and sexual abuse of children. rn this latest era
which uses the criminal justice system to define physicar and
sexual abuse of children, it is crucial to try to uncover how
the criminal justice process deal-s with the sociar nature of
t'hese crimes. chapter Four examines the evolution of chird
abuse resulting in the current definitions of child abuse.
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CHAPTER FoUR

- THE

CRIMINAI,IZATToN

oF CHILD ABUSE

The physicar and sexual abuse of chirdren is not a nehr
phenomena. Mist,reatment of chirdren has been evident in arl
historical periods (Hearn, 19Bg; Gordon, 19gg). whire the
behaviours have always existed, ahrareness of and response to
these behaviours has differed over tirne. Historicarly, the

definition of what constitutes abusive behaviour has reflected
the social attitudes of the period. The definition of abuse is
socially nediated (Garbarj-no, 1989) .
I.

Eistorical Background
Publ-ic interest in the criminalization of violence has been
episodic since the fifteenth century (pleck, 1989). The most
recent developrnent in the social response to crimes of violence
against children is one which has progressed from a prirnariry
medical- approach to one which is has focused on the
crininalization of chitd abuse. vrithin this latest movement is
a growing acknowledgement of the child victim as an individual
who requires and deserves protection from harm.
This latest movement aimed at criminalizing the abuse of
chiLdren has risen to centre stage over the past three decades.
The pubrication of an articre in tg62 which coined the phrase
ItBattered child syndrornet vras a prirnary instigator in the
contemporary awareness of chil-d abuse (orafson et â1., 1993).
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with renewed interest in non-accidental injuries to children at
the hands of parents or guardians, reporting of abuse in the
United states sky-rocketed. The annual number of child abuse
cases reported in 1967 was 7tooo. This number rose to 2oorooo
cases reported annually in L974 ($iethers, L}TB).
The awareness of the physical abuse of children in the
medical community red to the passing of reporting laws in both
the united states and in canada. rn the united states, by Lg67
all states had passed raws which made the reporting of all chird
abuse rnandatory (Breines & Gordon, 1983 ) .
Canadian
jurisdictions were somewhat slower to follow. rn L9,BA, the
Conmittee on SexuaI offenses Against Children and youth issued
a report which made the recommendation that it be rnandatory that
all cases of child sexual abuse that constitute offenses under
the criminal code of canada be reported to the police, By \gg7
aII jurisdictions except the Yukon had instituted reporting 1aws
whích applied to all- cases of suspected physical or sexual abuse
of a child (Vog1, 1991).
Much of the current avrareness of chird abuse, especially
child sexual- abuse can be attributed to the womenrs movement of
the late 1960s and early 1970s (courtois, 1990; Bagrey &
Thonrinson, 1991). The womenrs movement forced many problems
previously considered personal to pubric attention.
rn
particular, the movement renewed critical scrutiny of the farnily
(Breines & Gordon, 1993). The growing awareness of disharmony
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within the family lead naturally from an examination of abuses
of women, to abuses of children.
I{hile sexual abuse has moved to the centre of the most
recent movenent, physical abuse has remained an important focus
for those examining violence within the family. rn the past 20
years there has been a drarnatic increase in awareness and
education carnpaigns designed to alert the public to the
importance of reporting suspected cases of abuse to social
agencies (Daro & Ge1les, Lggz).
rn canada, the public outcry after the rape and murder of
a young boy on Yonge SÈreet in Toronto v¡as instrumental in

initiating the Conmittee on Sexual offenses Against Children and
Youths, a federal investigation of sexuar offenses against
children (Mitchell, 1985). The committee chaired by Dr. Robin
Badgley, r¡as directed to conduct a rarge scale study to
ascertain the incidence and prevalence of sexual abuse of
children in canada. The study was the rargest of its kind in
Canada to date. The reconmendations from the resulting report
influenced a number of amendments to both the Criminal- Code of
Canada and the Canada Evidence Act. Many of the reconmendations
suggested improvement in the laws for the protection of children
(Badgley Report, 1984) .

II.

Canadian L,egal Reform

Legal definitions relating to the abuse of children in
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Manitoba are contained in the Child and Family Services Act and

in the Crininal Code of Canada. The ChiLd and Fanily Services
Act is one which is a civil act under provincial- jurisdiction.
Both pieces of legislation are used for the protection of
children. under the criminar code of canada, the criminal
justice system is empowered to investigate aII cases of child
abuse, regardless of the relationship between the victim and the
offender- The child and Famiry services Act tends to have a

more narrohr focus.

Cases which become involved in the child

welfare system are primariry those where either the child is
considered to be at risk of being abused by a parent or
guardianr or the parent/guardian cannot or is unwÍlling to
protect the chiLd frorn abuse (Hornick & Bolitho, 1,gg2).
i.

childl anô Fanily Services Act
The Child and Family Services Act is intended to intervene
in the lives of families when a child is in need of protection
(Harret' L991). rn Manitoba, child and Family services is a
state agency which is legally mandated to protect children.
This protection incl-udes the investigating of reports of harrnful
behaviour towards chirdren; and, the taking of appropriate steps
to protect chirdren from harmfur behaviour (Bala, lggt).
civil procedures are contained in the child and Farnily
serv-i-ces Àct and dif fer from criminar procedures. rn a civil
trial the victin has a choice of counser and may actively
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participate in the colrecting of evidence. rn criminal
proceedings the pre-trial investigation and corlection of
evidence is conducted by the police. rn civil proceedings, the
victim's lawyer is responsible for the collection of evidence
(Neeb & Harper, L994).
Civil procedures focus on the victin whereas criminal
proceedings focus on the accused. Perhaps the most significant

difference

between criminal and civil procedure is the
requirement of the accused to testify.
rn criminal procedure
the accused is not required to testify as the onus is on the
crov¡n to prove guitt beyond a reasonable doubt. rn civil
procedure, the respondent ís compelled both in the discovery
process and at trial-, to respond under oath to all allegations
(Neeb & Harper, L994).
Meeting the burden of proof in civil proceedings is less
difficult than in criminal proceedings as the accused in not
presumed innocent, and the burden of proof does not require
proof beyond a reasonabre doubt. rn civir procedures, hearsay
testimony may be allowed and the standard of proof rests in the

believability
(balance of probabilíties) of the testirnony
presented (Hechler, 1988). After hearing testimony from the
victirn and the accused, the judge decides which testimony is the
mosÈ berievabre and finds in favour of either the victim, or of
the respondent.
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ii. Cauada crininal Code
rn contrast to civir procedure, in crÍminal procedure the
prosecution is required to demonstrate the guilt of the accused
beyond a reasonable doubt. This neans the crown attorney must

prove all necessary acts and necessary mental elements were
present when the crime was conmitted (MewetÈ, Lgg2). To convÍct
an offender in crininal court, the judge must be sure there is
no other reasonable explanation available which can explain the
incident in question.
The aim of civil law is to determine proof of 1iability and
offer compensation to the victim (Neeb & Harper, r9g4). rn
comparison, criminal law is punitive and in this wây, is a
symbol. Hallet (j-991) describes the rore of criminal l_aw:
The essential purposes of a criminal prosecution are
the protection of soci-ety generally, and the
denunciatíon and punishment of bffenders. social
criminal raw serves as a socÍaI synbol and The
its
enforcement is gene_r_atly accepted as having a
^^
deterrent effect,
on offenders e31).
The Crininal Code defines those offenses which are

deemed

to be criminar in nature. whire there is a range of behaviour
which may be defined as crininal as according to the statutes in
the code, not alr of this behaviour comes to the attention of
the police. rn the instances where the behaviour is reported,
the police investigate and determine what charges are t¡arranted.
only after charges have been laid, does the case become a matter
for the criminal courts.
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There have been a number of recent legislative changes in
canada which illustrate how the crininal justice system has been

a strategy used to increasingly criminalize abuse of children.
Two significant reforms $¡ere made to the Canada Criminal Code
during the 1980s. These reforms primarily addressed a need to
more accurately capture the range of abusive behaviour towards
r.tomen and children.
Further, Ín compliance with the newry
created charter of Rights and Freedoms, the changes to the
legislation aimed to achieve gender equality within the tenets
of the Criminal Code (Los I tgg}).
Reforrns to the Canada Crirninal Code were cornpleted in two
stages. rn 1983, the focus of regal reform was centred in the
protection of women, primariJ-y in the redefinitíon of rape.
Reform to the crininar code in 19gg v/as centred in the
redefinition of sexual offenses against children.
In January 19834, the offenses of rape and indecent assault
vtere replaced by new crimes: sexuaL assault; sexual assault with
a weapon, threats to a third party or causing bodíry harm; and
aggravated sexual assaurt (Mewett, 1993). with the creation of
the new offenses, crimes of sexual aggression $¡ere transferred
from the sect'ion dealing with sexual offenses to the section
dealing with crimes against the person (Roberts, 1994b). The
net{ tripartite
structure of sexuar assaurt made the same
Bill C-127: Àn Act to Anend the Crininal Code in Relation
to Sexual Offenses and Other Offenses Against the person
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gradations as crimes of assault (Boyle, \ga4-). The change in
legal terrninology frorn rape to sexual assaurt was on a symbolic
revel, designed to clearly acknowledge that sexual aggression
towards hromen r{ras an act of violence rather than an act of
passion (Los, t994).

Previous to 1983, rape v¡as defined by intercourse and
referred exclusivery to the penetration of a female by a rnale.
Husbands could not be prosecuted for sexually assaulting their
wives. The amendments to the Crininal Code in 1983 restructured
the offenses of sexual assault and included acts of touching in
which penetration did not occur. spousar inmunity was removed.
This change $ras signif icant in that wives r¡¡ere no longer
legislated as the sexual property of their husbands. The actual
definition of sexuar assault, hora/ever, was left for the courts
to decide (Boyte, 1994).
The second najor reform of the Canada Crirninal Code took
effect in January 19985. These revisions to the code altered

the section which covered offenses against children.
Existing offenses pertaining to the sexual abuse of chirdren
$tere redef ined, outdated of fenses hrere repealed, and nerì,
provisions were created to more easily faciritate the giving of
evidence in court by children (Gi1iberti, :-gg4).
and updated

5 Bil-l c-15: An Act t,o Amend the criminal- code and the
Evidence Act

canada
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Prior to 1988 the crininal code gírIs and boys were
protected differently.
Sexua1 offenses v¡ere constructed under
the assumption that the victim was fernale and the offender male
(Neeb & Harper, L994). There was also a lirnitation in the range
of sexuar behaviour that was prohibited by law. The focus of
sexuar behaviour defined as crirninar was in the act of
penet,ration. Many of the sexual activities that normally
constitute child sexuar abuse vrere not covered under the
offenses defined as criminal (Giriberti, tgg4). rn the narrovt
conception of incest, preceding 19Bg both parties involved in
incest could be sentenced to prison (Lahey, 3'gg4).
A key component of the legislation enacted in 1988 was the
elimination of gender inequality from the definitions of sexual
of fenses against chil-dren (surlivan, Lggzl .
prior to l-98g,
criminal offenses dealt with onry the sexuar penetratÍon of
girls under the age of !4, or of girrs of previous chaste
character between 14 and l-6 years of age. rn contrast, the new
offenses outlined crimes of a sexuar nature against all_
children, male or female under the age of 19. These nev¡
of f enses gave females and ¡nal-es the same lega1 protection
respecting sexual offenses.
one of the most significant changes to the Criminal Code in
1988 hlas a recognition that vaginal penetration was not the only
type of sexual behaviour which was harmful. The creation of new
offenses which addressed sexual touching or fondring vastly
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inproved the scope of the types of sexual behaviour considered
to be iIlegaI. Not only did these nevr offenses make ít crininal
to touch a child in a sexual manner, but further, it became an

offence for a person to invite a chird to touch him or her in
sexual way (Hornick & Bolitho, Lggz,).

a

Along with the new offenses, the range of rnaximum sentences
for the crimes were also adjusted to reflect gender neutraLity.

Previously, the crime of indecent assault on a female carried a
maximum sentence of 5 years while and indecent assault on a mal-e
carried a maximum sentence of 10 years. The new crime of sexual
assault carried a maximum sentence of 10 years and applied
equally to both mal-e and female victims (Boyre , rg}4) .
Legal reform in 1988 addressed not only the redefinition of
sexual offenses in which children v¡ere the victims in the

crininal code, but as well, the requirements for testimony
specified under the canada Evidence Act. prior to r-988 the
testimony of any victin in a sexuar abuse case, whether adurt or

child, required corroboration. Reform to the canada Evidence
Act in 1988 stated that where an accused was charged with any
offence which v¡as sexual in naturer Do corroboration v¡as
required for a conviction (Bala, Harvey & Mccormack, tggz).
changes to the canada Evidence Act and criminal_ code in
1988 which dealt specifically with child victins permitted
chiLdren to give evidence upon a pronise to teLl the truth. The
most sÍgnificant resurt of this change was the lowering of
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threshold test which determined the competence of the chiLd
witness to give testinony. While the previous standard required
sufficient evidence that the child understood the meaning of the
oath, the new standard required only evidence of an 'abilÍty to
communicatet. This change allowed for the evidence of children
who shov¡ed an ability

to communicate the evidence but who $¡ere
not abre to appreciate the nature of the oath (Bala, Harvey &
McCorrnack, L992).

As has been demonstrated, much of the regar reform in
Canada during the 1980s centred in the redefinition of sexual
abuse. The redefinition of physical abuse towards children has
been much less dramatic. The physical correction of children by
parents or teachers has been sanctioned in the Canada Crininal
Code since its enactment in 1892 and continues to be sanctioned
in present tine.
section 43 of the criminar code provides
parents and teachers the right to correct with reasonable force,
the actions of minors (Mccillivray, L995).
McGillivray (1995) has thoroughly docunented the failure of
Canadian Crininal Law to define reasonable force in the physical
discipline of children. The definition of reasonable force has
not been defined by parliament but rather has been reft for
indivÍdual courts to define. McGillivray has documented that
judicial acceptance of reasonable force has varied widely not
only between jurisdictions, but further within jurisdictions.
what has become clear from her examination of court decisions is
5l-

that reasonable force is generally not defined by the nature of
the physicar punishment applied, but rather by the misbehaviour
on the part of the child and the need for correction of that
misbehaviour.

The defence of reasonabre correction is a crucial
distinction between the legal definitions of physical and sexual
abuse of children in Canada. The sexual abuse of children as
now defined under the Crininal Code does not a1low the accused
the opportunity to cite the chird's behavj-our as precipitating
the abuse. In contrast, the Criminal Code has failed to defj-ne
the physical abuse of children in a sirnilar manner. The legar
right of parents or teachers to physicalry discipline theír
children serves not only to sanction physical abuse of children,
but more importantlY, focuses attention on the behaviour of the
child as a justification of the abuse.
iii.

The Bituation in ttanitoba

The amendrnents to the Crininal Code during the l-980s made
much easier to prosecute cases of child abuse, especialry

it
child sexual abuse in the crininar justice system. tvith the
increased number of child abuse cases entering the court system,
pressure was felt within the court system to better process
these cases (urseI, Lg92). Manitobars response to the influx of
family violence cases (including child abuse cases) in the court
system incruded the creation of the Fanily viorence court.
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The Family Violence Court opened in l{innipeg in September
1990. The Court operated as a provincial court but was designed

to be sensitive to the specific issues of fanily violence cases
and of violence against children. The court was inplemented in
answer to a growing a$tareness of and concern for the problems
encountered when bringing cases of family violence and child
abuse into the cri¡ninal justice system.
The primary focus

of the Family Violence Court is t,o better
serve the needs of the victin in situations of violence in which
the victin is in a crose or trusting relationship to the
offender. Goars of the courÈ include: an effort to increase
victim co-operation in order to reduce case attrition;
to
process cases expeditiously; and, to provide more consistent and
appropriate sentencing (Ursel I LggZ,) .
with the idea of specialization in ¡nind, crown attorneys
and judges sens j-tive to the issues of farnily violence were
selected to sit in the court. Faniry violence court personnel
v/ere given educational training as to the needs of the victim
and the Iega1 toors avairable for use in these cases. À core of
provincial court judges and specialized crov¡n attorneys hrere
assigned to the Family Violence Court.
The Family Violence Court is a provincial court and foÌl-ows
the same procedures as all other provincial courts. As with all
criminal cases which enter the court system, the charge may be

one which is a su¡nmary conviction or an indictable offence.
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cases which proceed as sunmary convictions must be heard
entirely at the provincial revel. cases which proceed as
indictabl-e offenses may proceed at one of two Ievels.
A case which is considered to be indictable, may be heard
entirely in the provincial Farnily Violence court or may elect to
be heard in the higher court, the court of eueenrs Bench. rt is
choice of the defence on behalf of the offender to elect for a
triar by provinciaL court or for a trial in the court of eueenrs
Bench.

The court of eueen's Bench contains a federally appointed
judiciary.
whire a much more formar court, the rur-es of
evidence and the court procedures are the same as those in the

provinciar Family violence court. unlike the Family violence
Court, Queen's Bench is not specialized and deals with aLl forms
of criminal_ cases as well as civil cases.
I{hile in theory it would appear that child abuse is nov/
very crearly defined and therefore easiry punished under the
standards of the canada criminar code, in practice this is not
the case- official- reports of child abuse represent onry a
small- number of victims of this crime (McLaren & Brov¡n, l-989).
flf.

Incidence of ehild

ÀÞuse

Deterrnining the incidence of child abuse, both physical and

sexual is a difficult

sources.

task. The data comes prinarily from three
The first includes officiaL reports from cases
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reported to social service agencies including hospitals and the
police. The second consists of clinical samples and most often
includes individuals who have tried to seek help in dealing with
their abuse. The third source incLudes victimization surveys
whích ask adurts to recalr events which took place in their
past. Both in the United States and in Canada, national surveys
have been conducted asking adutts to report on past
victinization.

rn the case of officiar reports, there is much variance
between statistics from different agencies (parker & parker,
1986). Not all cases reported to social service agencies are
reported to the police.
This lack of uniform reporting leads
to great variabil-ity in rates of victimization and in the types
of abuses which are recorded. Due to the nature of the often
linited number of cases sarnpled, generalization from such
studies is linited (Dube & Hebert, 19BB).
The variation in reporting, sanpling and research moders
makes it difficult
to present a clear picture of the nature and
extent of physical and sexual abuse of chirdren. The exact
boundaries of what behaviours constitute child abuse are uncl-ear
(Lenton, 1990). whire there are an abounding number of
estimates of the prevalence of child abuse, truly accurate data
sinply do not exist (Cohen & Sussman , Lg7S) .
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physical ãbuse
Forma1 reports of incidence of child abuse in the United
states have quadrupled since nineteen eighty (Lroyd, tgg2).
Estimates novr suggest that the number of chirdren severery

i.

abused each year ín the Unit,ed States alone exceeds 1 rnillion

(Hofford, t99L). The increased number of reported cases of
physicar abuse in recent years is suggested to be a direct
result of greater public and professional avrareness (Marshall et
ô1., 1986). Despite the growing nurnber of reports, estimates in
both the united states and in canada continue to suggest that
the actual incidence of child physical abuse far exceeds the
reported incidence (straus & Gerles, 19gB; Markesteyn I ]'ggz).
Reported cases of physicar abuse present sinil-ar
demographics and paint a rough picture of the nature of the
incidence. The accused is known to the child more than 7sz of
the time. Most perpetrators are the bíorogicar parents of the
children they abuse (Maden & $Irench, Lg77; I,Iitson et al., 19g1).
rt has been suggested that in over 90å of the cases of physical
abuse, the abuse is an extension of socially acceptable
discipline techniques (Martin, 1983). physical abuse is often
cited as a conseguence of disciplinary action of the part of a
parent or caretaker in response to a specific action on the part
of the child (ci1, 1970).
Both women and men are the perpetrators of physicar abuse
although males are more frequently the perpetrators in abuse
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which resurts in injuries.

This is true whether the injury is
minor or serious (Rosenthal, 19g8). The most conmon types
of
injuries are minor injuries including bruises and racerations
(Garbarino, 1989). More serious injuries such as head
injuries
and bone fractures are not unconmon. This is especially
true
among younger children (Maden & I{rench, tg77).
Estimates of physical abuse in the case of young chirdren
suggest that boys are at greater risk than girls (cir,
r97o;
Lauer et â1-, L974; RosenthaÌ, 19gg) stati.stics of reported
cases of physical abuse in canada show boys to account
for just
over 7oz of victirns in the under 12 age group (wright & Leroux,
1991) As children move towards adolescence, girls are at
greater risk than are boys (cil I}TO).
Boys tend to sustain injuries more frequentry and which
are
more serious ín nature. The frequency of physical injury
decl-ines however as boys gro$r order (RosenthaÌ, i_ggg).
Boys
under the age of 13 are more likery to be abused than girls
in
the same age group (Gir rg7 o; Rosenthar, r-9gg !,Iorf ner
&
,.
'
Gelles' 1993). For chil-dren age 13 and older, the incidence
of
physical abuse of girJ.s increases while that of boys declines
dramatically (cir, LgTo; wirson et ar., 19gr_). Rosenthar (i-9gg)
suggests one explanation for this phenomena may be that
boys are
abused much less often than girls in adolescence due
to their

growing physical stature. Às they gror{ larger and
stronger,
boys can begin to hit back.
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ii.

Sexual Àbuse

The Badgley Report was the first in canada to study child
sexual abuse on a national scaLe6. The final report concluded

that over harf (s4.z) of the females surveyed had been sexuarly
assaulted in some manner before they reached the age of 18. The
report agreed with American research collected during the same
period which suggested that between 548 (Russelr, tg}A) and 62å
(t{yatt, 1995) of femares report to having been sexualry abused
during childhood.
The Badgley research $tas different from previous studies
(Russerr
' L9g4) in that not only did it detair extraordinary

instances of victimization of fenale children but it inctuded an
exarnination of the incidence of sexual abuse for male victims as
¡.¡eIL. The Badgley Report (1994) suggested one in three mal_es
had been victims of sexual offenses at some tine in their Lives.
The majority of these boys never reported their victimization to
any formal authority.
rncidence of abuse never reported to an official authority
is suggested as obscuring accurate estimates of victimization of

sexual assault, for both female and male victims. Evidence
suggests that official reports of child sexual- abuse are not
indicators of prevarence. officiar reports represent only a

6 The conmittee on sexual offenses Against children
was headed
bv Dr- Robin Badgley. From herein tne rinãi-;"p;-Jllsuea
by rhe
cornmittee is referrea to as the Badgrey-Report.
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fraction of victinization (Finke1hor, tgg4).
Research has established a number of characteristics
believed to best describe the occurrence of chitd sexual abuse.
Femal-e children are much more likely to be the victims of child
sexual abuse than are mare children (Finkerhor & Baron, 1996).
The sexual abuse of female children starts at an earl_ier age
(Finkerhor & Baron, 1996), and continues for a ronger períod of
time (DeJong et ar., 1983) than it does for male chirdren.
Gírls are victimized more frequentry than boys and can be revictimized throughout their lifetimes.
Boys usually outgrow
their vulnerabitity to abuse by the time they reach adolescence
(Brickrnan, t9B4) .
There is no clear profile that distinguishes child sexual
abusers. The only conmon feature of chíld sexual abusers is

that the overwhel-ning majority are male (Neeb & Harper , tgg4) .
child sexual abuse is most commonly a crime corunitted against
girrs by men (Finkelhor, LgTg; Mrazek & Kempe, rgBL¡ Kempe &
Kempe, 1984; Russerl, 1986). Men are overwhelrningty the abusers
of children, both boys and girrs (spencer & Dunklee, ].986;
vander Mey, L98g; Faller, 19gg; I'inkethor et â1., 1g9o; Gordon,
1990; solomon, L99z). Data which has suggested that upwards of
9oz of offenders are mare has remained a constant (Russe1l,
L984r' Cupo1i & Sewell_, 19gg).

It is well documented that most sexual abuse of children is
perpetrated by adults known to their victims (Rush, 3_980;
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Russell, r9g4; Johnson & shrier, 1985; Burgess, lggT; stephens
et â1., 1989). This relationship is often one involving a
member of the victirnrs immediate farniry, a rerativer or a close
fanily friend of the victim's farnily (Rush, 19Bo). Between one
quarter and one third of assailants are related to the children
they abuse and about 60 percent of the remaining assailants are
well known to their victims.
only 15-18 percent of the
perpetrators are strangers (Badgrey Report, Lgg4; Russel1,
1e84).

!'rhile the relationship between the victirn and offender has
been firnly established, there are slight differences recorded
between the relationship of the offender to girls and to boys.
While intra-fanily abuse is still the predominant relationship
for both girrs and boys, boys are more likery to be abused
outside their fanilies than girrs (DeJong et ê1., t-983; Dube &
Hebert, 1988; Falrer, 1999; Finkel-hor et âr. , r_990) .
rn
comparing abuse experiences of boys and girrs, Kendall-Tackett
& Simon (1992) found that:
Boys and girrs r¡ere equally rikely to be molested by
natural fathers, girls vrere more rirety to be molested
by stepfathers, and boys were rnore rikery to be
molest,ed by friends of the family (57) .

Recent studies which have identified characteristics of
child sexual abuse cases processed in the criminal courts have
found that for the most part,, the characteristics of these cases
reflect earrier literature.
The majority of complainant know
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their assailants, the rnajority of offenders are male and the
najority of victims are female (urser, rggz; Gray I l9g3; Gunn &
Linden

,

L9g4') .

Estirnations of child victimization have clearly indicated
that the sexual victirnization of boys is much less likely to be
reported compared to the sexual victimization of girls (Hunter,

1992). The findings of literature examining the characterj-stics
of reported cases has demonstrated that in Bou to goz of
reported cases of sexual abuse, the victin is a girl (Gray,
1993; Gunn & Linden , L9g4) .
A detail-ed examination of the dynarnics of child abuse

il-lustrates there are differences not only between physicat and
sexuar abuse, but between the experiences of girls and boys.
From an examination of previous riterature, it, has become
obvious that the role that the gender of the child prays in
society's perception of abuse is one which merits exploration.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

SENTENCING

The principal mandate of the crirninal justice system is to
ensure that the formar rules of society are upheld. These rures
are ensconced in the form of tenets and laws. Criminal 1aws act

as guidelines in defining what is considered acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour according to society's norms. Criminal
courts comprÍse the arena where forrnal sanctions are ímposed.
criminal courts have two broad functions. The first is to
adjudicate the case against the offender in accordance to the
well-established procedures of the criminal justice system; the
second is to punish the offender if convicted (carter I lggL).
$Ihile in practice these functions appear to be straight forward,
in theory confricting perspectives exist as to how these
functions are performed.
Theoretical perspectives of Sentencing
The legal- model subscribes to the belief that the crirninal
justice systern is impartial. This rnodel- posits that justice is
'brind' to arr factors except the pure evidence presented at the
trial of an accused person. The social context of the crime is
considered to be irrelevant (curran, 1983). under the legal
model, the role of the judge is one which is interpretative.
The judge does not sentence in response to the individual

I.

circumstances of the crime but instead is bound by the sentences
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of previous cases with sinilar facts (Ga11, 1990).
There is a second model which suggests that the stereotypes
and prejudices which guide social relations withín society al-so
guide decisions within the legar system. The assumption of
this model rests in the belief that the criminal just,ice system
is a social organization and refrects the society which it
represents (Myers & Talarico, r9g7). under this moder, the
judge plays an active role in the sentencing process. As active
in the judicial process, the judge responds not only to
precedent cases but to changing social attitudes and conditions
as well (call, L99O).
rn recent years, a large quantity of work in the area of
legal research has examined the justice system as a social
organÍzation. one prernise which underlines much of thÍs work is
that the criminal justice process is not static but mirrors the
changes in society. rn this way the criminar justice system is
not unbiased or impartiar.
As a social construction, it
enforces the present construction of society by reinforcing and
reproducing the status quo (Eaton, 1993).
The canadian charter of Rights and Freedoms has to

some

extent, legitinized an activist rore of the judiciary.
rn
sentencing, judges do more than strictry applying the law to
particular facts. As Gall (1990), suggests:
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Judges resolve particular matters, not in isolation,
but rather in the context of social, economic and
other considerations, and render decisions in such a
way as to permit the law to respond to changing social
conditions (272).

It has been established that the formal practice within the
cri¡ninal justice system is influenced by the same norms and
varues which influence society at large. criminal Laws are
interpreted and applied to specific situations as dictated by
both lega1 precedents and as we11, by sociar norms and
attitudes.
The realization that the criminar- justice system is
influence by social norms and attitudes aroused the awareness of
discrinination. As with society at large, not alr individuars
are treat,ed as equal. patterns of inequality found within
society have been similarly identified within the criminal
justice system. rn recent years, the majority of research
focusing on inequalities has been focused on the sentencing of
offenders (Thomson & zingraff, LSBL¡ palys & Divorski, t9B6¡
Steffensmeier et aI., L993; Ulrner, Lggl).

II. fnequality in sentencíng
Inequality in sentencing has been widely debated and a
number of theories have been put forward as to how these
inequalities occur. In exarnining the literature available,
fnverarity et ê1., (1983) found the bulk of studies fall into
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two groups. The first group the authors describe as having an
tinvolvement hypothesist. The hypotheses within this group of
studies is that the differences in crininal sentences arise from

the nature and frequency of the participation in irregal
activities among members of various social categories.
The second is termed ,discrimination hypothesis'. rn this
group of studies the hypotheses rest in the idea that
differences in sentences are illustrated as being due to biases
within the system. Included in this category is research which
examines characteristics of the judiciary, and which examine the
role of the judiciary in sentencing (Nager s., Lg62; Hogarth,
L97L; Gibson, L97Ba; Gibson, 1993; Nagel T., 1983; Milrer et
al., 1986; Myers, 1988; Miller & sl-oan, Lgg4). A key premise in
this work is that as with every other individuat in society,
personar values, beliefs and experiences affect how a judge will
perceive the relevant, facts of a case (Bala et ar., 1991).
The weakness of both these hypotheses is irnplicit in their
assumption of equal treatment of all individuaLs by the criminal
justice system. Much of this research assess discrimination as
a deviation from an otherwise unbiased standard (Inverarity et
af., 1983). I{hat this research fairs to address is the bias
inherent within the criminar justice system itserf which
prevent,s from the start, an assumption of equal treatment.
The theoretical premise upon which this research rests
expands on the hypothesis of unequal treatment and cornbines it
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vrith a feminist questioning of how the social structure as a
whole acts upon the individual actors within the criminal
just,ice system. rt is suggested that, the construction of gender
within society is echoed wíthin the criminal justice system.
Response of court officials to crirninal behaviour is guided not
by individuar biases but by the socialization patterns and
stereotypes which guide arl human behaviour. rn this v/ay
discrimínation is explained as a product of the biases inherent
within the wider sociar structure.
The judge as the key
representative of the crirninar justice system sentences in
accordance to the norms, values and beliefs of the society which
he or she represents.
IfI.

of the gentencing process
The judge as the representative of the crirninal justice
process is responsible for assigning formal sanctions (Mewett,
L992; ulmer, t994). A judge does not arbitrarily assign a
sentence to a case. rn deternining the fate of an offender, a
judge takes a number of broad regal principres into account. rn
canada, the four principres of sentencing usually cited are
those set out in Regina v. I,Iorrjssette (tg7L) , 1 c.c.c. (2d) 3o7
(sask. c.A). These are: deterrence, protection of the public,
and, reformation and rehabilitation of the offender (Leonoff,
1993). of paramount concern to the judge in the sentencing of
any individual is the protection of society (Fiske, L9g2).
Components
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principles of Bentencing
Punishrnent of the offender Ís airned at denouncing both the
criminal and the crime. All forms of punishment are urtimately
aimed at protected society (Mewett, Lggz). The principles of
sentencing are based in the belief that punishing the actions of
an individuar can be beneficial in maintaining societyrs
i.

standards and values.

Deterrence can be categori-zed as general or as specific.
The aim of general deterrence is to discourage al-r members of

society from conrnitting a sinilar crime. specific deterrence is
more focused in that it is ained at the individual with the
hopes that he or she wilr be discouraged from recommitting a
similar crime (Fiske I Lgg2).
The principle of protection of the public is one aimed at
ensuring the crininal is prevented from continuing to cornmit
crirnes. Terms of incarceration the most often the suggested
manner of meeting the needs of protection.
The principle of rehabilitation is applied when the judge
belÍeves it is in the best interest of both society and the
offender to promote the reformation and rehabiritation of the
convicted person. The rationale behind a rehabititative
sentence is that the offender has made a mistake.
A
rehabiritative sentence is hoped to encourage the individuar to
avoid criminar behaviour in the future (Fiske, Lggz).
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rn canada along with the basic principles of sentencing, a
number of further factors are taken into account when an
offender is sent,enced (Nadin-Davis, Lgg2; carter, ],ggL; Ruby,
L994). All sentences have pre-determined maximum penalties
established in the Criminal Code. The maximum penalties dictate
the most serious sentence that may be given for each crÍme. rn
reality, the maximum sentence is rarely used other than for
sentences of life imprisonment in cases of murder (Leonoff,
1993). The general range for specific offenses is more cornnonly
dictated by precedent cases. precedent cases are typical
sentences for similar crimes and which a judge often uses as a
starting point.
ii. Precedent Cases
rn arr criminar courts in canada, judges are guided by a
range of precedent sentences. This range is a scale of
sentencing which has emerged from previous decisions of similar
offenses. The previous decisions serve as guidelines to judges
in like offenses. The most serious sentences are reserved for
the worst offender who has com¡nitted the offence in the most
aggravating of circumstances (Fiske, Lggz). !{hile every charge
carries with it a maximum sentence, the judge determines what is
appropriate for the individuar case, within the accepted range
of sentences for that particular offence (Boyle, L}BA).
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iii.

Àggravating e üitigating Factors
Aggravating factors are those which when taken into account
may serve to increase the sentence from the pre-determined
starting point. Àggravating factors show the specific crime to

not fit the pattern of the 'typical' crirne and therefore are is
not deserving of the ,typical' sentence. The two most commonÌy
cited aggravating factors incrude the gravity of the crime and
the prior record of the offender (Mi11er & sroan, rgg4). The
use or threat of violence is also a factor often considered
(Boyle

, t9g4') .
rn the physicar abuse of children conmon aggravating
factors cited in the determination of a sentence have included:
the nature of the injuries (Regina v. wilLÍson, rgl7, ont.
D.c-); a demonstrated pattern of repeated abuse?; and, evidence
of wirfur and deriberately inflicted injury (Regina v. Gordberg
& Goldberg, 1998, Ont. D.C.).

rn ínstance of sexual assault with a chird victim, the
following aggravating factors have been demonstrated to increase
the sentence rength: position of trust wherein the offender
betrays that trust in comrnitting the crime (Fiske , l.992);
repeated instances of sexuar intercourse over a long period of
tine; and the degree of psychorogical and emotional damage to

7 Evidence- of patterns of physical abuse
is dj-fferent from
tggravating
factor
priot'
of
a
rècord.
The
demonstration
-t|"
of a
history of abusing the chilå may be
from
incidents
not
reported to the authorities.
"*rid"rr""
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the victirn (Regina v. Deakin, Lggo, (2d) 466, Man. c.A.).
Mitigating factors are less obvious and often more
controversial (Boy1e, 1984). They are those which when taken
into account serve to reduce the sentence to fit the particular
circumstances of the individual accused. Mitigating factors are

any explanation which herps to explain the behaviour of the
accused or which shows the accused in a more positive Iight. rt
has been dernonstrated that one of the strongest nitigating
factors is an acceptance of guilt.
The entrance of a guirty
plea is a strong rnitigating factor for the accused (Nadin-Davis,
L982; Ruby, t9B7; Fiske I tgg?).
rn cases of physical abuse, nitÍgating factors have
incruded: grenuine remorse (Regina v . rnglis | !986 | Man c. A) ;
parental recognition that the force used to punish was excessive
(Regina v- Dupperon, 1985, (3d) sask. c.A); and evidence of
physicar abuse in the accused's childhood (Regina v. Mercerl
t987, Nfld. T.D.).
Common mitigating factors documented as having influenced
a sentence in cases of child sexual abuse include: the accusedrs
admitting to his involvement with the child; his illustration of
remorse; his co-operation with assessment counserlors; his
apparent notivation for treatment; his rack of a criminal
record; his young agei and, his personal background which hras
viewed as a factor J-eading to his crirninal behaviour (Regina v.
Ducharme, t99L, (Zd) !71-, Man. C.À).
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iv.

Types of gentences

Types of sentences available are set out in the Canada
Crininal Code. Certain offenses may have specific sentences

(Leonoff, 1993). The basic types of sentences are: terms of
incarceration; terms of probation; fines and discharges (Mewett,
Lee2)

.

sentences incruding irnprisonment which are two years ress
a day are served in provincial reformatories. sentences of two

years or more are served in federar penitentiaries. rn cases
where more than one term of Írnprisonment is imposed, the terms
run concurrently unless otherwise stated. consecutive sentences
are generally only imposed when there are unrelated activities

arising from one set of charges (Leonoff, Lgg3).
Probation orders used when the court feels it is necessary
to monitor the offenderrs behaviour in the community (Leonoff,
1993). probation orders nay be assigned on their o$¡n or
att,ached to conditionar discharges, suspended sentences, fines
or terms of provincially served incarceration. The maximum term
for a probation order is three years (Mewett, Lgg2).
Fines are monetary penalties and may be given in lieu of
any other punishment or in addition to other punishment (Mewett,
1992) - Fines may be given in rieu of punishment onry for cases
in which the naximurn punishment the charge carries is five years

7t

or 1ess8. rn cases where the naximum penalty is more than five
years' a fine may only be assigned in addition to other
punishment (Leonoff , Lgg3).
Discharges are given in spite of convictions. rn order to
assign a conditional or an absol-ute discharge, the court must
be
satisfied the discharge is not only in the best interesÈ of the
accused, but is not contrary to public interest
(Leonoff,
1993). rf an absorute discharge is assigned, there is no
convi-ction entered on the accused crirninal record.
rf a
conditionar discharge is assigned, the offender is under a
probation order until the terms of the conditionar discharge
expire.
rf the offender has satisfied the terms of the
probation order, êt completion there is no conviction entered
(Mewett, 1992)

.

v. iluôicial Discretion
The formar and informal authority used by judges when
naking sentencing decisions is referred to as judicial
discretion.
rt is the judge who decides the rerevant factors
in a case. rn his or her deternination of the sentence, a judge
combines the evidence presented, the broad principr_es
of
sentencing, the individual rnitigating and aggravating

8 A fine maq b5 assigned to charges
of Assault in v¡hich the
maximum punishment is fivi years inpiíõnment.
may not be
assigned in cases of sexuar Àssault ås the naxir"rFines
pù"ishnent
that
charge carries is ten years imprisonr.rrl.
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circumstances of each case, and previous precedents of sinirar
cases. rt is a process which arrows for a wide range of

variation between sentences (Carter, 1991).
rt is widery accepted that in canada and in the united
states a number of factors influence sentencing by basis of the
process aIone. Each case has its own individual characteristics
and in assessing a sentence, the judge must combine the
indivÍdua1 facts of the case with the broad principles of
sentencing. As with every individuar in our society, personar
varues, beliefs and experiences affect how a judge perceives the
facts of a case (BaIa, Hornick & Vogl , j,ggl).
fV. previous gentence Literature
À great deal of research has been focused towards
uncovering the factors which influence regal decisions. The
bulk of previous research has centred in the exprorati-on of
sentence discrinination.
The most predominant areas of study
have included exaninations of the influence of offenderrs race
(Quinney, L97o¡ t{olfgang & Riedel , Lg73; Gibson, LgTgb; Thomson
& zingraff' 1981; Radelet & pierce, 1985), offenderrs socio-

status (Hagan et ar., 198or. spohn et al., 19gr_-g2), and
offender's sex (Hewitt, L976¡ swigert & Farrerl, Lg77; Hagan &
o'Donnerr, L97B r' Teilmann & Landry, 1981; Kruttschnitt J,984
,
¡
zingraf f & Thornson, Lgg4; Daly , Lgf gr. st,ef fensmeier et ê1.
,
t993) on sentencing decisions.
econornic
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The significance of race and socio-economic status has been

perhaps the most widely debated variables in discussions of
sentence variance. The over-representation of Black males in
prison in the united states and of Native males in prison in
canada has strongly suggested there is inequality in the

inposit,ions of criminal sentences in both countries. euinney
(L97O) suggested that under our present social structure those
offenders not members of the dominant class would receive more
serious sentences than those who are.
i.

Race Studies

of the recent studies investigating the influence of
race on sentencing found varying results. A number of studies
have concluded that black and hispanic offenders are sentenced
more harshry than are white offenders (petersiria, 1993;
Peterson & Hagan, t9g4; Klein et â1., 1990). This trend was
especially true in the case of misdemeanour charges where black
and hispanic offenders are more 1ikely than white to be
sentenced to a term of incarceration.
Racial discrinination has been most pronounced in the
sentencing in cases of rape (I{olfgang & Rieder, !g73; LaFree,
1980). A black male sentenced for the sexual- assault of a white
female is more punitively sentenced than is a white male for the
same crime. The sexual assault of a white female regardless of
the race of the offender is considered t.o be much more serious
Many
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than the rape of a brack femare (LaFree, r_98o; warsh , r9g7).
There is a perception in society which has been refl-ected

in crirninal courts that the sexual assaul-t of a black female ís
consÍdered to be a 'normal behaviour within the brack
subculture (swigert & Farrerr, Lg77). As a ,normaU behaviour,
the assumption has been made that on the basis of race arone,
women do not experience sexuar assaurt in the same
way (Bohmer,
1e74).

in canada, the united states and Great Britain in
the area of raciar discrimination in the crirninar justice system
has consistently pointed to the over-representation of visible
rninorities in prison. studies of discrininatory sentencing
practices have refl-ected this concern. A number of factors have
been cited as expraining this phenomena incruding an overrepresentation of visible minorities charged by the police and
convicted in criminal courts (Hood, Lggz). The conclusions
reached in many studies are that any examination of racial
discrimination in sentencing must be examined in reration to the
entire criminal- justice process beginning at the stage of
arrest. Racial biases whire evident at the sentencing stage are
present throughout the entire criminal justice process (Hood,
Research

L992')

.

ii.

Ser and Genðer Studies

.A more

recent area of inquiry is one which is centred

1n
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sex and gender. The regal systern is one which for many years
made the appearance of being unaffected by gender. rnterest
within sociological and social-Iegal research has only recently
begun to uncover gender biases which $/ere previously ignored
(cousin' 19Boi creenwood, 19g1). studies which examine the

femare offender and her place in the crininal justice system
clearly illustrate both the irnpact of gender and of stereotypes

in sentence discrimination.
rt is an established fact that sex is the strongest
predictor of crininar activity (sutherland & cressey, t966¡
Harris, 1977'). The majority of criminars are men. untir only
recently' many studies of criminal behaviour and examinations of
the criminal justice system focused on defining 'normaL'
criminal behaviour and ,normal, patterns of crime. criminal
behaviour v/as equated with male behaviour. Fema1e offenders did
not fit the crirninal stereotype and generally v/ere regarded as
incidental in the study of cri-minality (sarri, 1986).
The advent of the s/omenrs movement instrumental in
uncovering gender arrangements in all social institutions, was
a crucial factor in the acknowledgement of gender bias within
the criminat justice systern as werl. I^Iith the uncovering of
femare crininar patterns came a number of theories as to how
women are treated within the criminar justice system.
Conpeting findings as to the treatment of female offenders
continue to be debated in crininal justice research. The first
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is that females are preferentially treated (Gia1lonbardo, 1966¡
Anderson, L976; steffensmeier & Kramer, Lggz; curran, 19g3;
visher, 1983; Kruttschnítt, rg}4; Ghali & chesney-Lind L9B6¡
,
Boritch
' L9g2). The second, that femal-e offenders are more
harshly treated on the basis that their crininar behaviour
greatly violates the norms of passivity which define female
behaviour (Feinman, rgTg; Teilmann & Landry, 1981).
Research that indicates female offenders receive more
lenient sentences than men predominantly suggests that gender
bias is instrumental in this leniency. steffensmeier & Kramer
(1982) tist a number of gender stereotypes which they found to

aid in the passing of more lenient sentences. ïncluded r^/ere:
the view of femar-es as nurturers and the need for her to be at
home with her chirdren; the view that vromen are ress capable
than men of conmitting crimes; the view that women are capabre
of change and will be less Likery to commit future crime; and
the view that women do not pose a threat to society in the
future.
The famiríal role assigned to vromen has been cited by a
number of studies for its role in infJ-uencing sentencing
decisions (Eaton, 1983; Kruttschnitt , L}BA; Dary , J-gB7 L9B9
,
¡
Bickle & peterson, 1991). since chird care has been a role
assigned primarily to women, removing a mother from her home is
often considered not in the best interest of her family in
particular or for society in general. rn this manner, the
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social harm of punishing the defendant as welr as those who
depend on the defendant is taken in to account (Da1y, !g87,
r_e8e

)

.

Studies which have found

women

comrnitting sirnilar offenses

to mares, to be sentenced more harshly, do not negate the
leniency theory but rather compry with the idea of gender bias.
Harsh treatment of females is most often found when the female
commits a serious offence which negates the stereotypes of
tnaturalt or tnormalt female characteristics. Severe treatment
is a result of a perceived violation of fernale gender roles
(Bernstein et al., L979; Johnson & scheuble, 1991). Kruttschnitt
(L982) proposes that females charged with crimes that violate
appropriate female gender behaviour are treated more harshly
than females charged with traditional female crimes. Feinman
(L994) suggests that this is an example of the whore/madonna
duality. She writes:
I{omen who deviate from traditional norms become whores
and must be punished to set an example so that
madonnas will not be tempted to fatl from grace.
The concLusion of many of the studies which find harsh treatment

of women conclude that it is not the crime but Èhe violation of
the stereotyped gender rores which guides sentencing.
in these studies and central to this
research is the distinction nade between sex and more
importantry, the influence of gender roles in the sentencing
What becomes apparent
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process. Whether the view taken of the treatment of v/omen in
the criminal- justice system is one of reniency or one of
harshness, upon closer examination the treatment of the offender
ultirnatery reflects the gender stereotypes upon which society
defines appropriate behaviour.
iii.

victin Studies
Research has demonstrated that stereotypes influence not
onry perceptions of offenders, but perceptions of victims as
well.
Gender ideology is instrumental in the treatment of
victims in the justice system, part,icurarty when the crime is
related to sexuality (Lips, 19gB). The research specifically
important to this study is that which examines the role of
gender stereotypes in structuring responses to victims involved
in the criminar justice system. rn crimes against the person,
research which focuses on the offender while ignoring the victin
only captures half the dynamic. The behaviour and attributes of
the victim have been demonstrated as influencing the sentencing
of the offender as well (Myers, tgTg).
â. ãdult Victins
over the past two decades, ferninist-Ied concern has focused
on the attitudes of judges i-n cases of sexual violence (soothil1
et aI., 1990). FeminÍst research which had been instrumental- in
uncovering the prevalence of sexual- assaul-t both for women and
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for children, has also been instrumental in illustrating the
victim's role in the sentencing process.
According to Statistics Canada, almost 4oZ of all Canadian
women have been sexually victimized at least once sj-nce the age
of sixteen. The overwhehning majority of these v¡omen were
victinized by a male known to them. A rninority of these
incidents of sexuaL assault vrere reported to the police
(Roberts, L994a).
IÈ has been firmly established within Canadian criminal
justice research that the rnajority of sexual assault are never
reported to the police. of those reported to the police, very
few go to trial and even fewer resul-t in convictions (Roberts,
1994a)

.

charges are not always laid in a case of sexual assault
reported to the police. once a report is made, police must
conduct a preliminary invest,igation to determine if there is

sufficient evidence to estabrish that a crime has been
conmitted. A rnajor factor in the discrepancy between reported
incidents and conviction rates rests in the judgnnental policies
of criminal justice personner. rn canada in lgg2, l4z of cases
reported to the police were not pursued beyond a prerirninary
police investigation (Roberts, 1994a).
A number of studies have examined how victin stereotypes
impact perceptions of rape and sexuar assault, and further how
these stereotypes influence the deternination that a crime has
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been cornmitted. rt has been widely documented that females with

sexual histories are blamed more for their rape than are
virginal femare victims (Mazelan, 19Bo; Gunn & Linden , Lggz).
À promiscuous sexual history also tends to elicit more negatj-ve
perceptions of the victirn (Johnson , \gg4) ,
It has also been established that victirns of sexual- assault
are more likely to incur blane if the offender is known to thern
(check & Maramuth, 1993). Àcquaintance rape victins are
perceived as more responsible for their rape than are stranger
rape victirns (Johnson & Russ, 1999). Acquaintance rape is not
viewed as being as 'real' as stranger rape (LaFree, r-9g9).
This has been found to be especiarry true in cases where the
victin had a prior personar relationship with the offender
(L'Àrmand & pepitone, Lggz; Tetreaurt & Barnett, \gg7; Bridges

& McGrail' 1989; Johnson, rgg4).
rn court proceediDgs,
dismissals are more likery to occur when the victim and offender
are acquaintances as opposed to when they are strangers
(Jamieson & Blowers, L993).

wife assaurt has been pragued by many of the same
stereotypes as demonstrated in cases of sexual assaurt. The
assault of a sromen by her husband was viewed as a private matter
and not as serious as an assault by a stranger. unlike general
assault cases in which the porice rnade the decision to ray the
charges, in wife abuse cases the victim usual_ry had to request
that charges be laid (urser & Farough, L986). Traditionally,
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cases of wife assault were not as vigorously prosecuted in the
crininal justice system. (Currie, 1990).
There are strong paraÌlels which exist between the assault
of women, both sexual and physical, and the abuse of children.

ïn the current patriarchal social structure, both lromen and
children lack pov¡er and their abuse is faciritated by a rack of
po!{er. whereas women traditionally have been regarded as the
property of their husbands, children are regarded as the
property of their parents (Bagley, j_986) .
The characteristics of cases of abuse of children in court

in

mirrors the characteristics of cases in which adult
lt¡omen have been victinized.
Most often the victirn is in a
trusting of dependent relationship with the offenders.
Às
well, the victin is often the only witness to the incident.
when there are no other witnesses to the offense, the case rests
on the evidence of the vi_ctim alone.
many htays

b. Child Victins
Research which examj-nes the processing of child abuse cases
in the crÍninal court systern is not plentifur.
I{hile chird
abuse of all forms is reported to a nurnber of official

agencies

each year, legar intervention is these cases ís rare.

rn

a

recent study of child abuse reported to child wel_fare
authorities in three Àmerican centres, only 42 of the reported
cases resulted in crininal filings (Tjaden & Thoennes, Lggz).
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Several factors have been identified as significant in
influencing whether or not a case is processed through the
criminal justice system. Cases of sexual abuse are much more
likery than cases of physical abuse to result in a court firing.
cases of physical abuse are more likely than cases of sexuar
abuse to be settred with the help of agencies outside the
crirninar justice system (Tjaden & Thoennes, Lggz).
rn exarnining cases of child abuse within the criminal
justice system, it has been demonstrated that the rnajority of
the child sexual abuse cases j-nvolve female victims (MacMurray,
1989; Biesenthar- , ]-ggLi Tjaden & Thoennes, rggz; Gray , 1-993 ¡
Gunn & Linden, 1994) . rn cases which are nonsexual by nature,
cases involving boy and girl victims are represented equally
(Tjaden & Thoennes , 1-gg2) .
Gray (1993) suggests that gender biases exist in the system

from the first time a case is reviewed. At the initial
screening process, whire the large rnajority of cases involve
female child victims, these cases are almost twice as J_ikely to
be found not worthy of prosecution than those cases with male
chíld víctins (MacMurray, 1989). MacMurray proposed that this
variance in processing nay suggest that the gender of the chird
victim may have some bearing on the perception of the
seriousness of the abuse.
while biases towards gender have been documented for the
cases coming in to the system, what these studies fail to
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address are what happens to cases at the sentencing stage. The
research most varuable to this study is that which uses g,ender
to explain variation in sentencing patterns in cases of child
abuse.

An extensive review of child abuse literature uncovered
onry two studies which examined gender as a variabre used to
analyze sentencing patterns in chitd abuse cases. Adjusting
for the effects of prior record, crime seriousness, I,ialsh (rgg4)
found that, male offenders who molested male children were al-most
seven t'ines more likely to be Ínprisoned than male offenders who

molested femal-e children.
warsh concluded that societal
revulsion against hornosexuality combined with a revuLsion of
child molestation could account for harsher legal sanctions in
cases where an adult male abused a boy.
I{a1sh's findings concurred with an earlier canadian study
which concluded that hornophobia played a key factor in
explaining differences in the sentencing of child molesters in
one ontario region. carter (1991) found that in the vüater100,
ontario region, male offenders who had abused young boys
received prison sentences that v/ere Ase" longer than those
offenders who had abused female children. The finding could not
be explained by the level of severity of the abuse.
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V. Eypotbeses in this Research
rt is the premise in this study that gender ptays an
important role in the criminal justice system. what is being
suggested is that based on the sex of the victim in physicar and
sexual chÍld abuse cases, a number of associated gender

stereotypes influence the perception of the childrs
victinization. The judge learns very little more than the facts
of the case and the sex of the chird. Related to the sex of the
child are gender stereotypes which influences the judgers
perception of the individual victim and therefore the
circumstances of the crime.
fn formurating a sentence for a convicted offender, a judge
must weigh and consider a number of factors. He or she must
first evaruate the evidence presented. The evidence must be
weighed wíth the principres of sentencing and the nitigating and

aggravating factors of the case. The process is one which
rel-ies heavily on human judgment. There is no single formula
which can be applied in order to achieve a sentence without
human interpretation of the facts of the case. ït is the
judge's role to evaluate arl the factors of the case and
to
provide an appropriate sentence to suit the offence. This study
will explore the extent to which these biases influence the
sentencing process.

using a feminist perspective which views gender as a
creation of social forces, this study is an exproration of the
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impact of gender on court processing. Prj-or research literature
suggests that child abuse sentencing is infl-uenced by a number

of factors, both legar and extra-regaI. Legar factors which
most influence sentencing in these types of cases appear to be;
the existence of a prior crininal record, and the nature and
severity of the originar charges brought forward by the police.
Extra-legal factors found to be influential in the evaluation of
child abuse cases include the age of the victin and the
rerationship of the victim to the accused (Boyle, LgB4; Gray,
1ee3).

This research intends to examine the severity of the
sentences invoked for all offenders convicted of child physical
and sexual abuse in lvinnipeg during the period of sept 17 Lggo
and March 31 1993. Taking in to accountr. the age of the child
victim, the relationship of the victirn of the accused, the prj-or
record of the accused and the nature of the oríginaI charges,
this research wilr examine how the gender of the victirn wirl
irnpact the sentence of the offender.
i. Ellpotbesis f: physical Abuse
It is hypothesized that the infLuence of gender wilI result
in distinct differences in sentencing. First when exarnining
cases of physical abuse, it is suggested that differing gender
role expectations and stereotypes surrounding aggression wirl
result in differing interpretations of the physicar abuse of
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boys and girrs.
rt is hypothesized that because girrs are
viewed as needing protection and as fragile and weak, and
because it is commonly accepted that rough treatment of boys is
a necessary part of their masculine devel0pment, the physical
abuse of girls will be punished more severely than the physical
abuse of boys.
ii.

Eypotbesis Ifs

Sexual Abuse

The second pattern to be examined in this research is that

of differential sentencing in cases of sexuar abuse. From a
review of the gender rore expectations revolving around
sexuality, it is hypothesized that sentencing patterns for
sexual abuse cases wirl ref rect the a number of cul-tural_
stereotypes and sexual taboos.

Traditionarry, gender stereotypes of rgood, girls are those
femares who are sweet, naive and sexually unknowredgeable.
ïnnocence is highl-y valued. rn contrastr rbad'girrs
are
sexuarry experienced. Gunn & Linden (Lggz) ilrustrate that
evidence of a 'bad' character has been cited as pertaining to
the femare as not being a virgin, as having had sex with the
accused in the past or as having been a wil-ling participant in
the sexual act.
The distinction between rgood, and rbad, has been applied
even when the young girl has been sexuarly abused. rn order to
explain how the abuse has happened, girrs are questioned as to
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their rore in provoking the abuse and further, held responsible
for not preventing the abuse. Boys on the other hand, are
rarely held responsible for their sexuar victimization. A boy
who has been sexuarly abused

is viewed as a victin and AS having
under-gone a very darnaging traumatic experience.
À boyts
actions before or during his victimization are rarely
questioned.

rn addition to curturalty mediated gender stereotypes, are
the widely shared taboos defining appropriate sexual behaviour.
Two taboos are under examination in this research, that of the
sexual violation of a chird and secondry, that prohibiting
homosexuality.

child sexuar abuse is nov¡ widely understood as a crime
against girls committed by men. upwards of 9oå of offend.ers are
mare (Russell I L9B4') . The dynamics of the crime are such that
the sexual abuse of girrs most frequently viorates only the
taboo prohibiting sexual behaviour against children.
rn
comparison, the sexual- abuse of boys violations two taboos, that
of the víolation of a chird and secondry, that governing
homosexuality.

rt is suggested that a violat,ion of two taboos wirt be
punished more harshly than the violation of only one taboo. The
resulting hypothesis for this research is that sentences for
offenders who sexually abuse female children will be less severe
then those for offenders who sexually abuse male child victins.
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CHÀPTER

SIx -

MptHons

The child abuse data used in this research is part of a
larger data set which was collected by the Farnily Violence
Research Team headed by Dr. Jane ursel. The Fanily violence

Court research project included a compilation of court data for
spousal, elder and child abuse cases. The data collection
process began at the inception of the Provincial Farnily Violence

Court in Winnipeg, Manitoba on September !7, 1990.

I.

Data Collection process

The family violence research project was designed to track
alr cases entering the provinciar court system. The research

team followed the cases through the court process to their
disposal. once disposed, a tracking schedure (see Appendix 1)
was completede. This tracking schedule was complet,ed regardless

of the outcome of the case.
The tracking schedule contains t6z variabres. A coding
schedule (see Appendix 2) was designed to capture the relevant
data. The data vtas compiled from the variety of information
contained within the crown attorney's file.
A number of
sources relating information about the case constitute the crown

e A number of child abuse cases were also rnonitored by
research staff.
upon the conclusion of a triar, prelininar|
hearing. or guiLty plea, the staff member would riir out both a
monitoring and tracking schedule for the observed case.
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attorney's fire. These includer. the official police report, the
offender's prior police record, independent reports from
hospitals and sociar service agencies, the pre-sentence report
(if one had been requested) , and notes made by the crolrrn
attorney as to the progression of the case through the crirninal
justice system.
For this research, arl the cases in which a chird was a
victirn during the initial 30 months of court operation h¡ere
examined. The data set obtained included aI1 cases of child
abuse which entered the Fanily violence court system after
september 17, 1990 and which v¡ere dÍsposed of by March 30,
Lggzto.

During this period, a total of 653 child abuse cases were
disposed and tracked by the research tearn. rn 4 27 of the child
abuse cases a sentence was recorded. rn 226 cases no sentence

vras recorded as the case ended in either an acquittal,
dismissal, discharge, or stay of proceedings. Table 1 presents
the child abuse cases tracked by the Fanily viorence court
research project during the identified tirne frame.

ro À11 cases in which a child is the victim,
regardless of the
victim-offender relationship faLl under the jurisdiction
of the
Fanily Violence Court.
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Table

1

Dispositions of al,l Cases Tracked by the
Family Violence Court Research feãm
N=653
Dj-sposition
Sentence Recorded
No Sentence Recorded

427
226

65.42
34.62

The present study

is an examination of sentencing patterns.
As a study of sentencing only those cases in which a sentence
was recorded were considered. The 226 cases in which no
sentence h¡as recorded v¡ere not included in the data set for the
present research. The remaining 427 cases hrere inspected to
deternine if they met the criteria estabrished for this
research.

II. Defining and Selecting cases
This study is airned specifically at uncovering the
infruence of a child's gender on sentencing. The regal
definition of a child as a person under the age of eighÈeen is
used in this study. cases anaJ-yzed ín this study incr-ude only
those in which the victin is a child at the time of reporti_ng;
the chird is the prirnary victin of the abuse; and the offender
is in an adult rol-e in relation to the child victim. cases
9T

excluded from this study include those in which a child was

a

vÍctim but which were crassified as 'historicar abuse', ,spouse
and child abuset, and rdating abuser.
cases of historical abuse r¡rere not included in this
data set as they invorve incidents of abuse which occurred when

the victin was a child but which v¡ere not reported until the
victim reached adulthood. cases of historical abuse were
excluded due to the unique situation of an adult testifying to
his or her victinization as a child.
cases involving the abuse of a spouse and a child v/ere
excÌuded as the dynamics of these cases differ from cases where
children are the only reported victims. Most often in cases
involving both the spouse and the child, the child is the
secondary victirn. $rhiIe the chird is a victim, the dynamics of
these cases differ from those of chird abuse.
cases defined as dating relationships were excluded on the
basis of the relationship between the victim and the offender.
The relationships which defined these cases included: common
Iaw; ex-conmon law; boyfriend; and ex-boyfriend. The excrusion
of these cases is based on the fact that the relationship
between the victirn and the offender is more sinilar to that
of
a spouse.
Àfter examining the dynamics of the 427 cases in which a
sentence had been recorded, !47 cases were excruded on the basis

on their fairure to meet the criteria

estabrished for this
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research. The remaining 2BO cases comprise the data set used
for this study. Table 2 identifies the breakdown of the cases
by the type of abuse incurred.
Tab1e

2

in present Data Set
by Type of Abuse
N=280
of Abuse
N
Z
Sexual
165
59.9?
Physical
lls
AL.LZ
Total
2gO
1OO?
Cases

Iff.
Characteristics of the Child Victins
This research specifically addresses the differences
between the victimization of girrs and boys. As has been
demonstrated, previous research in the area of chird abuse has
maintained that the abuse of children differs by gender.
i. Victinization by Case
The ZBO cases in this data set involve a total of 3L7
victims. fn a small percentage oi cases, the sentence refers to
more than one victirn. fn this data set approxirnatel_y B9Z of
the
cases v¡ere sentenced for the abuse of a single victirn. Table
3
identifies the breakdown of child abuse cases by the number of

victims.
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Table

3

Cases by Number

of Victins
N=280

Number

of Victims

N

Victin
Two Victims
Three Victirns
Total
One

iÍ.

Z

Z4g
25
6
280

gB.gZ

g.gZ
2.ZZ
1OOå

of Victin
Girl- victins represent 7oe" and boy victims 3oå of the total
victins in this data set. Girls were more frequentry the
victims of both sexuar and physicar abuse than hrere boys. Table
4 illustrates the frequency of chird victimization.
Sex

Table

4

Frequency of Type of Àbuse
by Sex of Victin

Victim Sex

Girl
Girl

N_3L7
Type of Abuse

N

Z

Sexual Abuse

150

47 .42

7t

22.42

Boy

Physical Abuse
Physical Abuse

54

t7.oz

Boy

Sexual Àbuse

42

L3

The abuse

.22

of child vi-ctims clearly differs by gender. Girl
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victirns are more commonly the victims of sexuar abuse whereas
boy victims are more likery to be physicarry victimized. More
than twice as many girls are victimized sexuarry than
physically. Boys are more likely to be victirns of physical
abuse than of sexuar abuse. s6z of boys are physically
victimized and 442 of boy victims are victimized sexualÌy.
Table 5 identifies the sex of the chird victirn by type of abuse.
Table

child Victins

5

of

by Type

N=3L7

GTRLS

N:
Sexua1
Phvsical

Tota1

iii.

BOYS

N-96

2 21-

150
71
22]-

Abuse

67.92

Sexual_

42

43.72

32.1,2

Physical

54

56.3e"

Total

96

i_OOå

1OOå

of Victin
vi-ctims range in age from one to seventeen. victims whose
ages were listed in months in the court fil-e v/ere rounded
to the
nearest age in years. An overwher-ming majority of girr victins
are in their pre-teen and teen years. The largest number of
girr victins are found in the r3-L7 age group. The rargest
number of boy victirns farl in the g-rz age group.
Tabre 6
illustrates the breakdown of victims by age.
À9e
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Table

6

Age of Child Victins

N=317

GTRLS

N=221

0-5 years 27 !2.22
6-8 years 31 14. O?
9-I2 years 7L 32.22
13-17 years 92 4t.62
Total Z2I 1OOU

iv.

Race

BOYS

N=96
0-5 years
25
6-8 years
12
9-L2 years
33
l-3-17 years
26
Total- 2Zl

26.0Z
I.Z.SZ

34.42

Zj.tZ
1OOå

of Victin

The most commonly recorded race of the victin is that of
European origin. The second most conmon is Àboriginar origin.

The category of aboriginal incrudes; status and Non-status
Natives and Métis. rn only a snall percentage of the cases is
a race recorded other than European or Aboriginar origin. The
category of Visibre Minority incr-udes ar-l other categories of
race recorded in this research. rn 15? of the cases the race
of
the victin hras not recorded and therefore risted as no

infornation.
Tabre 7 ilLustrates the race for girl and boy victirns.

The

patterns are sinir-ar for both with 4Bz of girl victims
and, 422
of boy victims recorded as European origin.
The slight
difference between girl and boy victims is found in the category
96

of Visible Minority in which L2Z of girl victins and only 4å of
boy victims are found.
Tab1e

7

Victins
N=280
GTRLS

BOYS

N-L97
Race

European
Àboriginal
Visible Minority
No fnforrnation
Total

N=83
N

Z

95 4g.Zeo
56 ZB.2Z
23 11.8å
23 11.9å
L97 100å

Race

European
Aboriginal
Visible Minority
No fnformation
Tota1

N

35
27
3
18
83

42.22
32.52

3.62
2:...72
1OOå

v. Victin-Offender ReÌationship
rn cases involving children, perhaps the most important
distinction in the relationship of the victin to the offender
rests in the position of trust or relative pohrer (canadian
Panel, L993) A breach of trust, especialry parental trust, is
viewed to be damaging and traumatic to the victin.
The most prevalent relationship between the girt victim and
the offender is that of parent-chird. The relationship of
naturar parents, step parents, foster parents and adoptive
parents comprise 46eo of the relationships. A further 2lZ of the
abuse of girls v¡as perpetrated by other farnily members. The
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category of other family members includes; uncles, grandparents
and siblings.

Parents are the most frequent abusers for boy victims as
well. Previous literature suggests that boys are more rikery to
be abused by strangers than are girls (Faller, 1989). rn this

data, very littre of the abuse of children, either girls or boys
is at the hands of strangers. Tabre I illustrates the victimoffender relationship by the sex of vicÈim.
Table I

Relationship of Offender to the Victim by Sex of Victirn
N:280
GÏRLS

BOYS

N=197

Relationship
Parent
Other Family
Àcquaintance
Strangrer
Carecriver

Total

N

90 45.62
42 2t.42
32 16.22
19 9.72
14 7.12
]-97 1OOå

N=83
Relationship N
Parent
42
Other Family 10
Acquaintance 13
Stranger
1jTotal

g3

50.6å
l-,z.Oeo

1,5.72

13.32
1OOZ

IV. Characteristics of the Offender
The sample of z9o cases involved z9o offenders. Arr the
child victinization in this study was perpetrated by individual
offenders. consistent with previous research the rnajority of
98

the offenders are rnaIe. rn this sarnple , ggz of the total
offenders are mare. while femare offenders in cases of child
abuse are not conmon, those that do appear in the court, system
are more often involved in cases of physical abuse. rn this
data set, only Lz of the femar-e offenders are sentenced on
charges of sexuar abuse. Table 9 irlustrates the frequency
of
the sex of offender by the type of abuse.
Table 9
Sex of Offender by Type of Abuse
N=2BO

Offender Type of Abuse
N
MaIe
Sexua1 Àbuse 161
Male
Physical Àbuse 87
Female physical Abuse ZB
Female
Sexual Abuse
4
Total 2gO
i.

Z

S7.Seo

3! . leo
1O.Oå

l.4Z
1OOå

Sex of Offender

Males are the overwhelrning abusers of both boys and gir1s.
The patterns for boys and girJ.s by the sex of the offender
are

similar. Table 10 shows the sex of the offender by the sex of
the victim.
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Table

10

Offender by

Sex

N=280

GIRL VTCTTMS

N-t97
Offender
Male
Femal-e

Total
ii.

BOY VTCTTMS

N=83
Offender
N

N

t77 89. B?
ZO tO.zZ
]-97

of Victim

1OOå

Male
Female

7t
L2

Bs.så

Total

83

100å

L4.SZ

of Offender
The patterns of race for offenders are similar to those for
victims. The rnajority or s6Z of offenders are listed as of
European origin.
rn the second largest category, z7z of
offenders are recorded as Aboriginal origin. rn onry 1å of the
cases is there no information. The patterns of race of the
offender when analyzed by girl and boy victins are similar. rn
both cases, the najority of offenders are of European origin.
Table 11 identifies the race of the offender.
Race

100

Table Ll

of Offender
N=280
Race
N
European Origin
LS7
Aboriginal origin
75
Visible Minority
36
No fnformation
4
Total
28O
Race

iii.

Enploynent

Z

56.12
26.72
j-2.92
L.3Z
100?

of offender

Almost half of offenders v¡ere unemployed.
Of those
offenders who v/ere ernployed, t7Z v/ere classified as skilled.
The category of skitted employment includes; professional,
skil-led and semi-skiIled. 242 of offenders v/ere categorized as
unskiLled. UnskíI1ed employrnent includes; unskilled, seasonal
and part-tine.
The category of rotherr includes; students,
retired persons and worker's compensation. Tab1e 12 iltustrates
the breakdown of offenders by employment categories.

1_0r_

Tab1e t2
Employment

of Offenders

N=280

Employment
N
Employed - Skilted
47
Enployed - Unski11ed 67
Unemployed
t32
Other
34
Total
2BO

16.g2
Z3.gZ

47.22
LZ.!Z
1OOå

V. Case Characterístics
rt is hypothesized in this research that there wirl be
marked differences in the seriousness of sentences when the type
of abuse and the gender of the victin are taken into account.
To examine seriousness, the dependent variable is the sentence.
A criminar sentence is a product of a number of factors,

both legal and extra-legal.

fn cases of child abuse it has been
demonstrated that the inpact of a number of legar variabl_es must
be controlLed for in any sentencing study (I{arsh , J-gg4) . These
variabres include; the type of plea entered, the court in which
the case is heard, the offender's prior record and the charge
severity.

LO2

i.

Type of plea Entereô

Prea bargains have become an integraÌ part of the justice
process both in the united states and in canada. rt has
been

widely documented that only a minority of cases go to trial.
The data in this study reflects previous research which has
documented that plea bargains account for between B0å to
9oZ of
all cases adjudicated in the court system (LaFree, 1985).
Research has documented that offenders who plead guilty
receive average sentences that are armost half the length of
sentences for offenders convicted after a trial

(carter , Lggr).

Guilty pleas are viewed positively by the courts as an
indication of remorse (Nadin-Davi-s , rglz). rn cases of chird
abuse, offenders who pread guilty are looked upon favourabry
as
the victim has been saved from the embarrassment of giving
evidence (carter, 1991). Literature suggests that a prea of
guilt is perhaps one of the strongest mitigating factors
in
reducing the sentence of an offender (Ruby, Lgg4). The power of
the irnpact of guilty preas on sentence requires that the type of
plea must be controll-ed for in order to more accurately measure
the impact of gender on sentence.
rn this data set, g1å (N=227) of sentences result.ed from a
guilty plea. The rernaining rgz (N=53) of sentences were
the
result of a conviction at a trial.

L03

ii. Court ilurisdiction
rn this research the court jurisdiction is important to
acknowledge for several reasons. The Farnily violence
court is
a provincial court with a provincially appointed judiciary.
The
court of Queen's Bench differs from the Fanily vioJ-ence court as
it is a higher court with a federally appointed judiciary.
As a provincial court, the Family viorence court hears all
cases of sunmary convictions. The Farnily viol-ence court
also
conducts trials for indictable offenses if the defendant elects
to be heard at the provinciar revel; and prelirninary hearings if
the defendant erects to be heard in the court of eueen,s Bench.
ïn contrast, the court of eueenrs Bench hears only indictable
offenses by election.
rt is important to distinguish between the two courts for
several reasons. The first is due to the procedural differences
between the two courts; the second is due to specialization.
A
case heard in Queen's Bench differs from one in provinciar
court
in that before a case can be heard in eueenrs Bench a
preliminary hearing is conducted to evaruate whether there
is
sufficient evidence to proceed. primary witnesses are carred
upon to testify at the prelirninary hearing and then again
at the
triaL.
The addition of a preliminary hearing resuÌts a much
longer processing time for cases heard in eueenrs Bench than
for
cases heard in Fanily Violence Court (Ursel Lgg2).
,
1,O4

The second difference between eueen's Bench and Farnily
viorence court is that the Famiry viorence court is a
specj-alized court. This specialization includes a sensitizatj-on
to the needs of the victim/witness in cases of fanily violence.
I{hile specialization of court personner is a mandated poricy in
the Family Viorence court, Ít is not a mandated poricy in the
Court of eueenrs Bench.

All cases in this study originate in the provincial Farnily
violence court. A smalr number of cases el_ect to be heard in
the court of eueenrs Bench rather than proceed to triar at the
provinciar court level. rn this data set, g6z of cases ü/ere
heard in Fanily Violence Court. The remaining LaZ were heard in
the court of eueen's Bench. Tabre 13 presents the distribution
of cases by the court jurisdiction.
Table

l-3

Distribution of Cases
by Court Jurisdiction
N=280

Court
Fanily Violence
Queen's Bench
Tota1

N

24l- 86.Lå
39 13.92
ZgO 100å
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íii.
Prior Record
the existence of a prior record is most commonly cited as
key in influencing sentence dispositions (Milrer & sloan, Lgg4).
A relat'ed prior record has been demonstrated to increase court
punitiveness (Hagan, ]gTs). For this reason it is essential to
contror for the existence and type of prior record.
Table 14 illustrates the breakdown of prior record in this
data set. The largest category of offender's with a prior
record are those who have cornmitted crimes against persons.
This incrudes charges of assaurt and/or sexual_ assault. The
category 'other' incrudes arl types of charges excluding crimes
against persons. Irrhen prior record is analyzed with respect to
the sex of the victim, there is no significant difference.
Table t4
Offender's Prior Record
N=280

Prior Record
Àssault
Other Record
No Record
Tota1

N
103
78
99
2gO

eo

36.82

27.92
3S.3å
1Ooå

iv. charge Beverity
The severity of the charge upon sentencing is a powerful of
an offender is punished (Wa1sh, 1984). The offender often
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enters court with multiple charges but is typicatly sentenced on
only a few. The severity of the charge/s at sentenci-ng is the
variable/s to be controlled.
sentencing literature has ernployed a number of methods to
assess the severity of the offence. A coÍrmon approach has
incruded a ranking of offenses according to the type of harm
associated with the offence. violent offenses against a person
such as assault are ranked as more serious than crimes such as
theft where there is no physical injury to the victin.

A second approach has been to use the crirninar code
hierarchy of offenses to rate severity. This rating scale is
based on whether an offence is purely indictabre, a hybrid
offence or a sunmary conviction. charges which are hybrid
offenses aÌrow the crown attorney the option to proceed either
as an indictable offence or as a sunnary conviction.
A third approach in assessing charge is to rate severity by
the maximum penalty the charge carries in the criminal code
(Hagan L97sr' Kruttschnitt & Green, rgg4; walsh,
1984). Maximum
'
punishrnents for sunnary convictions can not include periods
of
incarcerat'ion longer than six months. Maximum sentences for
indictable offenses are specified in the crininar code and vary
from more than six months to life in prison.

rt is the third approach to assess severity taken in this
research. The charges upon which a sentence is based are rated
from least serious to most serious on the basis of the maximum
1,O7

penaÌÈy. In cases where the sentence is based on two or three
charges, the maxirnum penalty of each charge is added to obtain
the full maxi-mum penarty on which the sentence is based. Table
15 indicates the rating scale developed to assess charge
severity.
Table

15

Rating Scale for Charge Severity

Penalty
Summary
Conviction
5 years

Maximum

10 years

Charqes

Indecent Act
Hybrid Charges
Assault

Sexual Exploitation
Gross Indecencyll
Indecent Àssaultl2

l_

2

Sexual- Interference
Invit. to Sex Touching

Ànal Intercourse
Sexual Assault

3

Cornbination

4

Assault/CBH/Weapon
Indecent AssauLt

12 years
L4 years

Rati

fncest

Aggravated Assaul-t
Sexual Àssault/CBH/

5

I,ieapon/Threats

15 years
20 years
10 years

Cornbination
Conbination
Combination

6
7
g

1l

gross indecency hras repealed in 19gg.
12 indecent
assault was repealed in 1983. previously the crime
of indecent assault on a fenàl-e carried a maximum sentence
of 5
years while indecent assault on a mal-e carried a maximum sentence
of 10 years.
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Tabre 16 indicates the number and percent of cases on a
continuum of severíty based on the potentiar maxirnum sentence
the charge could incur. rn none of the cases dealing with

indictable charges did the actual sentence even approxirnate the
potential maximurn penalty.
Table

16

Charge Severity

N=280

Severity
Summary
Five Years
Ten Years
Twelve years
Fourteen years
Fifteen Years
Twenty years
Thirty Years
Total

N

104
42
97
3
I
4
15
2BO

37.12

15.0å
34 .6e"

1.1å
2.gZ
1.Aeo

S.4Z

1OOZ

Vf. Ìteasuring the Dependent Varíable
Numerous studies have attenpted to evar-uate sentencing
patterns and have employed a variety of rnethods. previous
examinations of sentence seriousness have included: comparisons
of custodial to non-custodiar sentences (Myers I LgTgi Frazier
&
Bock, L982; walsh, Lgg4), evaluations of the length of
custodial
109

sentences (chíricos

| !g7s; pruitt & wirson,
1983; Zingraff & Thomson , rg84; carter, r_991) , and scales
generated to establish a measure of comparison for the various
custodial and non-custodial dispositions (Buchner I l97g; McDavid
& Stipak, 1981).
&

T{aldo, tgTs;

Hagan

Research examining sentence seriousness has been criticized

for not adequately accounting for variation in severity. This
has occurred primarily due to a failure to take in to account
the furl range of possible sentencing dispositions (LaFree,
1980) ' Thís study attenpts to address the issue of variation
by
devising a scare which includes all dispositions, from the reast
to most serious. The scale also accounts for cornbination
sentences like terms of probation with fines and terms of
incarceration with added periods of probation.
seriousness of sentence is a function of sentence rength
and sentence gravity.
Measures must ensure that they are

evaluating both, those that do not are inadequate (Gibson,
1977) - The gravity of the sentence is measured by the degree
of
formal supervision. rncarceration is the most serious nethod of
supervision as the offender is most restricted in his or her
activities.
The length of sentence is rneasured by the number of
months in which the offender is to be held under formal
supervision. As would be expectedr âs the rength of the
sentence increases so does classification of seriousness.
t-10

rn order to account for both factors, a scare has been
developed which measures the seriousness of sentences cornbining
both the form and length of supervision. Those sentences which
do not include supervision of the offender are considered to be
less serious sanctions than those which involve periods of
supervision. For example, supervised probation ís more seri_ous
than unsupervised probation.
The scale which has been developed for this research rates
all the types of sentences specific to this study. The scare
ranges from 1- and 40. Those sentences valued as a 1 are the

least serious and arternately, those rated 40 are the most
serious. Tabre 17 presents the range of sentences in this data
set rated frorn 1east serious to most serious.
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Table

L7

Sca1e of Sentence Seriousness

of Sentence

Rating

Absolute Discharge

1

Conditional Discharge
Fine (up to $Soo¡

2
3

Fine ($soo glooo)

4

Unsupervised probation

5

6 mos Sup. probation
12 mos Sup. Probation

6
7

12 mos Sup. probation
+ Fine
18 mos Sup. probation

9

24 mos Sup. probation

10

24 mos Sup. probation
+ Fine
36 mos Sup. probation

l- mo Incarceration
L rno Incarceration

+ gzooo Fine

1 mo Incarceration
+ Sup. probation
2 mos Incarcerat,ion
2 mos fncarceration
+ Sup. probation
3 mos Incarceration
3 mos Incarceration
+ Sup. Probation
4 mos Incarceration

8

11
L2
13

t4
15
16
L7

of Sentence
Rati
4 mos Incarceration
27
+ Sup. Probation
6 mos fncarceration
22
6 mos Incarceration
23
+ Sup. Probation
I mos Incarceration
24
8 mos Incarceration
25
+ Sup. probation
9 mos Incarceration
26
9 mos Incarceration
27
+ Sup. Probation
12 mos Incarceration
28
12 mos Incarceration
+ Sup. Probation
15 mos Incarceration
+ Sup. Probation
18 mos fncarceration
+ Sup. Probation
20 mos Incarceration
+ Sup. Probation
24 mos Incarceration
24 mos Incarceration
+ Sup. Probation
36 mos Incarceration
42 mos fncarceration
48 mos Incarceration

29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

19

60 mos Incarceration
72 mos Incarceration

39

20

84 mos Incarceration

40

18

38

LL2

The 40 sentences in the scare can be divided in to four
categories to more clearly illustrate the seriousness of the
sentence. The first category contains those sentences which are

the least serious in nature. Fewer than Bz of the total_
sentences are disposed with discharges or fines.
These
sentences provide no punishnent ín the case of discharges or
minimar punishrnent in the case of a fine.
For exampler ân
Àbsolut'e Discharge which offers no punishment to the offender is
rated the least serious of aII sentences.
Unsupervised probation which offers ninirnal punishrnent but
which does restrict the freedom of the offender for some period
of tine falls in to the second category. The largest number of
sentences (50å) received sentences of probation.
supervised
probation is more serious than unsupervised as the offender is
required to report to a probation officer during the specified
period of his or her sentence. Probationary terms are the most
frequent sentences given in provincial court. The seriousness
of probation increases in the length of supervision. sentences
which include both a period of probation and a fine are
considered to be more serious than those with only a term of
probation.
The third category includes all sentences of incarceration

that are less than two years in length. srightly more than a
third of total sentences (35u) are included in this category.
For sentences which received periods of incarceration that are
l-13

less than 2 years, the judge also has the option of assigning a
term of probation. Sentences with incarceration and probation
are rated accordingly. A sentence of 2 nonÈhs incarceration
plus 24 months probation is considered to be more serious than
one of only 2 months incarceration but less serious than
sentence with a longer term of incarceration.
The fourth category contains those sentences in which more
than 2 years incarceration have been assigned. This is the
smallest category with only 7.7eo of the total- sentences
receiving the most serious sentences. offenders serving
sentences more than 2 years are housed in federal penitentiaries

rather than in provincial prisons. sentences of incarceration
to a federar penitentiary are the most serious as they are the
longest in length and are rated accordingly.
Tabre 1g
illustrates the breakdown of sentence seriousness.
Table
Breakdown

18

of Sentence Seriousness
N=280
NZ

Àbsolute Discharge
Conditional Discharge
Fine (up to $soo¡
Fine (over gsoo)

r.

Category f - Total

7

82
41
3L
22

2

5z
ez
4z
LZ

7.92

tL4

-

Category

II.

NZ

Sentence

UnsupervÍsed probation
6 mos Supervised probat,ion
12 mos Supervised probation
12 mos Supervised probation/Fine
18 mos Supervised probation
24 mos Supervised probation
24 mos Supervised probation/Fine
36 mos Supervised probation

Category ff - Total

1 mos
1 mos
1 mos
2 mos
2 mos
3 mos
3 mos
4 mos
4 mos
6 mos
6 mos

I

8
9
9

12
12
15
18
20
24
24

Incarceration
Incarceration/Fine
Incarcerat ion/ Probat ion
fncarceration
Incarceration/ probat ion
Incarceration
Incarcerat ion/ probation
Incarceration
Incarceration/ probat ion
Incarceration
f ncarcerat ion/ probati on
fncarceration
Incarceration/ probation
fncarceration
f ncarcerat ion/ probat ion
fncarceration
Incarcerat ion/ probation
Incarceration/ probation

mos
mos
mos
mos
mos
mos
mos
mos f ncarcerat ion / probat i on
mos Incarcerat ion/ Probatíon
mos Incarceration
mos Incarcerat, ion / probat ion

Category III
38 mos
42 mos
48 mos
60 mos
72 mos
84 mos

2
4

.72
L.42

33

11-. 8å

5

Lo
54
7

24

t.8z

.62
L9.32
2 .52
8.62
3

139 49.62
2

1
9

1

I

5
t_6

2

4
4
5
l_

2
2

ö
4
4
3
3

1

.72
.42
3 .22
.42
2.92
r_.8å

s.7z

.72
L.4Z
L.42
1. 8å

.42
.72
.72
2.92
L. 42

t.42

1. l-3

L.72
.42

r.42

4
9

3.22

7
4
5

2.52
L.42
1.84

- Total

Incarceration
Incarceration
Incarceration
fncarceration
fncarceration
Incarceration

1_

2
2

.42
.72
.72

Category IV - Tota1

280

100å

l-l_5

VI. Sr¡mmary
Descriptive analysis of the child abuse data set
illustrates the nature of child abuse cases sentenced in the
crininal justice system. In this study it was deterrnined that
significantly more cases of sexual_ abuse hrere sentenced than
cases of physical abuse. The sentences for sexual abuse account
for 592 (N = 165) of the data set whire the sentences for
physicar abuse account for onry 41? (N = 11s) of the data set.
rn this research, almost 7oz of the victims were girls
whíl-e only 30? were boys. Girls srere the most frequent victins
of both physical and sexual abuse case. rn contrast, armost 90å
of offenders are mare. Fernales offenders in onry i-oå of cases.
All the abuse in this data set, hras committed by individual
offenders. rn the majority of cases (99å) the sentence appries
to onry one victim. rn no cases do the sentences apply for the
abuse of more than three victins.
There are many more older victims than younger victims.
slightry more than 7oz of victims were between the age of nine
and seventeen. when examining age by the sex of the victj_rn,
v¡hile order girr children were the rargest category of victims,
slightly more boys (39å) v¡ere younger victims as compared to
girls (262).
Parents are the most frequent offenders of chird victims.
This is true for both girls and boys. The second most frequent
abuser of girrs is an rotherr family member. The second most

frequent abuser of boys is an ÀcquainÈance. offenders are most
116

of European origin, most frequently unernployed and most
often have a prior record of some kind.
Cases in this data set are most frequently sentenced after
a plea in entered. only lgb of cases in this data set rlrere
sentenced after a conviction at a trial.
The majority of cases
are sentenced in the provincial Family Violence court. More
than 86e" of the total cases v/ere sentenced in the specialized
court.
The charge severity is this data vras measured by the
maximum penalty ascribed to each charge in the criminal code.
À scare was developed to assess the severity of the charges in
this study. The most frequent sentence vras based on a charge
severity in which the maximum penalty v/as ten years
incarceration. Ten years incarceration was ranked three out of
a possible eight levels of severity.
conmonry

A scale was also developed to assess sentence seriousness.
The scal-e deveJ-oped rank all the sentences in the data set on a
4o point scale. The 40 point scale can be categorized into four
separate types of sentences. These include the l-east serious
sentences (discharges/fines), sentences which incruded terms of
probation aLone, sentences with terms of incarceration two years

less a day, and sentences of more than two years incarceration.
ïn chapter seven, the analysis of the sentences of child
abuse by the type of abuse is presented. The first section of
this chapter describes the types of sentences and the method of
!L7

data anarysis used to uncovering the patterns in sentencing.
Next, is a presentation of the sentences of physicar abuse. The
findings pertinent to sentencing of offenders who physicarly
abuse children are discussed. The final section analyzes the
sentences of sexual- abuse and again, highlights the findings
pertinent to the sexual abuse of chil-dren.

1t_8

CHAPTER

SEVEN

DeTa A¡¡aIysTs

Two hypotheses

are under examination in this study. The
first relates to the physical abuse of chirdren.
rt is
hypothesized that sentences for offenders who physicall-y abuse
female children will be rnore severe than those for offenders who
physically abuse male children.
A survey of child abuse literature has demonstrated that
there are dÍffering leveIs of torerance in the use of physical
force with children. Boys are treated in a much more aggressive
fashion than are gÍrls (Maden & Irlrench , tg77) . rt is predicted
that sociar acceptance of the physical treatment of boys is
reflected in ress serious sentences for the physicar abuse of
boys.
The second hypothesis outrines a d.ifferent dynarnic. rt is

hypothesÍzed that sentences for offenders who sexually abuse
male children will be more severe than those for offenders who

sexually abuse fernale children.
The sexual abuse of children violates the sociar taboos
that define sexual acts with minors as immorar_. The
overwhelming rnajority of offenders who sexualry abuse children
are male (Russel1, 1984). rn this study, g8z of the offenders
in cases of sexual abuse are mare. Male offenders who sexually
abuse boys violate a second taboo r. the taboo that prohibits
homosexual behaviour (sanford, 19go).
rt is predicted the
1t_9

added taboo

prohibiting

will result in more
serious sentences for offenders who sexually abuse boys.
rnitiar examination of the data determined that the types
of sentences for crimes of physicar and sexuar abuse differ.
Àccording to the maximum punÍshments alLowable by the criminal
code, crimes of sexual abuse are penalized more harshly than
crimes of physical abuse. The maximum punishrnent for sexual
assault is ten years incarceration. rn comparison the maximum
punishrnent for physical assauLt is five years incarceration.
This difference in severity dictated by the crininal code
is refrected in the mean sentences for each type of abuse.
overall, offenders convicted of crimes invoj-ving sexuar abuse
receive more serious sentences than offenders convicted of
physical abuse. rn the study, the range of sentences for
physical abuse is from the least serious sentence, êD absol_ute
díscharge to the most serious | 36 months (3 years)
incarceration. rn comparison, the range of sentences for sexual
abuse is from an absorute discharge to 84 months (7 years)
incarceration.
hornosexual behaviour

These differences are refrected in the mean sentences by

type of abuse. For physical offenders in thís study, the mean
sentence was 1g months supervised probation. This contrasts to
the mean sentence for offenders convicted of sexual abuse which
was 4 months incarceration.
I{hile the range and mean sentences differ by type of abuse,
l.20

it is interesting to note that the most frequent sentence for
both physical and sexual abuse is 24 months supervised
probation. slightly more than 26? (N = 31) of the sentences for
physical abuse are 24 months supervised probation; almost, 14å (N
: 23') of sexuar abuse sentences are 24 months supervised
probation.
The difference between the types of abuse however, is that

24 months supervised probation is representative of a more
serious sentence for physical abuse. rn opposition, 24 months
supervised probation is representative of a less serious
sentence in cases of sexual abuse. unlike in physicar abuse in
which the majority of sentences i-ncrude only periods of
probation alone, the rnajority of sentences for sexual abuse are
more serious than 24 months supervised probation.
sentences including probation alone are the most frequent
penalty for physical abuse. sentences which include terms of
incarceration are the most frequent in cases of sexual_ abuse.
Table 19 illustrates the frequency of the sentences for physical
and sexuar abuse by the representative category of sentence
seriousness. As described in Table 18 (p. 1i_3) the category of
Discharges/Fines is least serious and Federal rncarceration is
most serious.
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Table

19

categories of sentences for physical and sexual
N=280
Physical

Àbuse

li[ = 115)

Abuse

Sexual Abuse
N-165

Category

Discharge/Fine L7 L4.BZ
Probation Alone B3 ?Z.Z*
Provincial Jail
L4 tz.zZ
Federal Pen.*
1 O.gå
Tota1 115 100å
* denotes penitentiary

Discharge/Fine
Probation Alone
Provincial ilail
Federal Pen.*
Total

6
3.62
56 33.92
83 so.3%
20 LT.LZ
L65 10OZ

The factors that affect sentencing differ by type of abuse
as welI. The age of the victirn, the offenderrs prior record and

the charge severity $¡ere alr found to be statistically
significant in explaining the variance in sentences for cases of
physical abuse. The relationship between the victirn and the
offender, the charge severity, and the interaction between victim
and offender race srere found to be statistically significant in
explaining the variance in sentences for cases of sexual abuse.
Because of the differences in the research hypotheses; the
maximum punishments arlowabl-e by the crirninal code; the
differences in types of sentences received; and, the factors
affectíng the variance in sentencing, physicar and sexuar_ abuse
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cases stilt be examined separately. Whil-e the previous chapter

provided a detailed description of victim, offender and case
characteristics, this chapter wilI focus on the variables which
best explain variation in sentencing.
In order to explore variation in sentencingr ân analysÍs of
variance (abbreviated Anova) was performed. The Anova procedure
tests the variance in the means of the dependent variable. rn
order to test the means, the procedure requires an ínterval 1evel
dependent variable. An interval l-evel variable does not have an
inherently determined zero point and has rneaningful distance
between assigned values. Àn interval leve1 scale allows the
study of differences between categories without measuring their
proportionate magnitudes (Norusis I tgg3).
As demonstrated in the previous chapter (Table 17), a 40
point scale was created to measure sentence seriousness. The
scare ranks each sentence according to the gravity and length of
the sentence. For exampre, a sentence of 12 months supervised
probation + fine is ranked one point above a sentence of L2
months supervised probation. Alternately,
a sentence of 3
months incarceration + probation is ranked one point above a
sentence of 3 months incarceration. The addition of a fine to

the period of probation or probation to a period of incarceration
makes the sentence slightly more serious. The creation of an
interval scale to rank all the sentences in this data set made it
possible to examine the relative seriousness of al] the child
L23

abuse sentences in this study.

The prinary use of Ànova is to determine whether the
independent and cont,rol variables affect the variance in
sentences. The null hypotheses for the analysis of physical and
sexual abuse cases is that:

there is no variation in sentencing
when examined by the effects of the sex of the víctirn.
The
alternative hypothesis is that: variation in sentencing can be
explained by the sex of the victin.
Previous sentencing literature has determined that there are
a number of factors which influence sentencing. Charge severity,
prior record, and type of plea are the factors most commonly
cited as infruential in any court jurisdiction.
rn cases of
child abuse a number of further factors have been demonstrated as
having influence in the sentencing process. Together with victin
sex' Anova was conducted to determine the impact of the effects
of: charge severity, prior record, type of plea, court
jurisdiction, victim a9ê, victirn race, rerationship between the
victírn and the offender, offender sex, offender race, and,
offender employment.
The nurr hypotheses for the analysis of the control_
variabl-es is that: there is no variation in sentencing when
examined by the effects of each contror variable.
The
al-ternative hypothesis for the analysis of the control variables
is that: variation in sentencing can be explained by the effects
of each control variable.
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Anova determined whether the variables srere statistically

significanÈ in explaining sentencing variance. Statistical
significance $¡as deterrnined at a gsT confidence Ínterva1. The
null hypothesis is rejected for each variabre found to be
statistically signíf icant.
In addition to Anova a multiple classification analysis
(abbreviated MCA) was conducted. The MCA is a valuable tool when
undertaking a detailed analysis of variance when there are many
categorical variables. The MCA table provides a description of
the amount of variation in the dependent variable by each level
of each categorical variabre. For example, the variable sex of
victin has two levels; boys and girls. The McA table provides
the mean values for the individual effects of both levels of sex
of victim on sentencing. This tool is useful in that it
demonstrates the inpact of each levet of the categorical variable
on the dependent variable.
The MCA table not only provides a detailed description of
how categorical independent variables interact with the dependent
variable, but further provides a Multipre R squared value. The
nultiple R square demonstrates the amount of variance explained
in the dependent variable by the independent variables.
rn
conducting a 'step by step' analysisr3 of arr the statistically
13 As each variable !/as entered, the resulting rnultiple R
squared value was calculated in relation to the vaÍue frorn the
previous variable.
For example, in the first step, a single
variabLe was entered and the multipte R squared valuà noted. fn
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signíficant independent variables, it is possible to determine
the amount of variation in the dependent variable caused by each
independent variable on its own.
I.

Pbysical

Àbuse

r: rt is hlpothesized that the physical abuse of
girr victims will be punished more severely than the physical
abuse of boy victims.
Eypothesis

Findings: rnitial anarysis of physical abuse found that
sentences did not differ when examined by the sex of the child
victin.
Further, the calcuLation of the Multiple R squared
deterrnined that the variable sex of victirn explained none of the
variation in sentencing. Table 20 identifies the offenderrs mean
sentence when examined by the sex of the chird adjusting for the
effects of the critical variables of âg€, prior record and charge
severity.

each consecutive step, a variable was added and the multiple R
squared value noted in relation to the amount expÌained bt the
previous step.
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Tab1e 20
Mean Sentences by Sex of Victirn
in Cases of physical Àbuse

N=115

Sex

N

Girl

66
49

Boy

Mean Sentence
18 mos supervj-sed probation
18 rngs supervised probation

Main Effects
Sex of Victim

Multiple R Squared

Mean Square
.061

Sca1e Score

Sig

.954

F

. oo2

rt was predicted that gender stereotypes would j-nfl-uence
perceptions of child abuse in the criminal justice systern. From
a review of previous literature it, hras demonstrated that the
physical treatment of girls and boys is viewed differentry. Boys
are more often physicalry disciplined than are girls (Minton et
â1., L97t), more harshry disciprined than girls (Murhern &
Passman' 19Br-) and nore often viewed as deserving of harsh
punishment than are girJ-s (Mulrer et a1., 1993) . Due perhaps

to

the perception of girls as more fragile, the physical punishment
of girls is perceived as being more harmful and abusive than is
the physical punishment of boys (Herzberger & Tennen, r_985).
rt v¡as hypothesized that the gender stereotypes which
identify a differing tol-erance of aggression both from and
towards girls and boys would influence sentences in cases of
physical abuse. The resuÌts in this study however, did not
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support this assertion. Àn analysis of physical abuse sentences
found that none of the variation in sentencing hras expJ_ained by
the sex of Èhe victin.

i. Impact of Control Variables
while support v/as not found to indicate that offenders of
girr victims are punished more severely than offenders of boy
victimsr â9e of victim, prior record and charge severity lyere
found to be significant in explaining variation in sentencing.
Figure 1 presents the resulÈs of the Anova procedure and

identifies
the
significance.

variabres

found to

achieve statistícal-
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Figure

l_

Ànalysis of Variance - physical Àbuse
Variables that Àchieved Statistical
Siqnificance
Source

of Variation

Mean Square

F

Sig of

Covariates

Charge Severity

502.2t7

26 . 065

.000't

L46.660
111.598
.185

7 .6]-2
5.792
.010

.000*
.018*¡t
.922

Main Effects

Prior

Record

Age of Victirn
Sex of Victim

Interactions
Prior Record with
Age of Victim
Sex of VictÍn with
Age of Victin

2-Way

7.L24

0

.692

.564

.454

.37

10.865

*

**

significant at
significant at

ê. Age of Victin
considering agel4 first,

the mean sentence for offenders who
abused young victims hras found to be most serious.
Table 2L
demonstrates the mean sentences by the age of the victim
adjusting for the effects of prior record and charge severi-ty.

t4 rn the initiar analysis, the age
the victim was coded
in to four categories; o-s y"åii, 'ç:ä.rJur= of
s_!z
years, and L3_r7
,
years' The small-est category of victiins or'physicåi-ã¡,,,="
the
6-8 age group and comprisêa_loa (N=L1) of tñe-total. onrywas
two
of
the eLeven victirns in ttre g:B
grã"p hrere femare. Due to the
small number of femare victims"gè
ín tñã-ã-e age group the decision
was made to corlapse the variabre.
The resultÍng age variabl_e
divided the victin in to two categori.=;
0-8 years and g-L7 years.
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Table

21

Mean Sentence by Age of Victin
in Cases of physical Àbuse

N-115

e
O-8 Years

N

Mean Sentence

45 24 mos supervised probation
9-17 Y".t=
70 12 ro, =rp.* probation/fine
en es supervl

Score
10

I

The more severe sentencing of offenders who abused younger

children rnay be exprained by the perceived degree of harm to the
child' rnjury in cases of child physical abuse is most often the
result of a beating from either a hand or an instrument (Martin,
1983). rt is suggested that an adult hitt.ing a very young child
is perceived to cause more serious injury than an adutt hitting
an order chiId.
This perception is based in the size and
strength differentiar between the adult and the chird. The
physical stature of a young chitd rimits how he or she may defend
themselves.

As a child grov/s order the size and strength differentiar is
lessened. order chirdren are more able to protect themselves.

Rosenthal- (1988) suggested that this ability
to protect
themselves is perhaps the most powerful explanation of why
fewer
older boys than girls are physically abused. He says thaÈ older
boys are abused much less often because they can hit back.
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rn this research 62? (N = 28) of the victins in the o-8 age
group are boys while onry 3gå (N = L7) are girls.
This finding
reflects sinilar findings in previous Jiterature. younger boys
are at greater risk of being physically abused than are younger
girls (!{right & Leroux, 1991) . As boys gror., order however, they
are much less susceptible to physical abuse than are girls
(Rosenthal, 1998). once again the imbarance in the numeric
dístribution by age and sex in this research irlustrates this
finding. rn the g-17 age group, 692 (N=48) of the victirns are
girts whire only 3rz (N=22) of the victims are boys.
while not statistically significant, the interaction between
the sex and age of the victin illustrates an interesting trend in
the sentencing of offenders in cases of physicaJ_ abuse.
offenders who abused girls under the age of nine v/ere sentenced
more harshly than offenders who abused boys in the same age
group. However' sentences for offenders who physically abused
girrs between the age of nine and seventeen v/ere ress harshly
punished than lrere offenders of boys.

older chirdren are more frequently held responsibre for
their abuse when they are viewed as having misbehaved (Dukes &
Kean, 1989; Muller et aI., 1993). The less serious sentences for
offenders abusing older children in this research suggests
perhaps that in contrast to young children who are most protected
from abusive behaviour, order children are herd more responsible
for their ¡nisbehaviour and are more often blamed for their abuse.
13

r_

The less serious sentence for older children may be a result
of

a consideration on the part of the judge that the abuse
provoked by the childrs behaviour.
b. prior Criniual

vras

Record

those offenders who possess a crimj-nal record which includes
crimes against persons v¡ere found to receive the most serious
mean sentences. The mean sentence for offenders who
have no

prior record is significantly ress. The effect of prior record
on sentence variance is statisticalry significant.
Table 22
identifies the mean sentence by the offender's prior record
adjusting for the effects of age and charge severity.
Table

22

Mean Sentence by prior Record
in Cases of physical Àbuse

N=115

Record Tvpe

Other Record

N
42
37

No Record

36

Aslt/Sex Aslt

Mean Sentence

24 mos sup. probation/fine
24 mos sup. probation
6 mos sup. probation

Score
l_1

10
6

The rerationship between prior record and sentence was
predicted by sentencing literature. First tine offenders
are

entitred to more lenient sentences than are those offenders with
a prior record (Leonoff, 1993). The existence of a prior record
is an aggravating factor and precludes leniency in sentencing.
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c. Charge Severity
The differences in mean rength of sentence with respect to
charge severity is statistically significant.
The co-variate
raw regression coefficient for charge severity is +2.37. As
would be expected, the nore severe the charge, the more severe
the sentence. charge severity is often the most powerful
predictor of sentence severity (t{alsh, r_984). Às with prior
record the significance of the relationship between sentence and
charge severity was predicted. Regardless of the circumstances
of the accused, a more serious charge typically warrants more
serious punishment.

d. Conbined Effects of Coutrol Variables
rn order to expJ-ain the amount of variation in sentencing
explained by the statisticarry significant variabLes it is
necessary to refer to the Multiple R squared. rn the analysis
of
physical abuse, the Multiple R squared refers to the amount
of
the variation in sentencing that can be explained by the
variables found to be statisticarly significant.
The three significant variables: age of victin, prior
record, and charge severity exprain approximately 3sz of the
variance in the sentences of physical abuse. As wour-d be
expected from the findings in previous literature, prior
record
and charge severÍty were most influentiaL in explaining
variance
in sentencing. Each explained approxirnatery L3å of the variance
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in sentencing.

Age

v/as

found to be less strong and explained

approximately 8Z of the variance in sentencing. Figure
identifies the results of the Multiple R Squared analysis.

Figure

2

2

Results of the Multiple R Squared Analysis
Variable

Variation in Sentencing Explained
R Sguared

Percent

Age of Victin

.0812

Prior

8z

.2L64

t3z

.3534

13å

Record

Charge Severity

Total

.353415
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ii' control variabres Not Achieving statisticat signÍficance
rn other studies a number of variables have been found to
have a significant impact on sentencing. These include: court
jurisdiction; type of plea; sex of offender; victim-offender
relationship; and, race and employment status. Whi1e none of the
above variabres had a statisticalry significant irnpact on
sentence in this study, a number of trends emerge which are
of
interest' Figure 3 illustrates the resuLt of the Anova procedure
for the variables which did not reach statisticar significance.
15 The R squared value

is accumulated with each variable added
to the equation. The percent
figure is carculated by subtracted
each preceding amount from the toiat. r"t-ã"ãrËiã-tñä
explained by prior record is calculated by subtracted thepercentage
value for age of victim from that eor piio, ,""àrã-.-- - R squared
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Figure

3

of Variance _ physical Abuse
. Analysis
variabr-es
nor reachins srari;Ëiããl-ôräãiri"..,""
Source of Variation

Mean Square

Sig of

F

Main Effects

Court Jurisdiction

Type of plea

Relationship**
Sex of Offender
Race of Victin
Race of Offender
Enployment of Offender

225.355
8.852
48 . L77

54.899
.391
8.701

29.t70

9.964
.391
2.]-30
2.427
. ot7
.385

1.290

. oo2*
.533
.085
.

t23

.983
.682
.284

* deternined to be a Fa1se Significance
** denotes Victin-Offender
Relationship

ê. Court ilurisdiction
rn the initiar analysis, court jurisdiction appeared
to be
statistically
significant.
This significance was l-ater
determined to be false. An assumption required
to be satisfied
to successfurly perforn Anova is that of equal varianceró.
only
four cases of physical abuse hrere sentenced in the
court of
Queen's Bench. This is compared to 1l-1 cases heard in
the Farnily

Violence Court.

16

The Levene statistic determined that all group
variances in
the variabte court jurisdicrion
;;;;;
equal
(Levene
= 11.02, p
= .oo1).
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rn the situation where a srnall number of cases comprise a
category, mean sentences are more likeIy to be influenced by
extreme cases- Extreme cases are cornmonly referred to in
statisticar analysis as outlier cases. Exploratory anarysi-s of
the court jurisdiction found that the sentence of one case
identified as an outÌier hras skewing the mean for all cases
sentenced in the Court of eueenrs Bench.
The outl-ier sentence of 36 months incarceration is the most
serious for physicar abuse in this data set. The other three

cases from the court of eueenrs Bench included onry terms of
probation. when the outrier case was excluded, the analysi_s

indicated that there hrere only slight differences in the mean
sentences by court jurisdiction.
Tabre 23 illustrates the mean
sentences of court jurisdiction controlling for the effects
of
victim âgê, prior record and charge severity.
Tab1e 23
Mean sentences

for court Jurisd.ict-ion (outlier
in cases of physical abuie

Rernoved)

N=114

N
Court of Queenrs Bench
Fanily Violence Court

3

111

sentences from the court

of

Mean

Sentence

Score

24 mos sup. probation

l_o

probation

9

eueenrs Bench rrrere srightly more

serious than those in Family viorence court. The small number
of
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cases heard in the court of Queenrs Bench however, makes a
comparison between mean sentences of the two courts difficult.
Nevertheless, the trend of ¡nore serious sentences from the court
of Queen's Bench was expected. Because onry indictabre charges
may be heard in court of Queen's Bench the higher court
handles
more cases with greater charge severity than Farnily violence
court.
Às indicated above, charge severity is a rnajor
determinant of sentencing.

b. Type of plea
sentencing literature consistently shows that a guirty plea
serves to reduce an offenderrs sentence by half frorn that of a
trial conviction (carter, tggl-). contrary to this literature
type of plea has no effect on sentencing in this studyrT. Tabre
24 irlustrates the sentencing trends for the type of plea
control-ling for victin êge, prior record and charge severity.

t't Eta square is a correlation ratio
used to measure
association for nominal measures (rilcher, Lggo).
ïn this case.
The Eta square varue of . ooog suggests there 'is absorutely
no
correlation between type of plea uríd
""rrtence.
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Table

24

Mean Sentence for Type of plea
in Cases of physióãt euuse

N-115

of Plea
cuilty Plea
Tri"l

N
103
12

Mean sentence
18 mos supervised

probation
18 mo, supervised probation

Score
g
g

The finding that a guilty plea does not reduce sentencing in

this data nay not be a function of the type of prea, it nay
instead be an artifact of the smalI number of cases that went to
triat.
Almost goz (N=103) of sentences for physical abuse are
the result of a guilty prea. rn only 10å (N=12) of the cases vras
there a conviction at a trial.
Due in part to the srnarl number of cases sentenced at a
trial, the range of sentences from which to calculate the mean is
linited' The sentences resulting from a conviction range from an
absolute discharge to 1 month incarcerati_on + a g2ooo fine. rn
comparison the range of sentences resulting frorn a guiJ_ty plea
is
from an absorute discharge to a sentence of 3 years
incarceration.
outl-ier cases hrere identified and their influence on the
mean sentence may arso exprain the finding of no difference.
The
first outlier is an absorute discharge; the other a s3oo fine.
I{hen these two outliers are eliminated, the mean sentence for
Two

l_3 8

cases convicted at a triar is srightly more serious than
for
sentences in which a guilty plea is recorded although the
difference is not statistically significant. Table 25 identifies
the mean sentences by type of plea with the outrier cases

removed- The sentences are controlled for victim â9ê, pri_or
record and charge severity.
Tab1e 25

by Type of plea (Outliers
in Cases of physicai Abuse
N-113

Mean Sentence

of Plea
Guilty Plea
Tri.l

N
l_03
10

Removed)

Mean sentence

18 mos supervised probation
Z4 *o= gupervised probation

Score
g
l-O

c. Victin-offender Relationship
rn cases of physical abuse parents made up more than Toeo
(N:83) of the total- number of offenders. Further, the
anarysis
demonstrated that although not. statisticalry significant, parents
received the most serious mean sentences. Greater public and
professional av¡areness in recent years has pointed to the
duty of
parents to protect their children (Marshal1 et al., 1988).
Tabre
26 illustrates the differences in mean sentences when exprored
by
the victin-offender rerationship controlling for the effects
of
age of victim, prior record and charge severity.
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Table

26

Mean sentences by victim-offender Relationship
in Cases of physical Àbuse

N=115

Relationship
Parents
Acquaintance
Caregiver
Other FamiIy
Strangers

N

83
4
7

9

L2

Mean Sentence

24 mos supervised
24 mos supervised
18 mos supervised
12 mos supervised
6 mos supervised

Score

probation
probation
probation
probation
probation

10
10
9
7
6

The finding that acquaintances/friends receive equarry
serious sentences as parents may be due to the small number
of

offenders in the acquaintance/friend category.
CIoser
examination of the 4 sentences j-n the acquaintance category
finds
that 3 of the sentences invorve terms of probation while
sentence includes a period of incarceration. I^rith only
four
sentences from which to draw the mean, the period
of
incarceration produces a more serious mean sentence than what
r_

would otherwise be expected.

d. Sex of Offe¡der
Numerous studies document that male offenders receive
more
serious sentences than fernale offenders.
However, 1ittle
research compares sentences of male and femare offenders
within
one type of crime. rn this study for cases of physicar
abuse,
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male offenders received slightj-y longer sentences than female
offendersThe difference however was not statistically
significant.
Tabre 27 identifies the mean sentences when
explored by the sex of the offender controlling for the effects
of age of victim, prior record and charge severity.
Table

22

Mean Sentences for Sex of Offender
in Cases of physical Àbuse

N = 1l-5

Sex
Mal-e
Female

N
87
28

Mean Sentence

18 mos supervised probation
, 12 mo. jgp.rriFed probation/fine

Score
g

I

trend of more lenient sentencing for female offenders in
this data is consistent with other studies. A rarge body of
previous research has discussed the trend of reniency
in
The

sentencing when the offender is a women (curran, 1gg3). Recent
feminist research suggests that the paternalistic structure of

society is apparent within the cri.ninal justice. rt is suggested
that leniency for women is the result of a paternalistic effort
to protect fanilies. The nurturing role of women is considered
to be a mitigating factor in their sentence (Da1y , Lgg7, r_989).
The small difference noted in the mean sentence by sex of
the offender in this data may be a resurt of the type of crime
L41_

conmitted. rn cases of physical abuse, women have violated their
duty to protect and nurture children. Therefore, invoking the
maternal roJ-e may not have as strong a mitigating effect for
v/oman convicted of abusing her children.

a

ê. rnpact of Race and gocioeconomic gtatus
There were no differences in the mean sentences when
examíned by victirn race. rn aIl cases, the mean sentence
when
examined by the victimts race was L8 months supervised probation.
However, when examining sentence by offender race a trend

emergies' offenders of Aboriginal origin receive more serious
mean sentence than offenders of European origin or other
visibre
ninoritiesTable 2g irl-ustrates the mean sentences for
offender's race controlling for victim âgê, prior record and
charge severiÈy.

Table

28

Mean Sentence by Offender's Race
in Cases of physical Abuse

N=115

Race

Aboriginal Origin
European origin
Visible Minority

N

33
60
22

Mean sentence
24 mos supervised probation
18 mos supervised probation
18 mos supervised probation

Score
L0
9
9
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The trend of difference uncovered in the mean sentences by

offender's race lends some support to the berief the offenderrs
race may infruence sentencing. rn this study Aboriginal
offenders ü¡ere sentenced more harshly than are offenders of
other
racial origins.
rt is important to note, however, that the
difference is not sufficientry strong to meet the requirements
of
statistical significance.
FinaÌly, an analysis hras done to examine the effects of
offender employment on sentence.
Prior l-iterature has
demonstrated thaÈ stereotypes concerning race and crass
operate
to the disadvantage of certain defendants (sudnow, 1965; swigert

Farrell, 1977; Farrell & Holmes, 1991). rn this data, there is
no variation in sentencing when the examined by the effects
of
offender emproyment. Regardless of ernployment category, the
mean
&

sentence for arr offenders e/as 19 months supervised probation.

iii.
summary
Detailed anarysis of the physical abuse data found no
support for hypothesis r. The sex of the victim was not
found to
impact on the sentences of physicar abuse cases. rt suggested
that the gender stereotypes detaíling a different social
tol-erance for physicar aggression towards chirdren are
not
evident in the sentencing of cases of physicar abuse. Fron
the
statistical analysis, it was determined that offender sentences
did not vary by the sex of the victim.
1,43

The variables which were found to be statistically
significant in explaining variance in sentencing included: age of
victim, prior record and charge severity.
consistent with
previous literature, offenders with a prior record of assault
and/or sexual assault are punished more harshly than offenders
with no prior record. Às well, offenders with the most severe
charges are punished most harshly.
The açfe of the victim did have a significant impact on
sentences. offenders of younger children were punished more
harshly than offenders of older chirdren. This finding may be a
result of differing stereotypes as to how the abuse is perceived.
rt is suggested that older children are held more responsible for
their abuse than are younger chirdren. secondly, it is suggested
that abuse of younger chil-dren is nore harrnful than the abuse of
older children.
A number of variables were found not to be statistically
significant.
rt was expected that the influence of both court
jurisdiction and type of prea would herp to explain variation
in
sentencing. rn cases of physicar abuse, this was not the case.
slight trends hlere found in the variables: victim-offender
relationship; sex of offender; and, race of offender. rn this
data set, parents were most harshly punished. Male offenders
were punished slightly more seriously than female offenders
and
offenders of Àboriginar origin v/ere punished more harshry than
offenders of European origin or of a visibre Minority status.
1,44

If.

Bexual Àbuse

The analysis of sexuar abuse examines the impact of the
violation of tr¿o strongry herd social_ taboos: the sexual

vioration of minors, and homosexuarity. rt is proposed that a
single violation of the stated taboos is perceived as ress
serious than a doubre vioration of these sexuar taboos.
Hlpothesis rr:

offenders who sexualry abuse Þoys wilr be
more severeLy punished than offenders who sexualry abuse girrs.

Findings:
rnitial analysis found that offenders who
sexually abused boys hrere punished more severely than those
who
sexually abused girls.
However this difference was not
statistically signif icant.

sright variance in mean sentences v/ere found to provide
support for hypothesis rr when the sex of the victin was
taken
into account. offenders who sexuarly abused boys were punished
more severery than offenders who sexually abused

girlsrs. This
difference, however, was not statisticarly significant. rn
addition from the calcuration of the Multiple R squared, ress
¡8 sirnir-ar to preceding anarysis of
abuse the range
of sentences in sexuaL abuse l/ere ãxanined_physicaÌ
patterns
for
by sex. rn
sexual abuse there vrere no differen"".= i; -Ih;-]är""ntage
of
-.ri"ti*=.
.
sentences by category for g.irr and boy
roi
exampJ_e
-íi"ti*"
soz
,
(N = 66) of oJfenders
giri
."s.i1=ç_
a sentence
which incr-uded provinciai
jair -ã;ã ;3; (N r"""-irrla
18 ) of of fenders
=
against boy victims received a sentence which inðiúa"a provincial
jail.
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than lz of the variation in sentencing could be attributed to
the
variable sex of victin. Table 29 identifies the mean sentences
by sex of victim controlling for the effects of relationship
and

charge severity, and the interaction between victirn and
offender
race.
Table

29

Mean Sentences by Sex of Victin
in Cases of sèxual Abuse

N=165

Sex

N

Mean Sentence

131

4

mos incarceration

20

34

6

nos incarceration

22

Main Effects

Sex of Victin

Mu1tip1e R Squared

Mean Square
1_3

0.

048

Sig

F
. i-91_

.006

the offender is the parent to the chird, sentencing was
more severe- parents were punished more severely
than any other
offender. consistent with the above findings, the mean sentence
for parents sexually abusj-ng boys v/as more serious than that
of
parents sexually abusing gir1s.
when

The anaÌysis of the effect of victim-offender rel-ationship
on sentence seriousness was statisticalry significant.

overalr,
parents who sexuarly abused their children were
most harshly
punished' Table 30 illustrates the mean sentences by
the victimoffender relationship conËrorr-ing for charge severity.
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Table

30

Mean sentence by victirn-offender Rerationship
in Cases of Sexual Àbuse

N=165

Relationshi

N
49
14
43
4t
18

Mean Sentence
6 mos incarceration/probation
4 mos incarceration
3 mos incarceration/probation
3 mos incarceration
3 mos incarceration

Parents
Caregiver
Other Family
Acquaintance*
Stranger
x ctenotes Acquaintancé/rnlenti

Score
23

20
L9
18
18

This study found that parents were not only the most
frequent offenders of chiLdren in cases of sexual abuse, they
lrJere also the most severel_y punished of f enders. sentencing
patterns suggest that sexual abuse by parents was considered to
be the most serious form of abuse.
The interaction between relationship and sex of victim also
provides support for hypothesis rr. Parents v¡ho sexually abused
sons were punished more harshly than parents who sexually abused

daught'ers. Table 31 illustrates the mean sentences for sex of
victirn by victim-offender relationship controlling for the
effects of charge severity.
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lable

31

for Offenders by Sex of and Victj_rn-offender RelaiionshiprrVictin
fn Cases of Sexual Abuse

Mean Sentence

N-16s

N

Mean Sentence
I mos incarceration/prob*

ents
7
Girl
- parents
:5-¿--------p-3-rg]lgg--------13-----g--T9-s---ir,-"_3_tg_"jg!_r-gv-p_tg}_

27
Girl

Other

88

4 mos incarceration
3 mos incarceration

Score
25
23

20
t_8

pattern identified in Table 31 indicates that
parent-son sexual abuse is considered to be the
most serious forrn
of abuse. For many years the incidence of chird sexuar
abuse by
parents was kept hidden. However, more recent
sexual abuse
literature novt widery concurs that the most frequent perpetrators
of child sexual abuse are parents (Fa1ler, 1989).
Father_
daughter incest, is by far the most prevalent type of
chird sexuarThe sentencing

abuse.

whire the disparity in nunbers of boy and girr victirns
is an
accurate reflection of reported incidence of sexual
abuse, it

'e Due to the smarl number of boy victins, the variable
relationship
was recoded to. more cÌearly identify the patterns
of
sentencing in the interaction
¡etwàLî
victim'sex-ana
victimoffender relationship.
20 The category of
'other' i? composed of all-aiã'
family
except parents, carègivers,
acquaintanãã7tri.ena=,

members

str.ngers.
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seriously conplicates tests of statistical- significance. Despite
the evident difference in sentences of parent offenders of boys
and girls, it is irnportant to note that only seven cases of
sexual abuse of boys by parents were sentenced in this study. ït
is suggested that the failure to reach statistical significance

to the smaLl number of boy victins in the sexual abuse
sample. The imbar-ance in the numbers of boy and girl victims
makes in difficult
to statistically
compare means2r.
Nevertheless, despite the snall number of boy victins interesting
trends provide support for hypothesis rr and can not be ignored.
The effects of incest on chird victirns has been widely
discussed. while most research generally concludes that incest
is harmful for all children, there has been support in sexual
abuse research that due to the double stigrma it carries, fatherson incest is most harnfuL (Kenpe & Kempe, LgB4).
Father-son sexual abuse crosses the boundaries of two
taboos, that of incest and that of homosexuality (Forseth & Brown
1-981; I{itriams, 1988) .
The fear that homosexual abuse will
resurt in the victim becoming gay is refrected in the fears of
boy victirns themserves. rn a recent, study of incest, de young
(1992t78) found that arl the boys in the study had fears'that
they are or will become homosexualsr.
may be due

2t I.IhiIe not a nece:s.ity, it- is suggested
performing
statistical tests of significance that categories r+hen
be t"iriy-ãqua1
in numbers.
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rn examining the relationship between sex of victim and
victim-offender rer-ationship there appears to be a hierarchy of
sanctions. The sentencing patterns clearly show disapprovar for
sexual abuse of chitdren, the disapproval is even more evident
when the child is a boy. The greatest disapproval is evident
when the sexuar abuse is at the hands of a parent, with
the
strongest sanction applied to fathers who sexually abuse sons.
rt is interesting to note that in all but one case of
parentar sexual abuse of boys, the offender $/as male. rn the
case where the offender vras the mother to the boy victim, the
father was arso sentenced and formed a separate case in the data
set' The parents in this case vrere prosecuted as individual
offenders.
They r{ere sentenced at different times and by
different judges. Both parents were sentenced for the sexual
abuse of their son' however, the father received a significantly
longer sentence than the mother.
rn this case, both parents pread guilty in Farniry vi_orence
court to one charge of sexual assaul-t. rn both the motherrs and
father's case, the severity of charge and facts of the offence
!,ere similar- The father of the boy victin received a sentence
of 7 years (84 rnonths) incarceration. The mother received a
sentence of 4 years (48 months) incarceration. when asked
vrhy
the difference in sentences, the croe/n attorney who handl-ed both
cases responded that the abuse by the father will harm the
boy
more in the future than that by the mother.
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support for hypothesis rr was found in the data examined by
rel-ationship. offenders who sexually abuse boys receive more
serious sentences than offenders who sexuarly abuse girls.
while

not statistÍcalIy significant, in all categories of relationships
the mean sentences for offenders of boys v¡ere more serj-ous
than
the mean sentences for offenders of girls.
This pattern indicates that while there is a general
sanction against sexual abuse of minors, the sanction increases
when the incesÈ taboo is violated, i.e. when parents
are the
offenders. The sanction is most severe when the two taboos
of
incest and homosexuality are viorated, i.e. when mar-e parents
sexually abuse boy children.
i. Impact of Control VariableE
rn the sexuar abuse of ctrildren, support for hypothesis rr
was found in the trend for offenders of boy victins
to be
punished more severery than offenders of girr
victims.

This

result however was not statistically significant. rn addition
to
the victim-offender rerationship, the independent (rnain) effects
of charge severity and the interaction between victín
and
offender race were also found to be statistically significant
in
explaining variatj-on in sentencing. Figure 4 identifies
the
results of the Ànova procedure.
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Figure

4

Ànalysis of Variance - Sexual Abuse
varÍables that Achieved statistical
siqni.ticance
Source of Variation
Mean Square
F
Sig of
Covariates
Charge Severity

Main Effects

Relationship
of Victin
of Offender
2-Way Interactions
Race of Victin with
Race of Of fender
Race
Race

3183.8S3

42.234

. O0Olr

2gg.4l7
t7B.O15
1g4.OO1

6.Zzt
2.36L
2.44L

. oo2*
.o9B
.091

23g.

gB1

.O7g . O3O,r*
* signif icant at < . Ol3

** significant at <
ê.

F

. Os

Charge Severity

The differences

in mean length of sentence with respect to
severity of abuse was statistically significant. The co-variate
rar^¡ regression coef f icient for charge severity is +2.404.
once
again, this finding is consistent with previous literature.
charge severity is perhaps the most important variable in
deternining sentence seriousness (IVarsh, LgB4). As wourd be
expected, the more serious the charge, the more serious the
sentence. similar to the sentences of physical abuse, the
findings indicate that an increase in charge severity results in
an increase in sentence seriousness.
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b. rnteraction þetween victim and offender Race
Differences appear in the mean sentences when the race of
the victim v¡as measured, however these differences lrere not
statisticatry
significant.
Tabre 32 ilrustrates the mean
sentences by victimts race adjusting for the effects of victirnoffender relationship and charge severity.
Tab]e

32

Mean Sentences by Race of Victin
in Cases of Sexual Abuse
N : L5222

Offenderts Race
Visible Minority
European

origin

Aboriginal Origin

N

Mean Sentence

16

6

nos incarceration/prob.

84

4

52

3

mos
mos

incarceration/prob.
incarceration

¡r

23

:t

2t
1-8

offenders who sexualJ.y abused victims of AboriginaL origin
received the reast serious mean sentences. However the real
impact of victim's race is demonstrated in the interaction
betv¡een the victim's race and offenderrs race.
Analysis of sentences by offender's race found that
offenders of Aboriginal origin v/ere punished most harshly. This
compared to the analysis of sentences by victim's race
that
22 In 13 cases the victimrs
race was unknown and therefore not
included in this analysis.
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offenders of victins of Àboriginal origin received the leaEt
serious sanctions. Neither the independent (main) effect of
victim's race not the independent effect, of offender's race was
found to be statistically significant.
The interaction between victim and offender race, however,
did explain the contrasting findings in the individual effects of
the variables.
Further, the interaction between victin and
offender race was statisticarry significant. Anarysis of crossrace offenses revealed that offenders of Aboriginal origin $/ere
punished most harshry when the victim !ùas of European origin.
conversery, offenders of European origin were punished l_east
severely when the victin v/as of Aboriginal origin.
Table 33
demonstrates the effect of the interaction of victim and
offender's race on mean sentences in cases of sexual abuse. The
mean sentences htere controlled for the effects of victim-offender
relationship and charge severity.
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Table

33

by the Interaction
Victim and Offenders Race
in Cases of Sexual Abuse
!i[ = Lzla

Mean Sentences

between

Victim
- Offender
N Mean Sentence
European - Àboriginal zs 6 mos incarceration
-E-qI-o-P-"_ql

Score

- .n_q5_o_p_._e¡1_ qs 4 mos incarceration

Àboriginal - Aboriginal
Aboriginal - European

14 4 mos incarceration
24 3 mos incarceration

22

20
20
18

The different patterns in mean sentences by race, both
by
victirn and offender, provides evidence for the clain that racíal_

bias affects sentencing. rt is the interaction between victim
and offender race, hov/ever, that most clearly il_lustrates
the
differentiat
irnpact of race on sentencing.
significant
differentials
in sentencing occur in cases of cross-race
offenses.

Past sentencing literature has clearly stated that racial
biases in sentencing are most observabl-e in cross-race
victirnization (LaFree, 19go). Àn analysis of cross-race sexual
abuse shows that sexual offenses in cases where the victim
was of
Aboriginal origin are punished reast seriousry, regardless of
the

23 The cross-race anaJ_ysis has
been linited to European and
Aboriginal victims and offenders because
cases in the Visible Minority cat"goiyl- of the small number of
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race of the offender. The second finding irLustrates that
offenders of Àboriginal origin who sexually abuse victims of
European origin are sentenced more harshry than offenders
of
European origin who sexually abuse victins of the same
race.
rn those cases where cross-race victimization has occurred,
racÍal bias towards both offenders and victims of Àboriginal
origin \¡t¡ere a significant influencing factor in sentencing.
'Aboriginal offenders who cornmit cross-race abuse are most harshly
punished. rn comparison, European offenders who commit
crossrace abuse are Least harshly punished.

c. fmpact of Control Variables
As noted in cases of sexual abuse, statistically significant
differences in sentence were obtained in relation to charge
severity, victirn-offender relationship, the interaction between
victirn and offender race. similar to the procedures used for
the
analysis of the physical- abuse cases, Anova was conducted and
a
nultiple classification analysis (McA) table produced.
once agrain, the Multiple R sguared was used to deternine
the

strength of the significant variabl-es in expraining the variance
in sentencing. The conbined effects of the significant variables
explained approxirnately 3oeo of the variance in sentencing.
rn
cases of sexual abuse, charge severity has the strongest
impact
on the sentencing of offenders. Approximately lgeo of the
total
explained vari-ance can be attributed to charge severity.
The
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relationship between the victin and the offender explained aLmost
7z of the variance in sentencing while the ínteraction between
victin and offenderrs race vras responsible for explaining
approxinatery 4å the variance in sentencing. Figure 5 indicates
the results of the Multiple R Squared analysis.

Figure 5
Results of the Mu1tiple R Squared Ànalysis
Variable
Race fnteraction

Relationship
Charge Severity
Total

Variation in Sentencing Explained
R Sguared

Percent

.0387

4z

.1o7

6

7Z

.2993
.2993

7eZ

302

ii'

control variables Found to be Not statistically significant
sentencing literature has demonstrated that a number of
variabres have been found to impact sentencing. These variables
include prior record; type of prea; court jurisdiction; victirn
and offender characteristics other than race. while none
of the
above variabres !¡ere found to be statisticaJ-Iy significant
in the
sexual abuse data, a number of interesting trends emerged.
Figure 6 identifies the resuÌt of the Anova procedure for
the
variables which did not reach statistical- significance in
the
sentencing of cases of sexual abuse.
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Figure

6

Analysis of Variance - Sexual Abuse
variabres not reaching statistical
siqniri"ance
Source of Variation
Mean Sguare
F
Sig of
Main Effects
Prior Record
152.658
L.973
.143
Court Jurisdiction
Lz]-.639
L.57
2
.2L2
lype of plea
l.54.964
2. O03
.159
Age of Victirn
L43.357
1.853
.140
Sex of Offender
37.074
.479
.490
Enployment of Offender
L48.496
L.920
. L29
Interaction Effects
Victin Sex / Victim Àge 198.638
.360
.781

a. prior Record
I'ihile prior record had a strong impact on sentencing in
physical abuse cases, it had very littre effect in sexuar_ abuse
cases' Table 34 illustrates the mean sentences by the offenderrs
prior record controlling for victin-offender relationship and
charge severity.
Tab1e 34
Mean Sentences by the Offender's prior Record
in Cases of Sexual Abuse

N-165

N
Aslt/Sex Aslt
Other Record

41

No Record

63

61

Mean Sentence

4 mos incarc. */probation
4 mos incarc. /probation
3 mos incarc. /probation

ncarcerat on

an

superv

pro

2L
2L
19
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The existence of a prior record is often an aggravati_ng
factor in the sentence of an offender.
A prior record
demonstrates crirninar history.

There is also a ber_ief that

an

offender with a prior record is rnore likei-y to re-offend than an
offender with no prior crirninal history.
In a recent cornprehensive analysis of child sexual abuse
cray (1993) found that prior crininaL history to be strongry
related to the processing and sentencing of chird abuse cases.
Gray found that the majority of cases involving offenders with
a
prior record Írere disposed by way of guilty plea. Gray suggested

that the expranation for the remarkabre number of guirty preas
rests in the berief that offenders with a prior record wilr
receive more serious sentences when they go to trial.
Examination of the variabre prior record in this data set
found that equal numbers of offenders plead guilty regardless of

their prior record. Further there were no mean differences in
sentences for offenders preading guilty as analyzed by prior
record. Table 35 presents a description of the type of plea by
the prior record of the offender.
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Table

35

DescripÈion of prior Record by Type of plea

in Cases of Sexua1 Àbuse
N=165

cuilty plea
of

Record

Prior Record*
77
75.42
2s 24.62
No Prior Record
47 75.02
16 25.02
* fs a combination of all types of prior record
includingr assault and sexual assault.

100å
l_00å

unrike Gray's findings, in cases of sexual abuse, offenderrs
v¡ith prior records $/ere not sentenced differently to those
offenders with a prior record. Detailed analysis of the variable
uncovered no patterns of interaction with variabres such as
guilty plea, court jurisdiction or sex of victim.
rt r/as
concluded that unrike the cases of physicar abuse in this data
set, i-n cases of sexual abuse the existence of a prior record is
not a strong aggravating factor and has no effect on sentencing.
b. Type of P1ea/Court ilurisdiction
fn sexual abuse casesr âs in the physical abuse cases type
of plea had no effect on sentences. Tabre 36 irrustrates the
by type of plea controlling for the effects of
victim-offender relationship and charge severÍty.
mean sentences
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Tab1e 36
Mean Sentences by Type of plea
in cases of sãxuáI Abuse

(N = 165)

of PIea
GuiJ.ty Plea
Trial-

N

L42

4

4L

4

Mean sentence
mos incarceration
mos incarceration

20
20

Type of plea typically interacts with court jurisdiction

in

effecting sentence. rn this study however, neither variabLe
separately or in interaction v¡ere found to effect sentencing.
Mean sentences from

the court of eueenrs Bench were onry
slightly more serious than those from the Family violence court.
Table 37 identifies the mean sentences for court jurisdiction
adjusting for the effects of charge severity, victim-offender
relationship and the interaction betr¿een victin and offender
race.

Table

37

Mean Sentences by the Court Jurisdiction
i-n Cases of Sexual Abuse

N=165

N
Farnily Violence

130

Queents Bench
ncarcera

35

Mean Sentence
4 mos incarceration
4 mos incarc. */probation

superv

20
2L
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to the snall number of physical abuse cases sentenced in
the court of Queen's Bench it was difficult to compare the mean
sentences by court jurisdiction.
rn cases of sexuar abuse, once
again an imbalance in court jurisdiction is present. rn sexual
abuse cases, however, the smarr number of cases heard in the
court of eueen's Bench does not affect the assumption of equal
varianceu. Because the nunbers do not appear to be skewi_ng the
analysis, the explanation of the lack of significant differences
in sentencing by court may rest in the impact of court
specialization.
Due

The two most distinguishing factors between cases heard in

violence court and the court of eueen's Bench are the
charge severity and the type of plea.
Due to proceduraJ_
differences' the l-ess serious surlrmary convictions make up the
bulk of provincial court work but are excluded from the court of
Queen's Bench. rn Fanily violence court the overwherning
rnajority of cases are disposed by a guirty prea. rn eueenrs
Bench the majority of cases are disposed by way of a triar_
(Ursel, 1992).
Crirninal justice Iiterature has thoroughly documented
FarniJ-y

evidence of the positive irnpact of a guilty plea on sentence
leniency. This would lead us to believe that sentences in Family

(Levene=!.L2rp= .29) Because
observed significance
level is not less than .õS, can not reject the
the
null hypothesis that
all varíances are equal.
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violence court would be significantly more lenient than sentences
in the court of eueenrs Bench because of the predominance of
guilty pleas in Family violence court,. rn Fanily viol-ence court
88å (N = 115) of sentences were the resurt of a guilty prea. rn

contrast, in the court of eueenrs Bench, the majority of
sentences, 742 (N : 26) vrere the result of a convi-ction at a
trial.
the absence of differences in disposition by court
jurisdiction may be the result of dynanics in Farnily Viorence
court. The Fanily Violence court was developed to consj-der the
particular needs of vulnerable victims in court. specialization
v¡as intended to create a core of personnel that wourd be
sensiÈive to the difficulties which arise when the victirn is in
a close reration to the accused. one of the goars of the court
!¡as to provide more consistent and appropriate sentences to
reinforce the policy of zero tolerance. one of the most dramatic
consequences of court specialization was a change in sentencing
patterns. urser (1992) docurnents the emergence of much more
serious sentences for offenders in Farnily violence court than
existed prior to specialization.
The convergence of sentences in Family violence court and
court of Queen's Bench seem to be a result of the pattern of more
rigorous sentencing in the specialized court. while cases heard
in Queen's Bench are characterized by greater charge severityr"
court jurisdictÍon does not show statistically
significant
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differences in sentences.
c. Àge of Victin
There are slight differences in mean sentences for victims
in all four age groups. offenders who abuse older chíldren
receive the most serious sentences. offenders who abuse the
youngest children receive the second most serious sentences.
Table 38 índicates the mean sentences by victim's age controllÍng
for relationship and charge severity.
Tabl-e 38

Mean Sentences by Victinrs Age
in Cases of Sexua1 Àbuse
lrf = 165

Age
0-5 Years
6-8 Years
9-L2 Years
13-1-7 Years

N

Mean Sentence

mos incarc. *¡probation
26
3 mos incarceration
64
3 mos incarc. /probatíon
60
6 mos incarceration
ncarcera on
superv]-s
15

4

Score

2t
18
19
22
r_on

The pattern

in sentencing by age of victin mirrors previous
canadian child sexual- abuse research. offenders who abuse the
oldest and youngest victirns receive the most serious sentences
(carter, L99L'). This bipolar pattern may be a refrection of two
factors; a sel-ection effect for younger children and an
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articulation effect for older children.
cases involving very young victirns are difficult
to
prosecute as the child victin rarely has the verbal abilities to
clearry communicate the nature of the abuse. rt is suggested
that due to the difficulties
associated with young child
witnesses, only cases with the strongest evidence are prosecuted.
A strong case combined with the social disapproval of abuse of
very young children may be the factors that explain the more
serious sentences found in this age group.
credibility is often an issue for chirdren testifying ín
court.
convincing testimony is often related to a child's
ability to articulate their victimization. rt is suggested that
the most serious sentences for children age 13-17 is a reflection
of their increased abirity to crearly articulate their
experiences to the court.
ð. Interaction of Victin 6er ¡rith Victin age
The interaction of sex and age of victirn in cases of sexual
abuse was found to be not statistically
significant but an
interesting trend emerged. offenders who sexuarry abused boys
received more serious sentences than offenders who sexually
abused girls regardless of age. Table 39 indicates the mean
sentences by victimrs sex and age.
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Table

39

Mean Sentence by Victim's Age/Sex
in Cases of Sexual Àbuse

N=165

Àge/Sex
O-8/Gir1s
.

-- -9 :8-

/_B-g-v_:_ -

__

N Mean Sentence
36 3 mos incarc.*/probation
-

-

9-17/cir]s 95
9-17lBoy= Z8

4 mos incarceration

¿
rcera

ê.

ro" in".rc./probation
on

supervl_

pro

Score
19

zo
ZL

on

of Offender
Ànalysis indicates that mare offenders of sexuar abuse
receive longer sentences than femate offenders. Table 4o
sex

indicates the mean sentences by the sex of the offender
controlling for victim-offender rerationship and charge severity.
Tab]e

40

Mean Sentences by Sex of Offender
in Cases of Sexual Àbuse

N=165

Sex
N
Mean Sentence
Male
161 4 rnos incarceration
Fema1e 4 2 mos incarceration/probation

Score
zo
17

In this data set only ZZ (N = 4) of the of fenders v¡ere
female. This finding reflects most previous research which has
l.66

documented males to be the overwhelrning offenders in cases of
child sexual abuse. The smalI number of female offenders makes

it difficult

to draw conclusions as to the effect of offender

sex.

f. Enployment of Offender
An analysis of sentences by offender's employrnent status
reveared a trend, however, it was not statisticarly significant.
The mean sentences for offenders who v/ere enproyed in skilled
occupations were the least serious. the mean sentences for
of fenders who v¡ere unemproyed vrere most serious.
Table 4r

indicates the mean sentences by the employnent of the offender
adjusting for the effects of victim-offender relationship and
charge severity.
Table

4i-

Mean Sentences by the Employment of the Offender
in Cases of sexùal Abuse

N-

lor¡ment

N

L442s

Mean Sentence

Score

Skilled
Unskilled

zB 2 mos incarc.*/probation
38 3 mos incarc./probation

19

Unemplo

78 4 mos incarc. /probation

2L

t7

2s In 27 cases the
employment of the
These cases were elíninated-frãm .rruly=ir. offender is unknown.
767

The finding that unemployed offenders are punÍshed most
harshly is consistent with other sentencing studies. previous
literature has documented a direct effect of socioeconomic status
on sentence seriousness (spohn et â1., rggr-g2) .
social
sÈereotypes dictate that the rore of the adurt male is one of
producer (Gordon, 1988). Àn offender who is productive and

enployed ís viewed in a much more positive fashion than an
offender who is unemployed. Àn argument used by defence
attorneys when they rrspeak to sentencerr is that incarceration

will disrupt enployment.
While the trend for sentencing by employment status j_s
clear, the data suggests that race may also be a factor.
AnaJ-ysis in this study found that an offender who was both
enployed and of European origin v/as punished least seriously.
The interaction between offender race and ernployment however, r^¡as
not statisticatly significant.
Table 42 identifies the mean
sentences for the ínteraction of offenderrs employrnent and race.
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Tab1e 42

The Interaction between Offenderrs Emplo1.ment26
and Race in Cases of Sexual abu-se N = !2727

loy-Race
Enployed/Europ*
--ngB-r-g-v-:9/-$g_rrg_.l_t

N Mean Sentence
45 3 mos incarceration

1g

--_9-___3--a9g_-_ijt9_1r_c_-e_rg_r_i_o_t__-__-__2_g__

36 4 mos incarceration
Unenployed/Aborig
31 6 mos incarceration
* denotes European
** denotes Àboriginalorigin
origin
Unemployed/Europ

Score

20
22

Previous l_iterature suggests that sentencing biases exist in
relatÍon to class and race (Farrel1 & Holmes, L99I). Levels of
class can be depicted by employment. In this data, the least

serious punishnent h¡as assigned to the of f enders who hrere
employed and of European origin.
In comparj-son, the offenders
who were most seriousLy punished were unernployed and of
Aboriginal origin.
The findings in the interaction between offenderrs
employment and race illustrates
possible 'double
a
To highlight the important trends
category of Enployed is a cornbination of the
skilled and Unskilled.
26

in this analysis, the
original categories of

27

Due to the srnalI numbers of offenderts whose race
was that
of Visible Minority, this category
was deleted from this specific
analysis of the interaction effecL.
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discrimination' for offenders of Aboriginat origin. offenders of
Aboriginal origin may experience discrimination twice. The fj-rst
is discrirnination on the basis of racial bias, the second on the
bases of social economic status or rcLass, bias.

iii. gummary of Findings for Bentences of geruar Abuse
the preceding analysis of sexual abuse sentences provides
support for hypothesis rr. As predicted, gender of victim was
found to influence sentencing.
[,Ihi1e not statistically
significant, an analysis of the sentencing trends found that
offenders who sexuarry abused boy victims were punished more
harshly than offenders who sexually abused girl victims. rt is
suggested that the sexual abuse of boys is viewed to be a double

vioration of appropriate sexuar behaviour and is punished
accordingly. This is especially true when the offender is the
parent to the child.
l{hen the victin-of fender relationship vras taken in to
account, parent offenders were punished most harshly. This
result viras found to be statistically
signif icant.
The
interaction between sex of víctin and victin-offender
relationship, whire not statistically significant found that a
parent sexually abusing a boy was punished more severely than a
parent sexually abusing a girl.
charge severity was positively correlated with sentence
seriousness consistent with the findings in cases of physical
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abuse. The more severe the charge, the more harshly the offender
h¡as punished. of all the contror variables, this factor
explained the greatest variance in sentencing.
The analysis of sexual abuse found clear evidence of racial
bias in sentencing. while the individual effects of victim and
offender race qrere not found to be statistically significant, the
interaction between the two was indeed significant.
Findings
from an exproration of victim and offender race uncovered a very
clear cross-race bias. The sentences for Aboriginal offenders
sexually abusing victins of European origin hrere much more
serious than aII other combinations of race.
À number of variables !/ere found to be not statistically
significant but againr âs in the case of physicar abuse these
variables presented a number of interesting trends. There was
very little difference in sentencing patterns when prior record
v/as taken into account. rt was concluded that prior record was
not a strong aggravating factor in the sentences of sexual abuse.
sinilar to the trend in the case of physical abuse, neither
type of plea nor court jurisdiction influenced the sentences of
sexual abuse offenders. rt hras suggested in the absence of
sentence differentials that specialization in the Fanily violence
court had an equarizing effect on sentencing regardress of plea
or jurisdiction.
Age of victin was not statisticarry significant in the
sentencing of sexuar abuse. The trends in sentencing by age
t7t

indicated that offenders who abused the oldest children were most
serious.
The second ¡nost serious sentences were given to
offenders who abused the youngest children. rt is suggested that
this trend can be explained as a product of two factors.
chirdren v¡ho are older are more able to present clear testirnony
in court, whire chirdren in the youngest age category are
selected more rigorously because of their difficulty verbalizing
their experiences in court welr. only those cases with the
strongest evidence against offenders of young children are
prosecuted.

Iff.

Conclusions

Hypothesís r which predicted that offenders who physically
abused girls v¡ould be punished more harshly than offenders who

physically abused boys v¡as not supported by the data in this
study. rt was concluded that differing gender st,ereotypes
regarding a dÍfferent tolerance of aggression towards girls and
boys is not apparent in the sentencing of offenders in cases of
physical abuse in the crirninaL justice system.
fn cases of sexual abuse victin sex rrras found to have the
predicted effect on sentencing, however the difference hras not
statistically significant.
consistent trends in the predicted
direction found that offenders who sexualry abused boys v¡ere
punished more harshly than offenders who sexually abused girls.

This trend was equally true

when

the offender was a parent.
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Parents who sexuarly abused boys received mean sentences of one

year incarceration in comparison to six months incarceration for
parent,s who sexually abused gir1s.
rt is important to note that as with any piece of social
science research, there may be a number of factors which play a
role in the results of the data analysis. one timitation in the
analysis of sexuaL abuse cases in this study is the imbalance in
the number of boy and girl victims. rn the sexual abuse data
set, only zLZ of the recorded sentences involved boy victíms.
the overwhelming najority of victims were gírrs.
lvhile the
variabl-e sex of victin satisfied the assumption of equal variance
necessary to conduct an analysis of variance (Anova), the unequal
categories of boy and girls do weaken the analysis.
when testing the relationship between two or more variabÌes,
the small number of boy victirns affected the cell sizes from
which the mean sentences were carcurated. For exampre, it v¡as
not possible to determine the higher order interactions
(interactions between three or more variables) in the sexuar_
abuse data' when the effects of more than two variabres vrere
combined, in most cases the ernpty cerls resurting from the smalr
number of boy victins made a comparison of sentence means
irnpossible.
The data for this study were collected over a period of two
years. Perhaps with the addition of a further two years, there

would be a sufficient

number of boy victims to test

the
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hypothesis more conclusively. rt may be that with an j-ncreased
number of boy victims, the weak trends of differential- sentencing
evident in this study wourd become more pronounced.
The imbalance in numbers is clearly the most significant

issue to consider for future research. However, a second factor
which deserves mention is the difficulties associated with
scal-es
designed to measure seriousness in sentencing.

studies in criminal justice research have employed
a variety of methods to measure sentence seriousness. There are
a number of further studies which have documented the failure of
this research to adequately account for all the subtleties of
sentence variation (LaFree, 19go). This study is not immune
to
criticisms of sentence scales.
The measurement strategy adopted in this study was to
develop a scale which measured both the gravity and the J_ength
of
all- the child abuse sentences in the data set. The intent behind
the development of the scale was to try to capture the furr range
of sentences- Both the type of sentence and the J_ength of
sentence were recognized as contributing to the revel
of
Numerous

seriousness.

Analysis of the data found that while there vras a wide range
of sentences in both the physicar and sexual_ abuse data set, the
najority of sentences v¡ere terms of probation. Anarysis of the
data uncovered the fact that the most freguent sentence was
that
of 24 months supervised probation. rn cases of physical abuse,
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the second most frequent sentence r^¡as L2 months supervised
probation. rn cases of sexual abuse, the second most frequent
sentence vtas 36 months supervised probation. I{hi1e previous
research suggested that it was irnportant to design a scale which
included a means of measuring the range of sentences, it is
apparent, that sentence crustering is a predoninant feature of
this data set.
Previous riterature examining sentencing trends has
documented the importance of capturing the wide range of
sentences assígned. The resurts of this research suggest that
while range is significant, the clustering of sentences in one or
two areas may also affect accuracy of measurement. perhaps one
of the issues which future research nay wish to address is how to
develop a scale which acknowledges both the range of sentences as
well as the effects of clustering.
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CHAPTER

ErcHT

-

Corqcr.usto¡¡s

A review of the literature provided evidence of significant
sex role stereotyping concerning the expression of aggression and

sexuality in our society.
rn both cases the literature
documented very distinct differences in what was consj_dered
acceptabre behaviour for girrs and boys. This was true not onry
in societyts tolerance of what behaviour v/as acceptable from
children, but also, towards children.
Girrs and boys are treated differently. rn preparation for
roles in their adurt rife, boys are encouraged to be active and
girls to be nurturing (Frisch, Lg77). Boys are taught to
be
tough, strong, adventurous and determined. Girls are taught to
be weak, dependent and caring. Boys learn to take what they
want, girls 1earn to accept v¡hat they are given.
The manner in which an adult interacts with a chird was
ill-ustrated to further ref l-ect the dif feríng expectations for
girls and boys. parents are most commonly described as
protective and gentle with girls.
rn comparison, parents are
described to be rougher with boys, to reprimand boys more
frequently than girls (Fagot, rg74), and to physicarry punish
boys more often (Maccoby & Jacklin, Lg74).
As outlined in the review of the literature, stereotypes of
aggression and sexuarity are sociarly constructed. Aggressi_on
and sexuali-ty are defined not only by gender stereotypes but
by
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other social prescriptions, such as appropriate relations between
parents and children and age appropriate behaviour. The findings
in this study point to the significance of the above
prescriptions in addition to gender stereotypes.
I.

physical

ãbuse

Research detailing the nature of the physical treatment of

children suggests that the physical disciprine of children
continues to be a conmon rnethod used in chir-d-rearing.
Literature suggests that parents are the most frequent abusers of
children (I{ilson et âr., 1981) and discipline is the most
frequent explanatÍon for the physical abuse of children (warner
& Hansen, 1994). rt has been suggested that in over goz of all
incidence of physical abuse, the abuse is an extension of
socially acceptabre disciprine techniques (Martin, r-9g3).
Previous literature has found that parentat treatment of
children can be differentiated by the gender of the child.
Further, literature has documented that the risk of physicaJ_
abuse also differs by the gender of the chird. rn the reports of
abuse of younger chirdren, boys are more frequentry the victims
than are girls (t{right & Leroux, 199r_). rn opposition, reports
of abuse of older children, girls are nore frequently the victirns
than are boys (Iti1son et al., 1981).
rn the revier¿ of the literature, it becane evident that not
only were boys and girls perceived to behave differently, they
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were treated differentry as a result of this perception. Boys
were viev¡ed as tough and strong and were treated accordingry by

parents. rn comparison, girls r¡¡ere encouraged to be soft and
meek' Parental treatment of girls reflected this percej-ved
delicat,e nature.
The documented stereotypes of boys as tough and girrs as
delicate led to the formulation of hypothesis r: offenders who
physically abused girls would be punished more harshly than

offenders who physically abused boys. rt was suggested that
gender stereotypes would result in a bias in the criminal justice
system that would perceive the physical abuse of girls as more
harrnful and therefore, more serious than the physical abuse of
boys.

However, the analysis of the data in this study found no
support for hypothesis r. The mean sentences for offenders who
had physícally abused boys v/ere identicar to those for offenders
who had physicalry abused girrs.

culturar stereotypes suggest
that the physical treatment of girrs and boys wourd be viewed
differently.
However, the findings of this study indicate that
it is not the sex of the victin but the age of the victirn which
influences the sentencing of offenders.
The age of the victin was found to be statisticarly
significant in influencing sentences of offenders. offenders who
physically abused younger children rrrere more harshly punished
than offenders r¡ho physically abused ol_der children.

rt is
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interesting to note that the breakdown of physicar abuse victims
by age in this study replicated previous studies which found that
younger boys are more at risk of being physicarly abused than
younger girrs; and, order girrs are more at risk of being
physically abused than order boys (Rosenthar, 19gB).
rn this study, among younger victims (o-B years) , 622 of
the victims were boys. Among order victins (g-r7 years) 692 of
,
the victims were girrs. Al-so consistent with previous research,
parents were the abusers in more than two-thirds of the cases
of
physicar abuse. rt is Iikely that the rnajority of the physical
abuse in this study began as disciplinary actions.
Findings from the examination of physical abuse in this
study support the suggestion that the right of parents to
physically discipline their children appears to be rnodified by
the age of the child. rt is deerned rnore socially appropriate for
an adult to spank an older child compared to an infant.
rt
appears that physically striking a teenager is not perceived to
be as harmfut as physicarry striking a young chiId. The finding
that offenders who physicarry abused younger children were
sentenced more harshry than offenders who physically abused older
chil-dren provides evidence for this belief .

I{hile the sex of the victim was not found to be significant
in the sentencing of offenders, the interaction of age and gender
stereotypes may explain why the bulk of physical- abuse sentences
in t'his study $/ere the result of physical crimes against younger
1,7 9

boys and older girls.

Gender stereotypes emphasize aggression as

an expression of masculinity for boys. The lit.erature has
documented how this stereotype leads to greater misbehaviour
by
young boys and greater physicar discipline. rn contrast, gender
stereotypes in girls emphasize compliance and obedience and young
girls are less frequently reported as misbehaving. As a resul_t
young girls are less freguently at risk for physical discipline.
The acceptance of girrs, vi-oration of gender stereotypes is
greater when they are young and dininishes as they approach
puberty. As the intolerance for girls, ¡nisbehaviour increases
with â9ê, it coincides with older, larger girls for whom physical
punishment is seen as more legitimate. Thus agê, size and soci_al
expectations interact to make girls more vulnerable to physical
abuse when they are older.
rn the case of boys, increasing size seems to discourage
physicar punishrnent because they are capabre of striking back
and/or defending themselves. The curtural- approval of aggression
in boys serves to reinforce this dynanic.

rt is concluded that gender stereotypes are a factor in the
determination of risk of abuse in younger boys and oLder girls.
However, gender stereotypes are not a factor in the deterrnination
of sentences for offenders. rnstead, it would appear that age
and the stereotypes associated with age appropriate behaviour
are
more predominant in influencing sentencing decisions than any
other victirn characteristic.
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An additional factor to consider in assessing sentencing of
physical abuse offenders is the law itself. The Canada crininal

code specifies that parents have a Iegal right to physicalry
discipline their chirdren using reasonabLe correction.

This legal right to physically punish nay override any
curturar stereotypes about delicate girls or robust boys. rn
physicar abuse cases the quest,ion of guilt or innocence revol-ves
around the concept of reasonabre correction/excessive force. rn
such a debate the issue of age and size of the child wourd
provide a much clearer guideline concerning reasonabl-e force than
culturar conceptions of delicacy or toughness assigned to girls
and boys. The finding that offenders of young children received
more serious punishrnent than offenders of older children would
support this interpretation.
If.

Sexual Abuse

socially prescribed gender expectations of sexuality are
perhaps best described in relation to the confricting
expectations for males and femares. Mal_es are expected to be
The

sexual aggressors and to experirnent with their sexuality from a
young age (tlel1nan, 1gg3). Boys learn to associate sexual
behaviour with masculinity (Gilgun, 1991).
rn contrast females are expected to be sexual gatekeepers
(struckman-Johnson et âr., 1991) and to preserve their chastity

until marriage (Lindisfarne, Lgg|).

sociar stereotypes

r_abeÌ
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females who remain sexually inexperienced as rgood, and females
who lose their sexual innocence as ,badr. As the sexuaL
gatekeepers' females who lose their sexual innocence are herd

responsible for that loss (Bridges & McGrail, 1999).
The gender expectations which require females to maintain
sexual innocence and more importantly, to prevent sexual
encounters have been perhaps most influential
in soci_al
definitions of female sexual abuse. The literature reviewed
earl-ier documents the responsibility society places on females to
prevent sexual violation. This responsibility affects whether

the vioration is in fact laberred an act of abuse. The victimrs
failure to prevent the vioration is commonly interpreted as a
sign of full participation in the sexual activity. rt is firrnly
believed by many thaÈ if a women had really wanted to resist the
sexual act, she v¡ould have (Burt, LggO) .
There is an abundance of literature that has documented

how

females are blaned for not having prevented their sexuar
violation.
The tendency to blane female victins for not
preventing their sexual abuse is true even in cases in which the
victim is a chird and the offender is an adult (Johnston, r97g).
common stereotypes of the sexual abuse of children have long
irnplicated the female child as a wilring participant in sexuar_
activity (Sterrnac et aI., 19g9).
while there is a tendency to hold girl victirns responsible
for their sexual abuse, the same is not true for boy victirns.
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Boy victins of sexual abuse by rnale offenders are rarery viewed

as having contributed to their attack (schneider et â1., Lgg4).
rnstead it is the adult male who is nost often held responsible
for threatening the rnascurinity of his boy victin (Hunter L9g2).
,
Evidence suggests that the sexual abuse of boys is viewed as
a more serious violation than the sexual abuse of girrs.
À
conmon theme in research examining the sexuar abuse of
boys is
that boys are more seriously traumatized by sexual abuse than are
girls (Kempe & Kempe, 1984). rn a recent canadian study
assessing the nature and j-ncidence of child sexuar abuse, anal
penetration by a penis s¡as rated to be a more harmful, and
therefore severe form of abuse than was vaginal penetration by a
penis (Hornick & Bolitho, Lg92,) .
The perception that the abuse of boys is more serious than
the abuse of girls can be explained with reference to the social
taboos of sexuality and sexual behaviour. While there is an
almost universar taboo which defines the sexual abuse of chil-dren
as wrong, the sexuar abuse of boy children violates a further
taboo, that which prohibits homosexual behaviour. penalties
contained in the crininal code of canada until 19gB fornally
codified the unequal sociar sanction for the violation of girls
and boys.

The maximum penalty for the indecent assault of a
female was five years incarceration. rn comparison, the maximum
penalty for the indecent, assault of a male was ten years

incarceration (Boy1e, tg}4).
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The previous gender inegualities codified in the criminal
code combined with evidence that the sexual abuse of boy children
is perceived as more serious, provided the basis for hypothesis

rr'

rt was hypothesized that offenders who sexually abused boys
would be punished more harshly than offenders who sexually abuse
girIs.
The data provided onry weak support for hypothesis rï.
while the mean sentences for offenders who had sexuarry abused
boys r¡¡ere slightly more serious than those for offenders who had
sexually abused girls, these differences were not statistically
significant.
Further, the sex of the victirn vras not found to
predict any of the variation in sentencing. However, the
reLationship between the victim and the offender was found to
have a significant inpact on sentences.
rn cases of physical abuse there is a fine line between
discipline and abuse. rn the crininal code of canada, parents
have a legar right to physicarry discipline their children. ïn
contrast, sociar standards and the law define sexuaL abuse by

parents as the most abhorrent type of abuse. The maximum
penalties as defined in the criminal justice system reflect the
abhorrence of sexuar abuse by parents, especialry biorogical

parents.

The crime of incest which is defined as sexual
intercourse between bl-ood relations, carries a maxirnurn punishment
of fourteen years incarceration. rn comparison, the crime of
sexual assault which covers sexuaL intercourse between any other
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adult and chird carries a maximum punishment of ten years
incarceration.
The significance of the victirn-offender relationship in
sentencing sexual abuse offenders d.emonstrates an intorerance not

only of the incest taboo, but aLso of the violation of a position
of trust. rn this study, parents were most harshly puníshed for
sexually abusing children. caregivers were the next rnost harshly
punished. rn both cases the relationship of the offender to the
chil-d is one which is characterized by trust.
As with physical abuse, there are very different pat,terns in
the sexual victinization of girrs and boys. The riterature
estimates that girls are much more frequentry the victins of
sexual abuse than are boys. Further, girls are more likely to

report their victimization to the authorities than are boys.
I{hile both girrs and boys are most rikely to be victimized in
their home, boys are slightly more rikely than girrs to be
victirnized outside the home (Badgrey Report, LgB4).
The significance of the victin-offender relationship in the
sentencing of sexuaL abuse offenders, is consistent with social
expectations. one of the aims of the legislation which redefined
sexual offenses against children in the Criminal Code of Canada
in 1988 vras to better protect chirdren from harm. The need to
more harshly punish offenders in a position of trust was clearly
stated in the legisration. The finding in this research that
parents and caregivers were the most harshly punished perhaps
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illustrates a concerted effort on the part of the criminal
justice system to recognize this airn.
A second focus of the crininal justice legíslation in 19gB
rtras the recognition of the need to elininate gender bias (Hornick
& BoliÈho, l99z). previous to 1988, the construction of many of
the sexual offenses in the crininal code ignored the
victinization of boys. on the other hand, in the cases where the
victimization of boys v¡as recognized, it was codified to be more
harshly punished than was the victinization of girls.
The weak relation between the sex of the victim and the
sentences of offenders found in this study may in fact provide
evidence of a move to gender equity intended by the 19BB
legislation. clearly the expected differentials in sentence by
sex of victim srere not as strong as anticipated.
The
differentials !¡ere no where near the magnitude prescribed in the
legislation in 1989.
while this study provides sone evidence to suggest a move
towards gender equity in sentencing, tr,,ro factors suggest caution
in this interpretation. First, given the significant imbalance
in the nurnber of girl and boy victirns it is not possible to be
conclusive about the absence of gender bias or even the extent to
which such bias may be dininishing. Further research with an
increased number of boy victims may serve to provide more
conclusive ansh¡ers to these issues.
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A second reason for caution in interpreting the findings in
this study is the fact that most of the cases v/ere heard in the

specialized Farnily Vioì-ence court. Studies have documented the
inportant role of the judge in the determination of sentences.
rn this study the rnajority of judges presiding over cases in
Fanily Violence court hrere specifically selected for their
ahtareness of and sensitivity to issues of fanily violence. This
selection process may have corlected a cohort of judges who are
especially progressive on issues of gender equÍty. As a resurt,
it is difficul-t to generalize this study to jurisdictions without
specialízed courts.
fII.

Summary

Previous literature examining the physical and sexual abuse
of children has demonstrated that there is no question that
gender is a factor when evaluating risk for a chird. young boys

are more frequently physically abused than are young girls.
older girls are more frequently physically abused than are older
boys. Girls of all ages are more frequently sexuaJ-Iy abused than
are boys.
This study provides further evidence of the
reLationship between gender and victimization.
The different risk factors for girls and boys cornbined with
differing gender stereotypes defining the treatment of girls and

boys provided the bases for the two hypotheses in this study.
The findings from the data anarysis, hov/ever, suggest that whil-e
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the reported cases of physical and sexual abuse differ by sex of
the victim, the prevairing gender stereotypes of girls and boys
do not translate into different perceptions of the seriousness of
the abuse in the criminal justice system.
What this study did uncover hor.¡ever v¡ere the interesting
effects of the age of the victim in cases of physical abuse and

the victim-offender rerationship in cases of sexuar. abuse.
Perhaps more importantly, this study also uncovered new issues to
explore.

rn the case of physical abuse, the regal rights of parents
to disciprine their chil-dren and the significance of age in
deternining the boundaries between discipline and abuse may
override any ef fect of gender bias. lrlhile !ì¡e may not admire the
legislation which gives parents the right, to physicarly
disciprine their children, the influence thÍs legislation has on
the sentencing of offenders appears to be significant.
social
stereotypes dictate that physicar discipline is accepted,
however, the age of the victin moderates this accepÈance. The
combination of the right to disciprine and the effects of the age
of the victin nay override the effects of gender in the
sentencing of offenders convicted of physical abuse of children.
rn the case of sexual abuse, the effects of legislation rnay
be even more apparent. In 1988, the changes to the crininal code
of canada no longer condoned gender biases. changing the text of
the crininal code may have at reast partially eLirninated the
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effects of previously codified grender biases. rn terms of
reform, the fornalizing of gender equity within the texÈ of the
statute may be an effective means of reducing or eliminating some
of the more explicit forms of gender discrirninatÍon. A further
factor to consider in legal reform are the potential positive
effects of court specialization.
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Tvarl

Tvar2
Tvar3
Tvar4
Tvar5

Case

Name

I.D. Number
Police Number
Date File Opened
Case Number

**
Tvar6À Charge 1
Tvar6B #
Tvar6C (Stay
TvarTA Charge 1
IvarTF #
TvarTC (Stay
TvarBA Charge 1
Tvar8B #
TvarSC (Stay
Tvar9A Charge 1
Tvar9B #
Tvar9C (Stay
TvarlOA Charge

TvarlOB#

Tvarl2A Charge

Tvarl2C
Tvarl3C
Tvarl4C
Tvarl5C

2) (Disniss

1)

(proceed

2) (Dismiss

3

)

(Plea

4)

-

1)

(Proceed

2) (Dismiss

3

)

(PIea

4)

-

1)

(Proceed

2) (Dismiss

3)

(Plea

4)-

1) (Proceed

2)(Disrniss

3)(plea

4):

1) (Proceed

2)

(Disniss

3)

(plea

4)-

1) (Proceed

2)

(Dismiss

3)

(plea

Ð:

1) (Proceed

2

)

(Disniss

3

)

(plea

4)

1) (proceed

2)

(Disniss

3)

(pIea

4,):

1) (proceed

2)

(Disniss

3)

(pIea

4)-

.3)(Plea

Ð:

-

1

(Stay

Tvarl5A Charge

Tvarl58#

(Proceed

1

(Stay

Tvarl4A Charge

Tvarl4B#

1)

1

(Stay

Tvarl3A Charge

Tvarl-38#

,rrb

l_

Tvarl0C (Stay
TvarllA Charge 1
Tvarl-l-B#
Tvarl-1C (Stay
Tvarl2B#

Part 1 Charges
See Code BOok 1À

1

(Stay
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Tvar16

When

Offence Occurred?

ff Child Abuse, Duration of Abuse
Tvar18
Type of Offence ** See Code Book 2A .*rc
Tvar19 Where was the Case Heard
Fanily Violence Court
1
Províncial Court
2
Queen's Bench
3
Tvar17

Tvar20 Crown El-ection

IndictabÌe
...... 1
Summary
2
Both
3
lvar2 1 Origin of Case
Fanily Violence Court
fmport
2
Transfer
3
Tvar22 Place of Offence ** See Code Book ZB **
Tvar23 Suspect-VÍctim Relationship ** See Code Book 2C **
Tvar24 If Multiple Victims, Relationship
** See Code Book 4E **
** See Code Book 2D **
Tvar25 Offence Reported By
Sex of Victin (s) :
Victin 1 (Ma1e 1) (Female
Victin 2
Victin 3
Victim 4
Age of Victirn (s) :
Tvar27À Victim 1
Tvar2TB Victirn 2
Tvar2TC Victin 3
Tvar2TD Victin 4
Tvar2 6À
Tvar26B
Tvar2 6C
Tvar26D

2)

Tvar28 ff Female, Was the Victim pregnant at Time?

Yes

No fnformation

1
9
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** See Code Book 3A **
Ivar29 Enplolznent of Victin
** See Code Book 38 **
Tvar3O Race of Victim
Tvar31 Was There a Language Barrier?
Yes

No Information

1
9

Tvar32 V{as the Victin Disabled?

Yes

No Inforrnation

1
9

** See Code Book 3C **-Tvar33À Disability
Tvar338 Are there Children in the ReLationship
Yes
1
No2
No Inforrnation
3
Tvar33C Number of Children in Relationship
Sex of Suspect(s):
Tvar34.A, Suspect 1 (Male
1) (Fenale
2)

Tvar348 Suspect
Tvar34C Suspect
Tvar34D Suspect

2
3

4

Tvar35A
Tvar35À
Tvar35À
Tvar35A

Àge of Suspect(s):
Àge of Suspect 1
Age of Suspect 1
Age of Suspect 1
Age of Suspect 1

Tvar36

Occupation of Suspect

** See Code Book 3A **
** See Code Book 38 **

of Suspect
Tvar38 [.ias There a Language Barrier?
(Yes 1) (No Inforrnation 2)
Tvar39 Was the Suspect Disabled?
(Yes 1) (No Information 9)
** See Code Book
Tvar4oÀ Disability 1
** See Code Book
Tvar4OB Disability 2
** See Code Book
Tvar4OC Suspect,s Education
Tvar37

Race

3C

3C

4A
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Tvar4l Actual- Use of Weapon
(Yes 1) (No 2) (No Tnforrnation
Tvarâ2 Threatened Use of

(Yes

(No

9)

Weapon

Information
9)
Describe the weapon(s) used/Threatened ** see code Book 3D **
1)

Tvar43A $leapon

1

Tvar43B l{eapon

2

2) (No

Tvar44 Use of Alcohol/Drugs

* See Code Book 3E **

Tvar45 l{itnesses to the Incident?

yes
...... 1
Noz
No Information
g
Tvar46 ff Yes to Tvar45, Relationship to Victin
** See Code Book 4f} **
Tvar{7 were Àny rnjuries suffered by the victim?
Yes
...... 1
No2
Tvar4SA ff Yes to Tvar47, Nature of Injuries
** See Code Book 4C **
Tvar4SB Injury 1
Tvar4SC Injury 2
Tvar49 Did the Victim get Medical Attention?
(Yes 1) (No 2) (No Infornation
9)
Tvar5O !,Iere There any prior contacts with police
(Yes 1) (No 2) (No Infornation
9)
Tvar5l Did the suspect have a criminal Record
(Yes 1) (No Z) (No Inforrnation 9)
Tvar52 ff Yes t,o Tvar5l, Nature of Record
** See Code Book 4D **
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Tvar53

Tvar54

Tvar55A
Tvar55B
Tvar55C

Action Taken at the police Level
Charged and Held
t
Charged and Released
2
Released for Cro$¡n Opinion
3
No fnfornation
g
At the PSB Court, What Action was Taken
Held in Custody
l_
Released No Conditions
z
Released Conditions
3
Specify Conditions
** See Code Book 5.A *rr
Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3

Tvar56 Request for Variance of Conditions
Voe
No

No fnformation

Tvar57 ff yes. to Tvar56, Requestion

Victim rnitiated
Accused fnitiated
Jointly fnitiated

By
1
2
3

No Information

rf
Tvar5SA
Tvar5SB
Tvar5SC

l2
3

9

Yes to Tvar56, Conditions Varied?

Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3

** See Code Book 5A **

I.ihich Agencies Irlere Contacted from fntake into System
** See Code Book 58 **
Tvar59À Agency l_
Tvar59B Âgency

2

Tvar59C Agency

3
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1var60 Were Charges

Added?

Yes
1
No
...... z
rf Yes to Tvar60, What Were They ** See Code Book l_A **
Tvar6lA
Charge 1 Added

Tvar6lB Charge 2 Àdded
Tvar6lC Charge 3 Added

the FínaI Case Outcome a Guilty plea?
Yes
No
...... 2
Not Applicable
9
If Yes to Tvar62, What Charges plead
** See Code Book l_A ¡b¡k
Tvar63.A, Charge 1 Guilty plea
Tvar63B Charge 2 Guilty plea
Tvar63C Charge 3 Guilty plea
Tvar63D Charge 4 Guilty plea
Tvar64 was the Finar case outcome a stay of proceedings?
Yes
1
No
......2
Not Applicabte
s
Tvar65 If Yes to Tvar64, Why was Case Stayed
** See Code Book 5C **
Tvar66 $las the Accused Rernanded?
Tvar62

$Ias

t_

yes

l_

2

No Information

Tvar67 If Yes to Tvar 66,
Not Àpplicabte
No Information

g

How Many Times
7
9

Tvar68 Was a Subpoena Served to the Victim
Yes

No

No fnformation

L
2

9
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Tvar69 Was the Case a Tria1

Yes
1
No
...... z
Not Applicable
7
TvarTO ff Yes to Tvar69, Trial Elected By:
** See Code Book 6A **
Tvar71 !,las the Case a preli¡ninary Hearing
Yes
1
No
...... 2
Not Applícable
7
Tvar7? Tf Yes to Tvar71, hlas the Accused committed to Trial
Yes
l_
No
......2
Tvar73 Were Reports Requested?

Yes
No
No Infornation

l_

......

z
9

If Yes to Tvar73, What Kind of Reports
** See Code Book 68 **
TvarT4A Report I
TvarT4B Report 2
TvarT4C Report 3

-

Nature of the Report
1var75 Assessnent of Danger to Victim
Tvar76 Assessrnent of Danage to Vicitn
Tvar77 Potential for Rehabilitation
1

Very

3

Low

Low

Mediun

Tvar78 What was the Verdict

Guitty
Not, Guilty
Disnissed

Discharged (applicable

5

Very Hiqh

High

of the Trial or prelim
1
z

to

pH only)

......

3

4
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FinaI Disposition
Date of Fina1 Disposition

Tvar79
Tvar80

Name

Tvar84
Tvar85
Tvar86

ff Fine/Restitution (Arnount in Doltars)
If Probation
(Tine in Months)
If fncarceration
(Tine in t'tonttrs)

of Judge ** See Code Book 1À ¡t*
Tvar81 Charge 1
** See Code Book 6D **
Tvar82À Disposition 1 Charge 1
TvarS2B Disposition 2 Charge 1
TvarS2C Disposition 3 Charge 1
TvarS3A Condition 1
** See Code Book 7A
TvarS3B Condition 2
TvarS3C Condition 3

Charge 2
** See Code Book 6D **
Disposition 1 Charge 2
Disposition 2 Charge 2
Disposition 3 Charge 2
TvarS9A Condition 1
** See Code Book 7A
TvarS9B Condition 2
TvarS9C Condition 3
Tvar90 ff Fine/Restitution
(Amount in Dollars)
Tvar9l, If Probation
(Time in Months)
Tvar92 If fncarceration
(Time in Months)
Tvar87

TvarSSA
TvarSSB
TvarSSC

Tvar93 Charge 3
Tvar94A Disposition i- Charge
Tvarg4B Disposition 2 charge
Tvar94C Disposition 3 Charge
Tvar95A Condition 1
Tvar958 Condition 2
Tvar95C Condition 3
Tvar96 ff Fíne/Restitution
Tvar97 If Probation
Tvar98 If fncarceration

Tvarg9

** See Code Book 6D **
3
3
3

**

See Code Book 7A

(Amount in Dollars)
(Tirne in Months)

(line in

Months)

ïs Sentence Being Served Concurre ntly
Yes
.l_
No
2
No fnfornation
9
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L. Charge Code
Murder
Atternpted Murder
Manslaughter
Assault wi-th a Weapon
ÀggravatedAssault..
Àssault Causing Bodily Harm
Common Assault/Àssault
Sexual_ Àssault
Sexual Àssault Threats/Bodily Harm/Weapon
ÀggravatedsexualÀssault...-.....:
Unlawful/Forcib1e Confinement
Break & Enter
Àttempted Break & Enter
Unlawfully in a Dwelling ..
Uttering Threats
Poss. Weapon Dangerous to public peace
Breach of Recognizance
Breach of probation
Breach of Court Order/peace Bond
Mischief
Abduction ...
Causing Disturbance .
Harassing/Annoying phone Calls
Housebreak Enter w/Intent
Sexua1 fnterference
Pointing a Firearm ...
Invitation to Sexual Touching
Possession of prohibited Weapon ...
Sexual Exploitation
FMA .
HTA .
Indecent Assault
Choking to Overcome Resistance
Gross Indecency ...
fncest
Assaulting a police Officer .
Forcible fntry
... .AnaI Intercourse .
Bestiality
Other
Buggery
Obstruct Justice
Crirninal Negligence Causing Bodily Hárn
fndecent Exposure
Robbery

.
.

1l_
1-2
l_3

L4
t_5

J-6

L7

.

l_B

L9
20
21-

.
.

22
23
24
25
26
27
Zg
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
39
39
40

.
.

4I
42
43
44
45
46
47
4g
4s

so

.

5l_

s2
53
54
55
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24. Type of Offence Code
Spousal Àbuse
Child Abuse
Elder Abuse
Dating Abuse
General Assault
Spouse and Child Àbuse
Fanily Member Abuse

.. . ...
......
.......
......
......

28. Place of Offence
Victim's Residence .

5
6

I

2
3

4
5
6
7
9

other (specify) ...
Information

2C. Relationship

4

1

Offender, s Residence
Common Residence ...
Other Residence ...
At Work
fn a Public place

No

L
2
3

Code

Married.
Ex-Spouse/Legally Separated ...
Divorced

...

2

Common Law
Ex-Common Law

4

Boyfriend/Girlfriend

5

Ex-Boyf r iend/ GirI f riend

Natural Child/parent
child/step-Parent ...
Chitd/crand-Parent
Child/Uncle - Aunt
Siblings

7

Caregiver
Acquaintance
Stranger
Friends
No

Information

6

I

9

10
1lT2
t_3
1,4

15
16
99
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2D. Offence Reported By:

Victim
spouse
Friend
Parent
child
Neighbour ...
Teacher
ChildCarel{orker
Social Worker
Caregiver ........
otlgr (specify) ...
Medical Staff
Other Relative
Not Applicabte

No

.......l_
....... z
....... 3
....... 4
... s
...... 6
...... 7
......8
..... 9
..... 10
l_L

...

Information

Lz
13
77
99

34. Enployment Code

- Professional
- skilled/seni-ski1led
- Unskilled ...
- Seasonal /Part Time
Homemaker
Employed
Employed
Employed
Employed

L
2
3
4

Student

5

Dependent ..
Other

7
8

6

Unemployed

o

Retired
No Information

38. Race

L0
t_1

Code

Caucasian ...
Native/Métis
BIack
Oriental
East Indian
Filipino

.

r...

Central / South American
Other New Canadian (Specify) ...
No fnforrnation

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

I

9
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3c. Disabil-ity Code
Visuallylmpaired
Hearing Impaired
Cognitively frnpaired
Physicatly Impaired .
Speechlmpedirnent..
Mentally I11 .
other (specify) ...
Nofnfor¡nation
3D. Description of

Knife
Blunt

.......l_
z
3

...
....s
.....
....9

4
6
7

Weapon
l_

lìh.i
aa#
vyJ
eve

2
3

Sharp object

Gun

4
5
6

Rifle

Household Objects

Other (Specify) ...

Not Àpplicable

No

Information

...
...

7
77
g9

38. A1cohol Present Code
Present in Victim and Suspect
1
Present in Victim but not in Suspect
2
Present in Suspect but not in Viótin
3
Not Present in Either Victirn or Suspect
4
Present in Suspect but no fnformation re: Victin 5
Present in Victim but no fnformation re: Suspect 6
Not Àpplicable
7
Alcohol in Environment
I
No

Inforrnation

44. Education
Primary

9

Code

Some Secondary

...

Conpleted Secondary .

Post Secondary (Technical) ...
Post Secondary (University)

NotÀpplicabl_e
No Information

...... t...... 2
... 3
4
...... 5
....7
.... 9
237

48. Witness Relationship
child (ren)
Friend
Parent
Other ReIati-ve
Neighbour

2
3
4

5

other (specify)

6

Not Àpplicable
No

7
9

Information

4C. Injury

Code

Minor Cuts/Bruises
Major Cuts/Bruises

l_

2
3

Bites

Broken Bones/Teeth
Black Eye .
Stitches Required

Miscarriage
Burnps

to

.

4
5
6

.

7

Head

Àttempted Suicide ...
Ernotional Stress/Breakdo!¡n . .
Damage Genitals
Damage to Reproductive Organs

Pregnancy
Other

No

...

l_3

Code

Domestic Assaul-t
General- Àssault

other (specify)

Child Abuse ....
Sexual- Àssau1t,

10
11
L2
T4
99

fnformation

4D. Type of prior Record

I

o

Attenpted Murder .. t..
Not, Applicable
No fnformation

L
2
3
4

5
6
7
9
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48. Multiple Victim/Suspect Relationship
AII Fanily Members
Fanily Members and Third party
Third Party OnIy

Code
1
2
3

Not .A,ppIicabl-e

No

5.A'.

7

Information

Court Order

9

Code

Released with Bail
Keep the peace and Be

of

Behaviour
Report to Designated person as Directed
RernaininJurisdiction
Personal Appearance ..
Report Change in Address ..
No Contact/Communication
Contact only for purposes of Visitation
Abstain from Alcohol Consumption .
Restriction/Change of Visitãtion . .
To Reside at Given Residence
Not to Possess Firearns
Nondisclosure
other (Specify) ...
No Contact with Anyone < L4
Not to Attend at premises of Complainant
Adhere to Curfew ...
Not Applicable

No

L

Good

Information

z
3

......4
....

5
6
7

I

9
l_0
l_l_

12
13
14

....

l_5

16

t7

...

77
99

58. Services Contacted
MedícaI

1

WAP .

2
3

Victi¡n Àssistance . .
Shelter
Probation ...
Child and Fami1y Services
Child Protection Services (HSC)
Child/Witness Victin program
OÈher Social Service Agency
Psychiatric Help

Language Bank
Mediation...
Not ^Applicable
No fnformation

4
5
6

7

I

9

.....i.
.. .
...

0
11
2

77
g9
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5C. Stayed

Code

Victin Refused to Testify ..
Victi¡n Retracted Original Statement
Victim Failed to Attend Court
Accused Sought Counselling .
Insufficient Evidence
Victin not Served/not Located
Peace Bond
Victin Provoked
Consensual Fight
other (Specify) ...
Victim Unable to Testify ..
Mediation ...
Not Àpplicable
No Informatj_on
6À.

Court Election

......

1

z
3

...... 4
....... s
6
... 7
... I
....... 9
10
...... 11
..... tz
... 77
gg

Code

Provincial Court Judge
Re-El-ect
Queents Bench Judge Àlone
Queen,s Bench Judge and Jury

l_

2
3
4

68. Report Code

Pre-Sentence Report

l-

Report . .
Psychiatric Report ..

2
3

Medíca1 Report

4
5

I{AP

other (speeify) ...

Not Applicable

7

240

6C. Sentencing Judge

Code

Meyers
Devine
Kopstein
Collerman ...
Mitchell
Garfinkel ...
Guy .
Kramer
KimmeÌman ...
Connors
Àllen
Duval
Giesbrecht..
Swail
Morlock
Harris
Rubin
Webster
GyJ-es
Queen's Bench Judge
Sinclair
Newcombe
Ennes
Minuk
other (Specify) ...
Lisrnar
No fnformation

.....

....... 1
....... 2
..... 3
...... 4
..... s
...... 6
.... 7
....... 8
.....l_o
.. 11
.. L2
.....1_3
.. L4
.....1_5
......l-6
.. L7
.....l_B
. . l_9
20
.... zr
.... 22
.. 23
.. 24
.... zs
......26
99

6D.

Acquittal ...

Absolute Discharge ...
Conditional Discharge

..
Supervised Probation
Fine
Incarceration
Peace Bond
Restitution .
Suspended Sentence

Unsupervised probation ...

Order
Inter¡nittent Sentence
Time in Custody ..
Weapon Prohibition .
Community Service

......
.......
...
...
....
.....
...
......

1

z
3
4

5
6
7
g
e

10
j_L

......

t2
L3
1,4

24L

7A. Probation Condition

Code

Sex Offender Counselling .
1
Psychiatric Counselling
..... 2
.Attend Abuse Group
3
Àbstain from Alcohol
4
Substance Abuse Assessment/Treatment
5
Other Treatment ...
..... 6
No Contact/Conmunication
.... 7
contact onry for purposes of Access to children . 8
Abstain from possessing/Carrying I{eapon ..
g
Remain in Jurisdiction
...... Lo
Other Conditions ..
.... LL
Anger Management ..
12
Enter No Relationship until After Treatment
13
Not Applicable
... 77
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